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Abstract:  The goal of the thesis is the development of an exemplary application 

profile for one institution guiding the use of Rights Expression Lan-

guages (REL) to include the rights information of digital documents in 

the metadata.  

Cultural heritage institutions face many challenges with regard to the 

growing number of digital documents. One challenge is the effective 

and efficient management, administration and presentation or publica-

tion of the documents according to their inherent rights. A basic issue is 

the inclusion of the rights information in the metadata file of the digital 

documents to enable automated administration of the documents.  

The application profile is supposed to show the REL’s potential for 

solving the challenge. Whether RELs can be applied practically in the 

cultural heritage sector is not in the scope of the thesis and must be ex-

amined in a large scale study.  

As applied research, the thesis does not follow a strict quantitative or 

qualitative research method but gathers, examines and evaluates data to 

develop an application profile. Due to the focus on technical issues, it 

aims at developers and not at end users. To reach the thesis’ goal, RELs 

are located in the area of digital rights. Four RELs are examined basi-

cally by literature analysis. In addition, various representative licenses 

from one library are chosen which are “translated” into the most appro-

priate REL. The findings flow into a prototype application profile 

which is evaluated in one iteration step by experts according to heuristic 

evaluation to identify technical and conceptual flaws. Based on the 

identified flaws, the prototype is revised.  

Finally, the exemplary application profile for the METS metadata 

schema is presented and recommendations for further elaborated appli-

cation profiles are given.  
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1 Introduction 

 Motivation and Structure of the Thesis 1.1

In libraries and other cultural heritage institutions (CHI), such as archives or museums, 

an increasing number of digital documents have to be administered and presented ac-

cording to their inherent rights or licenses. These documents can be divided into two 

areas: The first one is about documents licensed by vendors to CHIs like databases of 

journal articles. The second area concerns self-published material like digitised docu-

ments, or electronic resources by third parties in for example Cross-Institutional or In-

stitutional Open Access repositories due to Open Access publication or legal deposit.  

Regarding the first area, the licenses and rights are managed by vendors and the CHI 

negotiates the terms of access and usage, which is enforced by the vendor. Regarding 

the second area, the CHIs are responsible for the correct presentation and use of the 

documents according to copyright and licenses. Therefore, in some cases the access or 

usage conditions have to be limited. But how can libraries and other institutions in the 

cultural heritage sector manage the growing number of digital documents efficiently and 

effectively?  

One approach is the implementation of license information in the metadata of the doc-

uments in a machine-readable and machine-actionable way, which can be accessed by 

several systems. Most metadata schemas do not offer the opportunity to model this very 

distinctive information in a standardised way. One possibility to realize this issue could 

be the use of Rights Expression Languages (REL). Correctly applied, the display of 

rights information or the restriction of usage (embargo time, the age of the user, etc.) 

could be managed automatically.  

These RELs are rather unknown and unused in CHIs and it is necessary to introduce 

them and to evaluate if they really offer solutions regarding the outlined problem. Thus, 

the aim of the thesis is to gather and examine existing RELs, to evaluate them and to 

create an exemplary application profile for digital documents offered by the SÄCHSI-

SCHE LANDESBIBLIOTHEK - STAATS- UND UNIVERSITÄTSBIBLIOTHEK DRESDEN (SLUB) 

(http://www.slub-dresden.de/en/home/). Generally, it is important to develop a widely 

adoptable standard in order to ensure interoperability of systems and data exchange. The 

application profile of the thesis does not aim to be such a standard due to limitations of 

resources. However, it could be the basis for a large-scale study to create a standardised 

application profile for CHIs.  

There are some initiatives that focus on this issue. A current project on the definitions of 

standardised rights statements (Peet, 2015) in the CHI area indicates the importance of 

widely adoptable standards in the field of rights management of digital resources. If 

within this project the rights statements are defined, there would still be the need for 

their standardised implementation in the metadata of the digital documents.  

The thesis is structured as follows: The first section contains the introduction of the 

SLUB and its digital documents, the problem description, the literature review, the 

goals and the research questions as well as limitations and the methodology of the the-

sis. The second section introduces the area of copyright, Digital Rights Management 

(DRM) and licenses. In the third section, existing RELs are identified by literature re-

view and the most relevant ones are introduced and examined in detail. In the fourth 

section, representative licenses of the SLUB for the application profile are introduced. 

http://www.slub-dresden.de/en/home/
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In the fifth section, the application profile for digital documents with focus on the 

METADATA ENCODING & TRANSMISSION STANDARD (METS) metadata schema is devel-

oped based on the findings of the previous sections. A prototype application profile is 

evaluated by experts according to heuristic evaluation to identify flaws. The revised 

exemplary application profile is presented in Appendix 18: Exemplary Application Pro-

file. Section six contains the conclusion and recommendations for further research.  

 The SLUB and its Digital Documents 1.2

Introduction 

The SÄCHSISCHE LANDESBIBLIOTHEK – STAATS- UND UNIVERSITÄTSBIBLIOTHEK DRES-

DEN (SLUB) and its digital documents are introduced in this section, because they are a 

major part of this thesis, as several documents produced or published by this institution 

are used exemplarily in the application profile. These documents are provided by sever-

al digital services and are subject to distinctive rights issues. Furthermore, some internal 

services place certain demands on the correct implementation of rights information of 

digital documents. This variety of demands on rights management of digital documents 

reflects the practical requirements to a great extent. A real scenario was chosen to facili-

tate comprehension of the basic demands on the institutions concerning the rights of 

digital documents.  

The SLUB in an overview  

The SLUB came into existence in 1996 as a result of the merger of the regional library 

for the German Free State of Saxony (established 1556) and the academic library for the 

Dresden UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY (established 1828). In addition, the DEUTSCHE 

FOTOTHEK (established 1925) has been a separate section in the former Saxon regional 

library since 1983 (SLUB Dresden, 2016a).  

As State Library of Saxony, the SLUB is in charge of the legal deposit for Saxon litera-

ture (SLUB Dresden, 2015f) and responsible for the Saxon bibliography. This function 

assigns to the SLUB additional coordination and service functions in the Free State of 

Saxony (SLUB Dresden, 2015e). An example of an “analogue” service is the Saxony 

State Preservation Office (SLUB Dresden, 2015g). “Digital” services include the ad-

ministration and support of the repository QUALITY CONTENT OF SAXONY (QUCOSA) 

with the opportunity of Open Access publishing (SLUB Dresden, 2015b) or the devel-

opment of the digital long term preservation of digital documents in the SLUBARCHIV 

(SLUB Dresden, 2015i).  

Additionally, the SLUB is responsible for two national special interest collections by 

the DEUTSCHE FORSCHUNGSGEMEINSCHAFT (DFG), namely the CONTEMPORARY ART 

AFTER 1945, PHOTOGRAPHY, INDUSTRIAL DESIGN AND COMMERCIAL ART and the HISTO-

RY OF TECHNOLOGY. The latter was handed over to the library of the DEUTSCHE MUSE-

UM on 01.01.2016 (SLUB Dresden, 2015k). Due to several predecessor institutions and 

several functions and tasks, the SLUB produces and administers various digital docu-

ments.  

DIGITAL COLLECTIONS / retrospective digitisation  

The SLUB offers a collection of more than 9 million (SLUB Dresden, 2015d, p.3) units 

of different materials as books, photographs, maps, manuscripts, music manuscripts and 

many more. The collection contains some precious objects such as the Maya-
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Manuscript (SLUB Dresden, 2015h) as well as valuable extensive collections in the 

areas of HISTORY OF TECHNOLOGY, MUSIC or literature about Saxony (SAXONICA). 

Some of these have been digitised in various projects since 2007 such as LAND-

TAGSPROTOKOLLE (Baudisch and Bonte, 2008), HISTORICAL DIRECTORIES (Georgi, 

2013) or HISTORY OF TECHNOLOGY (SLUB Dresden, 2016b). The SLUB runs the 

DRESDEN DIGITISATION CENTRE (DDZ) (SLUB Dresden, 2015c), which is used within 

the digitisation projects funded mainly by third parties. Examples are:  

 HISTORY OF TECHNOLOGY  

(http://digital.slub-dresden.de/en/digital-collections/4)  

 VD 18 (Verzeichnis der im deutschen Sprachraum erschienenen Drucke des 18. 

Jahrhunderts)  

(http://digital.slub-dresden.de/en/digital-collections/1) 

 Digitisation of maps  

(http://www.slub-dresden.de/en/collections/maps/) 

 HISTORICAL DIRECTORIES  

(http://adressbuecher.sachsendigital.de/en/home/)  

 ILLUSTRATED MAGAZINES FROM THE ERA OF CLASSIC MODERNISM  

(http://magazine.illustrierte-presse.de/en) 

 SAXONICA  

(http://digital.slub-dresden.de/en/digital-collections/10)  

Some digitisation projects produce freely accessible or freely re-usable digital docu-

ments, which are presented in the DIGITAL COLLECTIONS
 
(SLUB Dresden, 2015a). Other 

digital documents may require a specific presentation like maps or can be presented 

only as preview, due to the rights situation. These documents are presented in the 

DEUTSCHE FOTOTHEK
 
(Deutsche Fotothek, 2015), which offers a shopping cart function 

to buy photos as a file or print. The DIGITAL COLLECTIONS offer as of 08 May 2016 

82,150 titles or 137,401 volumes of digitised materials, supplemented by more than 1.5 

million media items (images, maps, drawings) of the DEUTSCHE FOTOTHEK
 
(SLUB 

Dresden, 2015a). The SLUB is thereby one of the major providers for the DEUTSCHE 

DIGITALE BIBLIOTHEK (DDB) (2015b).  

QUCOSA / born digitals 

Additional to the retrospective digitised documents, the SLUB also offers and manages 

born-digital documents within QUCOSA, the Cross-Institutional Repository of the SLUB 

(http://slub.qucosa.de/recherche/). This repository contains hitherto mainly Open Ac-

cess publications like dissertations and other publications from the DRESDEN UNIVERSI-

TY OF TECHNOLOGY (Voigt, 2013). Due to the legal deposit of electronic publications, 

more non Open Access publications must be managed in the future in QUCOSA. The 

repository is data provider for GOOGLE SCHOLAR and the BIELEFELD ACADEMIC SEARCH 

ENGINE (BASE) (SLUB Dresden, 2015b). As of 08 May 2016, QUCOSA offers access to 

19,843 digital documents
1
 of all participating institutions and to 5,502

2
 digital docu-

ments of the SLUB.   

                                                 
1 The number of documents is the result of an internal query.  
2 Based on a search for “*”on http://slub.qucosa.de/recherche/.  

http://digital.slub-dresden.de/en/digital-collections/4
http://digital.slub-dresden.de/en/digital-collections/1
http://www.slub-dresden.de/en/collections/maps/
http://adressbuecher.sachsendigital.de/en/home/
http://magazine.illustrierte-presse.de/en
http://digital.slub-dresden.de/en/digital-collections/10
http://slub.qucosa.de/recherche/
http://slub.qucosa.de/recherche/
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SLUBARCHIV / digital long term preservation  

The SLUB does not only produce and publish digital documents. As the archive library 

of the Free State of Saxony it also ensures that these digital documents are accessible 

and usable in the future. Additionally the funders of the digitisation projects and the 

data providers compel the library for long term availability and usability of the digital 

documents. Therefore, the SLUBARCHIV is in constant development.  

Although no digital documents are produced, digital long term preservation poses spe-

cific requirements on the digital documents especially as the SLUBARCHIV aims at 

Content Preservation and not at Bitstream Preservation of the documents (SLUB Dres-

den, 2015i). One of these demands is the unambiguous rights information of digital 

documents. To emphasise that many areas must be taken into consideration when it 

comes to the definition and accessibility of rights statements for the whole life cycle of 

digital documents, digital long term preservation is regarded in this thesis, too.  

Need for licenses in the metadata of digital documents  

The question for embedding license or rights information in the metadata of the digital 

documents arises in the SLUB in several areas. Regarding digitised and born digital 

documents, the use of embargo time is an important issue, as documents may be pub-

lished only from a specific date on. If this information can be embedded in the metada-

ta, the automatic processing of the embargo time can be facilitated. A similar issue is 

the provision of digital documents at single workstations, which is also facilitated if the 

license information is embedded in the metadata. In addition, the standardised embed-

ding of CREATIVE COMMONS licenses in each document facilitates the aggregation of 

documents. Additionally, the standardised use of licenses or rights information and its 

embedding in the metadata makes the administration of the digital documents such as 

the digital long term preservation easier. The described needs of the SLUB are not yet 

formulated officially. The author’s employment in the institution (see section 1.6 Limi-

tations of the Application Profile) and the resulting practical experience allows these 

statements and conclusions. Further information about these needs in a wider context is 

provided in section 1.3 Problem Description.  

Although many institutions face the same or similar questions, there is no general ap-

proach to it. An application profile which introduces the elements and guides the use of 

the RELs is an opportunity to demonstrate the usability of the RELs in a practical way. 

It is the aim to develop a widely adoptable application profile instead of an in-house 

solution, because the latter hinders interoperability between institutions or systems. In 

the thesis, the application profile focuses on the SLUB but does not aim on its practical 

application but on testing the applicability of the RELs in that context. An extensive 

study regarding the specific needs is thus not appropriate. A thesis that combines the 

examination of the RELs as well as an application profile is considered as a better way 

to enable other researchers to examine this area.  

This section illustrates that the SLUB offers a wide variety of digital documents of dif-

ferent rights status and provides data to aggregators. There are many institutions with 

similar services. All of them should be interested in the assignment of standardised 

rights information to the digital documents to improve internal workflows as well as the 

data provision to aggregators. In the thesis, it is assumed that the terms DIGITAL COL-

LECTIONS, QUCOSA, DEUTSCHE FOTOTHEK and digital long term preservation, as well as 

their content and their function are known.  
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 Problem Description  1.3

As stated in the introduction, the basic problem in the context of the thesis is the miss-

ing opportunity for CHIs to include the information about the rights status or the licens-

es of their digital documents in a standardised way in the metadata of the documents. 

Especially in a world that becomes more and more networked, where data exchange 

such as aggregation of content and the search and reuse of material is technically very 

easy, it is very important to find a solution in order to enable the use of free documents 

as much as possible. Furthermore, usage or access restrictions due to copyright or li-

censes have to be observed and processed, posing huge demands on the institutions.  

The first aspect is the rights information of freely accessible or usable documents. Cur-

rently the information about the rights of digital documents is offered very individually 

and often it is stated on websites that might not be available persistently. Appendix 1 

contains some examples to illustrate the differing rights information. The examples 

have been chosen regarding the variety of institutions, the variety of solutions inside an 

institution, as well as the different approaches to offer the rights statement.  

Even if the information regarding the rights is available in the metadata, it is only prac-

tically usable if this information is standardised and openly accessible. Voigt (2014) 

gives a good practical example regarding the two problems in the analysis of the rights 

metadata of documents of several German institutional open access repositories.  

“Für Service Provider wie BASE bedeutet diese Form von Lizenzangaben wiede-

rum, dass ohne Normalisierung der Metadaten Suchfilter nach Lizenzangaben nur 

bedingt umsetzbar sind” (Voigt, 2014, p.57)  

“For service provider such as BASE, this kind of licence information implies that 

without normalisation of metadata, search filters for license information can be 

applied only in a limited way” [translated by the author] 

 

“An dieser Stelle muss auch die Frage erlaubt sein, welchen Nutzen die Verwen-

dung von OCL hat, wenn die Lizenzinformation selbst nur eingeschränkt zugäng-

lich ist” (Voigt, 2014, p.59)  

“At this point, it must be allowed to ask for the benefit of open content licenses, if 

the license information itself is accessible only restrictively” [translated by the au-

thor] 

The second aspect and bigger challenge is the automatic administration of access- or 

usage-restricted digital documents. The reason is that more and more digital documents 

which are not in the public domain or published according to Open Access licenses 

have to be collected, managed and preserved by CHIs. It may be requested that these 

documents are:  

 offered only after an embargo time  

 offered on only one or a specified number of workstations  

 offered only to specific users  

Until now, this is rather laborious, as the basic information is not included in the 

metadata and must be entered manually in several systems like catalogue, Open Access 

Repositories, Digital Collections or other services, used to manage or publish digital 
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documents. Very often, documents are not published at all, due to the lack of technical 

opportunities. This approach is time-consuming and error-prone.  

CHIs have thus to face the challenge to manage licenses of freely available documents, 

as well as access- or usage-restricted documents in a standardised way. Not all systems 

currently used offer metadata or administration data fields in which the variety of li-

cense information can be stored.  

There are several initiatives with regard to the rights of digital documents. Some of 

them are aiming at standardised license terms such as the ones by DEUTSCHE DIGITALE 

BIBLIOTHEK (2015a) or EUROPEANA (2015a), but few are providing guidance for em-

bedding the information in the metadata files.  

A well-documented approach to several issues in this area is the Kriterienbereich Recht-

liche Aspekte for digital collections by the German KOMPETENZZENTRUM INTEROPERA-

BLE METADATEN (2015). Besides discussions with regard to the choice of licenses for 

digital documents, there are discussions about how this information can be embedded in 

the metadata file. Standardised licenses such as CREATIVE COMMONS URIs can be easily 

embedded in many metadata schemas. If more elaborated licenses have to be expressed 

in a machine-actionable way, it is not possible to use for example Dublin Core (DC).  

The PERMISSIONS & OBLIGATIONS EXPRESSION WORKING GROUP (2016) is not located 

in the CHI area, but aims with regard to digital content in the web on the definition of 

“the technical elements to make it deployable across browsers and content systems”. 

This project will apply with the Open Digital Rights Language (ODRL) a Rights Ex-

pression Language to reach its aim. These are much more complex rights information 

than CREATIVE COMMONS licenses. The CHI area with growing numbers of digital doc-

uments should be interested in these developments, because they face similar demands.  

One approach to face the problem of describing rights information and include them in 

metadata files could be Rights Expression Languages (RELs), which offer models and 

vocabularies to describe the licenses in a machine readable and in some cases machine 

actionable way. According to Coyle (2003, p.[9]) a description of RELs can be quite 

easy:  

“It seems obvious, but it's a language that expresses rights, that says what rights 

you have in relation to this file.”  

This statement does not enable the understanding of the REL’s possibility. Barlas (Jisc, 

2004) is more informative in his description:  

“A rights expression language is a type of high-level computer-processable lan-

guage that can express human instructions for interpretation, without ambiguity 

and in a secure manner, by a processing device. The instructions concern what a 

rights owner allows a user to do with a piece of content. The primary purpose of 

the language is to enable an end-to-end Digital Rights Management enforcement 

system to control, for as long as required, the use of protected material delivered 

on networks or on physical media when they are accessed by users.” 

In brief, it can be stated that RELs are used to enable “translation” of the various rights 

information of digital documents from human language into machine processable lan-

guage. Further information concerning RELs can be found in section 3 Introduction and 

Examination of RELs.  
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However, the literature review (see section 1.4 Earlier Research and Literature Review) 

indicates that there is no experience with RELs in CHIs, or at least none officially doc-

umented.  

If RELs can be applied, a solution regarding these problems could be a standardised 

application profile for the inclusion of rights information by the RELs vocabulary in the 

metadata file of each digital document. However, standards have to be developed for a 

large target group or community in order to prevent in-house solutions, which hamper 

interoperability. With regard to the stated problem, a large scale study would be needed 

in order to answer the following questions:  

 What is REL and where is it located in the theoretical concept of rights and digi-

tal documents?  

 What can RELs express and in which way?  

 Which kinds of institutions have to be considered?  

 Which licenses or rights expressions occur in these institutions which have to be 

considered in the application profile?  

 Which metadata schemas are used in these institutions to describe digital ob-

jects? For example METS, Dublin Core (DC), Encoded Archival Description 

(EAD) or Text Encoding Initiative (TEI).  

 Which RELs meet the demands of the CHIs and are appropriate for an applica-

tion profile?  

 How can the license information by the REL be implemented in the various 

metadata schemas?  

 What extent should the profile have? If it is too extensive it becomes complicat-

ed for a wide adoption; if it provides too few possibilities, it cannot be widely 

used.  

Such a large-scale study exceeds the scope of a master’s thesis. Thus, either a single 

question can be examined in detail or all the questions can be examined, but each one in 

a limited way. As there is no officially documented experience with RELs in the CHI 

area, the second option has been chosen. Examining only one component in detail en-

tails the risk that the findings of the thesis are unusable if the other components are not 

examined. There is no certainty that the approach to use RELs is a successful one and 

only the examination of all aspects can prove that it is at least theoretically possible.  

Examining all steps can identify issues that cannot be solved. In addition, a blueprint of 

an application profile can assist designing a large scale study. In the sections 1.5 Goal 

and Research Questions and 1.6 Limitations of the Application Profile it is explained, 

how the aforementioned steps are reduced to be solvable within this thesis.  

First, the earlier research in this area is examined by the literature review, because the 

current state of research can influence the decisions.  

 Earlier Research and Literature Review 1.4

This thesis examines several areas and each one requires an examination regarding the 

existing literature to find out the current state of research. For a better overview, the 

literature review is divided into three groups.  
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Copyright, Digital Rights Management, Licenses  

Considerable general literature exists in these areas. The objective of the thesis demands 

literature that is focused on digital libraries and RELs. Although ten years old, the Final 

Report (Jisc, 2004) from the JOINT INFORMATION SYSTEMS COMMITTEE (JISC) gives a 

good overview about the necessity of DRM. Coyle also wrote about DRM with some 

links to libraries (2003, 2004b). Furthermore, in Automation Of Rights (2006) she gives 

a short introduction about the connections between digital rights, digital licenses, and 

DRM. Iannella (2007) describes DRM with the intention to explain its positive possibil-

ities within a correct application. Böhner’s (2008) thesis offers a very good overview 

about DRM in German academic libraries. These sources are used to substantiate the 

position of RELs in the area of copyright, DRM and licenses. 

Voigt (2014) examines the transmission of rights information and the metadata of digi-

tal documents of German repositories and names current flaws. She mentions RELs as 

an option for a standardised process to include the rights information. Therefore, this 

thesis is developing Voigt’s idea about the transmission of rights information further, 

because RELs allow the description of rights far beyond the CREATIVE COMMONS li-

censes. An interesting current development is the project regarding the development and 

implementation of interoperable rights statements (Peet, 2015). It is about the definition 

of standardised licenses for digital documents which provide more opportunities than 

the CREATIVE COMMONS licenses. This information should be stored in the metadata of 

digital documents, which might be facilitated by the use of RELs. During the work on 

the thesis, with the Open License Expression Working Group Charter (W3C, 2016), 

another current development has been officially announced and should be taken into 

account as it focuses on standardised license expressions. This project is interesting be-

cause it is based on Open Digital Rights Language (ODRL) and aims at the definition of 

even more diverse licenses than previous mentioned interoperable rights statement:  

“The mission of the Permissions & Obligations Expression Working Group is to 

define a semantic data model for expressing permissions and obligations state-

ments for digital content, and to define the technical elements to make it deploya-

ble across browsers and content systems.” (W3C, 2016)  

Although this project is aimed on web resources, it can provide valuable approaches and 

solutions to issues in the CHI area. 

In addition, basic literature in the field of copyright and licenses has been used (U.S. 

Copyright Office, 2011), (U.S. Copyright Office, 2012), (Weitzmann and Klimpel, 

2014).  

Rights Expression Languages (REL) 

Coyle’s Rights Expression Languages (Coyle, 2004a) can be seen as a standard work on 

RELs with a focus on libraries. It is impressively foresighted regarding the criteria used 

to examine RELs. Although the paper is more than ten years old, it offers a very good 

introduction and overview regarding the area of RELs and describes the most important 

ones. It can be used as blueprint for this and further investigations. The fact that nothing 

comparable has since been written shows that this topic was neglected in the last dec-

ade, despite its importance. Additionally, this study contains basic qualitative and quan-

titative analyses of the RELs. As she published several additional texts about RELs 

about a decade ago (Coyle, 2004a), (Coyle, 2004b), (Coyle, 2005), Coyle can been seen 

as a precursor in the field of RELs in libraries. Due to her extensive groundwork, which 

http://w3c.github.io/ole/charter.html
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has not been updated to any remarkable extent, the thesis is largely based on her find-

ings.  

Despite the valuable groundwork done, Coyle’s texts are mssing information with re-

gard to practical application of the RELs. This comprises guidelines of the REL’s im-

plementation in metadata schemas, discussions about the translation of representative 

licenses into RELs, or detailed descriptions of the granularity of the RELs to facilitate 

the understanding of the REL’s potential to describe licenses. Thus, based on her find-

ings further steps are added to enable practical application: a more detailed examination 

of the RELs, as well as their application to representative licenses and the development 

of an exemplary application profile.  

Of course, other sources are used in the thesis too. Barlas (2006) wrote a report for JISC 

about RELs. The focus is mainly the education sector, but it is a very useful publication 

regarding RELs in general and also regarding specific issues, among others RELs in 

METS and METSRights. In addition, the question of descriptive metadata is asked here 

and it contains some approaches regarding a qualitative evaluation of RELs.  

Friesen et al. (2003) published a text about RELs in learning technology, but it offers 

rather basic information. Another introduction to RELs is by Gangadharan and Weiss 

(2007), which does not contain new insights, but might help to comprehend the idea of 

RELs and their relation to licenses. Besides some basic information about RELS, Guth 

(2003) does offer some examples.  

Iannella gives a more detailed insight to RELs and especially the mapping of Open Dig-

ital Rights Language (ODRL) and CREATIVE COMMONS licenses (2007), as well as the 

connection between REL and DRM (2001). Abelson et al. (2008) introduced the REL of 

CREATIVE COMMONS, ccREL. Kasten et al. (2011) published a text about embedding 

ODRL into web pages. Licensing information in webpages is not the topic of the thesis. 

Nevertheless, the article informs about several important insights regarding practical 

evaluation and implementation of a REL. Gadd et al. (2003) discussed RELs in context 

of self-archiving and provides examples.  

Primary resources Rights Expression Languages 

Of course, the current websites and other primary information about the RELs must be 

named here because it is the basic source for the application part of this thesis: ODRL 

(ODRL Community Group, 2015d), ccREL (Creative Commons, 2013), (Creative 

Commons, 2016), METSRights (Library of Congress, 2005), (Library of Congress, 

2011a) and MPEG-21 (Barlas, 2005), (Moving Picture Experts Group, 2005), (ISO, 

2004a), (ISO, 2004b).  

Much of the literature is relatively old and must be read carefully, as there might be new 

versions of the RELs. Regarding ODRL, it must be stated that much literature refers to 

ODRL 1.0. The current ODRL 2.1 (ODRL Community Group, 2015d) has the same 

intentions but differs regarding the model and the vocabulary. Therefore, not all descrip-

tions fit to the model or the vocabulary elements anymore.  

It is not within the scope of the thesis to find out why more has not been published in 

recent years. It could be assumed that one reason is the complexity to apply the RELs in 

a practical way in the CHI area because it depends on many factors. From the literature 

review it can be concluded that the current state of research is still the more or less ex-

tensive examination or analysis of the RELs regarding the CHI sector. An application 
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profile and thus a document for the CHI area that guides the use of RELs are still miss-

ing.  

With the gathering of available information about RELs, their practical application and 

the development of an exemplary application profile, this thesis goes one step further 

than the authors of the texts mentioned in this section have. The exact goal and research 

questions of the thesis are introduced in the next section.  

 Goal and Research Questions 1.5

The goal of the thesis is to find out how RELs can be used in the CHI area to embed 

license information of a digital document among its other metadata. To reach this goal, 

the thesis is divided into two parts.  

The first one consists of an exploratory examination of already existing RELs to identi-

fy their aims and concepts. At the same time the findings form the basis for the second 

part.  

In the second part an application profile is developed, based on the findings of the first 

part. Thus the result of the exploratory examination is, so to say, carried over into a 

practical manual. In addition, the application profile can be evaluated as a kind of sum-

mary of the findings of the first part.  

The application profile can be seen as the main result of the thesis, because it comprises 

the processed and condensed theoretical findings. In addition, the second part recapitu-

lates the methodical issues involved in this mission: the evaluation of the prototype to 

map the theoretically concluded findings against practical demands. Nevertheless, the 

first part is also motivated by providing potential following up research with basic in-

formation about RELs to facilitate the development of other application profiles.  

Hence, both parts complete each other and have to be seen in context. Therefore, in the 

thesis’ text the word goal mostly refers to the thesis as a whole. However, the word may 

be referring to the application profile in particular as well, because it is the most im-

portant part. This clarification is supposed to avoid misunderstandings.  

Both parts are needed to answer the following research questions:  

1. How can appropriate RELs be identified to embed license information in the 

metadata files of digital documents of CHIs?  

2. How can an application profile be used to demonstrate the practical applicability 

of the RELs?  

 Limitations of the Application Profile  1.6

The application profile has to be developed with a specific target group in mind to be 

conclusive enough though not exceeding the scope of the thesis. The limitations of the 

application profile are further explained in this section.  

It is, naturally, not possible to examine all relevant CHI institutions in Germany or in 

the World. Thus, it has been judged appropriate to choose just one target institution ex-

ample enough for this thesis. In addition, the creation of a use case within a restricted 

institutional framework illustrates the problem and facilitates comprehension of possible 

solutions. This is the reason for the introduction of the SLUB (see section 1.2 The SLUB 

and its Digital Documents). The SLUB was chosen because it offers various digital 
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documents of different rights status. It is necessary to create an application profile that 

relates the current practical requirements. That the author is employed by the institution 

is another practical reason for the choice of the SLUB.  

Besides the limitation of the examined institutions to the SLUB, the metadata schema 

which is used for the bibliographic description of the digital documents needs to be 

specified, too. It is not in the scope of the work to consider several schemas as for ex-

ample DUBLIN CORE (DC) or METADATA OBJECT DESCRIPTION SCHEMA (MODS). As 

RELs are metadata, too, it must be examined if both can be combined in one metadata 

file. In this thesis, the METADATA ENCODING & TRANSMISSION STANDARD (METS) is 

applied because it is used for the digital documents of the SLUB’s DIGITAL COLLEC-

TIONS and it is a recognized and widely applied international standard. Besides, it is 

possible to embed other schemas in METS, such as DC, MODS, EAD or TEIHDR (Li-

brary of Congress, 2013).  

In addition, the specific target group of the application profile has to be determined. 

According to the main roles described in the DELOS Digital Library Manifesto (Cande-

la et al., 2007), the application profile aims at DL application developers. Although DL 

application developers are supposed to realise necessary functionality, it is reasonable 

that this group evaluates the application profile on the first stage of its development, 

since it consists mainly of technical issues. Based on the results of its evaluation, the 

application profile can be revised. Only if the technical framework is defined, it is pos-

sible to develop software, specific application profiles and other assisting tools for ad-

ministrators, designers and end-users such as application profiles for end users.  

The aim is to deduce a general description of the proposed elements. It is not the aim to 

develop an application profile for end users with specific instructions or definitions of 

terms. The application profile is supposed to enable other people to understand the 

technical use of the RELs and their elements according to a specific demand. An appli-

cation profile for end users would only be realisable if the basic technical prerequisites 

are given which enable a wide standardised use. Furthermore, an end users’ application 

profile is only realizable if editors or software are developed which support the entry of 

this information.  

Briefly, the approach of the thesis is to develop a blueprint application profile that ena-

bles flexible research instead of developing a precise solution for one application which 

can hardly be adapted by other institutions. In the next section, the methodology which 

is used to reach the thesis’ goal is introduced and explained.  

 Methodology 1.7

1.7.1 Introduction  

In section 1.5 Goal and Research Questions, the goal of the thesis is described. It was 

necessary to find appropriate research methods to achieve the goal in a reliable and val-

id way. Due to the complex architecture of the thesis no “off-the-peg” research method 

could be applied. In this section, it is described which methods were applied and how 

they were applied.  

Two approaches would be possible. The first one was the conduction of several studies 

to gather data by qualitative or quantitative research methods, which is necessary to 

develop the application profile. This includes studies regarding the selection and exami-

nation of the used RELs as well as the decision for representative licenses. The second 
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approach was the development of a prototype application profile based on theoretically 

deduced data concerning the decision of the used RELs and representative licenses. The 

prototype is then assessed to verify the validity of the theoretical outcome.  

The author decided to use the second approach due to several reasons. First, the decision 

to examine all necessary steps for the development of an application profile (see section 

1.3 Problem Description) would demand several empirical studies. This requires many 

participants in several areas and exceeds the scope of the thesis. Due to the expectable 

insufficient background knowledge of RELs in the CHI area, it would be difficult to 

identify reliable samples for the studies. Second, the provision of an elaborated docu-

ment for assessment is considered as better accepted by evaluators, because less time is 

needed to get familiar with the topic. Third, the gathering of basic data to develop the 

application profile can be conducted by literature review. Of course, this gathering and 

analysis of data has to be carried out as openly as possible. Thus, according to the two 

parts of the thesis explained in section 1.5 Goal and Research Questions, the methodol-

ogy can be also divided into two parts.  

1.7.2 Examination of RELs and Licenses of the SLUB 

The first part comprises the identification and examination of candidate RELs and li-

censes and could be summarized in a fourfold task. The information that needs to be 

gathered and evaluated is:  

 Analysis of RELs that seems to be plausible candidates, judging from the litera-

ture (see section 3.2).  

 Detailed examination of the qualities that the selected RELs possess (see section 

3.4).  

 Estimation of the granularity that the selected RELs allow (see section 3.5).  

 Examination and description of the licenses of the SLUB (see section 4.4).  

These tasks are called examinations, because it is not in the scope of this thesis to carry 

out extensive empirical studies according to the standards of the social research meth-

ods. They will consist of targeted information collection and analysis. As the results of 

these examinations are needed as a basis for the application profile, it is accepted that no 

extensive studies are carried out. Nevertheless, the examinations will meet the demands 

of accountability by openly describing and justifying the approach of each examination.  

The examinations regarding the RELs are based on a literature review that includes 

primary sources describing the standard RELs as well as secondary sources. Due to 

sparse information in the literature (see section 1.4 Earlier Research and Literature 

Review), Karen Coyle’s comprehensive publications with regard to this area are used 

extensively for these examinations. The emphasis on Coyle can be criticised, but the 

author of the thesis decided to make use of this information because Coyle is well 

known within the library and information science sector with respect to metadata issues.  

The examination regarding the licenses of the SLUB is mainly based on information 

provided on the websites (see section 4 Licenses of the Digital Documents of the SLUB).  

1.7.3 Evaluation of the Application Profile  

The second and core methodological issue concerns the evaluation of the resulting pro-

totype application profile to identify flaws for its improvement. A general method for 

the evaluation of application profiles does not exist and the specific target group (see 
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section 1.3 Problem Description) requires additional attention. Thus, the following ap-

proach was used.  

Considering the scope of the thesis and the aim of the application profile, the heuristic 

evaluation described by Nielsen (1994) as “discount usability engineering method” is 

used as a fundamental approach. Fundamental implies that it only forms the basis to put 

the evaluation steps in a methodical framework. The data collection is carried out by 

structured interviews, as described by Bryman (2012, p.208). The complementation of 

these two methods is necessary because the thesis is an intermediate one between engi-

neering and social research.  

Heuristic evaluation is mainly focused on software evaluation, but it is possible to con-

duct a “cold” assessment, based on written specification (Preim, 1999, p.242). This is 

only possible if experts are conducting the evaluation, because they can better realise 

incomplete prototypes and can be inspired by this incompleteness to think about its per-

fection (Preim, 1999, p.242). It is therefore possible to apply this method for the evalua-

tion of the application profile.  

The evaluation is also influenced by existing evaluations of application profiles (DCMI 

Usage Board, 2016; Palavitsinis, Manouselis and Alonso, 2009). Especially Palavitsinis 

et al. give helpful information, because they have examined other evaluations of appli-

cation profiles. They discovered that application profiles are evaluated either by ques-

tionnaires or by expert interviews. As the application profile is not an application or 

software but a text, explanations may be necessary. Therefore, interviews are considered 

as a better approach than questionnaires. Nielsen (1994, p.27) also recommends assis-

tance in the evaluation process.  

The process of evaluation has to be recorded. Nielsen (1994, p.26) suggests either to let 

“evaluators” record written reports or let evaluators verbalise their comments to a so 

called “experimenter” (Nielsen, 1994, p.27). Due to the textual form of the prototype, 

written reports by the evaluators are not appropriate, because evaluators have to struc-

ture and formulate their observation, which is time consuming. In addition, it is labori-

ous for the experimenter to analyse the reports, which probably differ a lot from each 

other and are thus hardly comparable. In order to facilitate both the carrying out of the 

evaluation and the analysis of the results, the evaluation is conducted by an experiment-

er, who observes the evaluation, records the evaluators’ opinion in a written form and 

answers questions in case of lack of clarity. The whole process is based on a structured 

interview.  

Structured interviews were used for two reasons. First, they guide the evaluators by in-

dicating specific issues to evaluate. If the evaluators are not familiar with the topic and 

with evaluating application profiles, it lowers the level of possible reluctance to contrib-

ute arising from the effort to get familiar with the topic and structure of the evaluation. 

This leads to the second reason, facilitating the analysis of the results, because they are 

pre-structured. Another advantage is the presence of the experimenter, who can assist 

the evaluators in case of problems.  

Usually, the evaluation is carried out in several iterated steps. After each evaluation 

step, the application or software is improved according to the findings and is then eval-

uated again. The number of conducted iterations depends on the aim of the evaluation 

and the available resources (Preim, 1999, p.252). Due to the scope of the thesis, only 

one iteration step is conducted, because it is considered as sufficient to estimate how 

RELs can be used in the context. The evaluation is explained in more detail in section 

5.7 Evaluation of the Prototype Application Profile.  
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The use of the heuristic evaluation with regard to the evaluation of an application profile 

deviates from its general use, namely the evaluation of interfaces. The reasons why this 

method was taken into consideration and was finally applied are summarised in order to 

facilitate understanding of the author’s decision:  

 It provides a well elaborated, widely acknowledged and reliable framework and 

documentation.  

 Recommendations and discussions considering the number of evaluators, the re-

cording of results or the amount of iteration steps are available and can be used 

as guidelines.  

 Thus, based on the documentation and guidelines, a reliable evaluation consider-

ing the methodology is possible.  

 It can be used as so called “cold assessment”, which allows evaluation of textual 

description of applications and not only interfaces.  

 Especially application profiles for developers are textual descriptions of tech-

nical information and should be evaluated according to both technical correct-

ness as well as usable presentation of the content.  

 Application profiles should be evaluated by several evaluators and depending on 

the development level in several iteration steps. Without the given framework, 

reliable results can only be hardly achieved.  

Thus, although heuristic evaluation was not developed for the evaluation of application 

profiles, its components and their structure enables its use. It must be taken into consid-

eration that application profiles for other target groups such as end-users can be as-

sessed by other methods.  

The complete description of the evaluation such as choice of evaluators and interview 

procedure is located in section 5.7 Evaluation of the Prototype Application Profile be-

cause of two reasons. First, results from the first part of the thesis are necessary to de-

scribe the procedure. Second, the description of the evaluation’s conduction would be 

disrupted, because the analysis and the depiction of results has to be located in section 5 

Application Profile due to the consistency of the application profile’s development. 

Therefore, the cohesion of the evaluation is considered as more important for the reada-

bility of the thesis than the formal allocation of the whole methodology to one section.  

1.7.4 Summary 

In summary, the following steps were carried out to develop the exemplary application 

profile:  

 Based on a literature review, the area of Copyright, Digital Rights Management 

and Licenses were identified and described with respect to the function of RELs.  

 Several candidate RELs were identified by literature review. A subset was cho-

sen for detailed examination.  

 The most relevant RELs were examined regarding the qualities to ensure that the 

RELs for the application profile can meet all the demands of the licenses. The 

examination is based on a literature review.  
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 The most relevant RELs were examined regarding the extent and granularity of 

their elements that are offered to describe licenses. The examination is based on 

a literature review.  

 Representative licenses used by the SLUB were chosen for mapping elements of 

the RELs in order to find out which RELs can be used to describe them.  

 The license information was implemented in the METS metadata schema ac-

cording to the rules of the chosen RELs.  

 The most obvious obstacles, challenges, problems and open questions that occur 

have been collected and analysed in order to help prospective investigations. 

 A prototype application profile was formulated based on the findings of the pre-

vious examinations in the first part.  

 The prototype application profile was examined by experts based on heuristic 

evaluation and structured interviews.  

 Based on the results of the evaluation, the prototype application profile was re-

vised to the exemplary application profile.  
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2 The Rights in Rights Expression Languages 

 Rights 2.1

Rights Expression Languages (REL) can be used to express the rights of digital docu-

ments in a machine-readable way, but the rights have to be clear. In this thesis neither 

the complex problem of defining the rights of digital documents is discussed nor is ad-

vice given regarding the rights of CHIs to digitise documents as Weitzmann and Kimpel 

(2014) did. No answers should be expected to questions such as whether digitised doc-

uments should be published under the Public Domain Mark, CC-BY or CC0.  

When RELs are applied, it must be known and defined what should be expressed. At 

best, it is defined in a standardised way, for example the DDB (Deutsche Digitale Bibli-

othek, 2015a) or EUROPEANA statements (Europeana, 2015a). Of course, the better solu-

tion is if all aggregators apply the same standard.  

Important is the explanation of the meaning of rights in this context as the term repre-

sents different ideas and not all RELs are capable of describing all of them. Additional-

ly, this introduction locates the REL in this area which should facilitate the comprehen-

sion of the nature and the purpose of RELs.  

Coyle names several terms that are used in this context like “digital rights”, “digital 

rights management”, “the management of digital rights” (Coyle, 2006, p.326). In the 

same publication, Coyle names three different contexts in which digital rights are used 

(Coyle, 2006, p.326):  

 The context of intellectual property law  

 The context of technological controls  

 The context of licenses and contracts  

Therefore, in the following sections, the terms and ideas of copyright (context of intel-

lectual property law), DRM (context of technological controls) and licenses (context of 

licenses) are explained to avoid misunderstandings.  

 Copyright 2.2

“Copyright legislation is part of the wider body of law known as intellectual prop-

erty. The term intellectual property refers broadly to the creations of the human 

mind. Intellectual property rights protect the interests of creators by giving them 

property rights over their creations.” (World Intellectual Property Organization, 

2005, p.3) 

Copyright is a very important issue for libraries and CHIs, as the inherent rights of a 

manifestation must be regarded when it comes to digitisation, respectively to the publi-

cation of digital documents created by third parties. Due to legislation, copyright varies 

in most countries, but the basics, like the types of works that are copyrighted are simi-

lar. It is thus possible to take both the Copyright in the US as the Urheberrecht in Ger-

many into consideration.  

In the context of the thesis it is important to know that copyright gives many opportuni-

ties of interpretation. A good example is the fair use in the U.S. (U.S. Copyright Office, 

2011, p.19, 2012). On the one hand, this is a good property, as especially CHIs may 
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make use of the exceptions (at least in the analogue world). On the other hand, this is a 

difficult property as it is not clearly defined and thus not usable for machine-

interpretation. Many digital documents are therefore offered very restricted in the sense 

of “thick copyright” in order to maximise profits (Coyle, 2003, p.[1]). There are numer-

ous discussions about the fair use of digital documents in the context of CHIs (Coyle, 

2003, p.[1], [17], 2004a, p.11; Mulligan, 2002; Pähler and Grimm, 2011, p.77) as the 

user might feel deprived of rights regarding the usage of digital documents. This is one 

reason why DRM systems are often seen negatively by users.  

In Germany, Urheberrechtsschranken or Limitations and exceptions to copyright is a 

similar concept that is applied to find a balance between enabling access and preserva-

tion of copyrighted works and protecting the creators from deprivation of their exclu-

sive right to control the production and use of their work (IFLA, 2013).  

Both examples should illustrate that the application of copyright is not set in stone, but 

subject to (legal) interpretation. This is a very important finding, because machines are 

not capable of interpretation. Thus, copyright must be considered, but cannot be directly 

processed by RELs. It must be stated that the copyright itself depends in the analogue 

and digital world on the trust in the correct use of copyrighted material and it has been 

shown, that especially in the digital world, this trust cannot be assumed (Coyle, 2003, 

p.[2]).  

As copyright is not precise, licenses are often assigned to digital documents that clearly 

define how the document can be used according to the creators intention. One option is 

the use of the CREATIVE COMMONS licenses that allow users to use documents relatively 

freely, without getting in conflict with copyright law. If licenses contain access or usage 

restrictions, these must be enforced. Thus, it is important to accept that in the digital 

world Digital Rights Management Systems (DRMS) are to some extent necessary to 

enforce the defined licenses to prevent inappropriate copying, sharing, and usage of 

copyrighted material. Both Digital Rights Management and licenses are explained in the 

next two sections.  

 Digital Rights Management 2.3

Digital Rights Management (DRM) is very often perceived negatively, as users feel 

deprived of their rights to use or to have access digital documents (Coyle, 2006, p.326; 

Mulligan, 2002, p.[1]). One reason amongst others is that “DRM is not an implementa-

tion of copyright law, it is a system for the protection of digital works” (Coyle, 2003, 

p.[17]) and thus is rather about doing business instead of obeying the intellectual prop-

erty rights.  

However, this perception is not always true as DRM can mean different things to differ-

ent people (Coyle, 2004b) and it strongly depends on how DRM is used. It is not only 

about usage or access restriction as Iannella (Iannella, 2007, p.127) explains:  

“DRM covers two main areas. There is the information about the rights - the 

rights information management - and that is about who the rights holders are, 

what the licences are, what the royalty payments are, etc. Then there are is the en-

forcement/security side, or the technical protection measures, including the trusted 

environments. This is usually that area that gets DRM bad press as it is squarely at 

the consumer end.” 
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The thesis focuses on the area that Iannella names “the information about the rights”. 

But how can the rights are described correctly and in a machine-interpretable way? As 

seen in the previous section, copyright is not appropriate, as it allows interpretation. 

Thus, it is necessary to describe more precisely, which actions are permitted regarding a 

digital document to allow as much usage as possible. The result of such a description is 

called license.  

 Licenses 2.4

Licenses are not an invention only for the digital world. They are used for translation, 

distribution, etc. of analogue books, too. However, in the digital world, licenses became 

ubiquitous also to the end users for example click through licenses on software (Coyle, 

2006, p.326). In this thesis, the wide area of licenses is focused on the digital documents 

of CHIs, but even if this is rather a small part of this area there are distinctions that need 

to be cleared. It can be stated that CHIs have to deal with the usage and access of digital 

documents in two subareas:  

1. Licensing of databases, online-journals … as licensee  

2. Licensing of digitised documents, digital repository documents … as licenser  

The first subarea is about negotiation of the best conditions and other huge challenges 

like the opportunity of archiving licensed documents (Coyle, 2003). Despite many in-

teresting questions, this area will not be regarded in this thesis, because the vendors are 

usually concerned with the technical realisation of the rights in a Digital Rights Man-

agement System.  

The thesis is focused on the second subarea, namely the CHI as licenser, responsible for 

the legal presentation and usage of the offered digital documents from several sources 

like digitised material, documents of repositories or digital documents hosted due to 

legal deposit.  

In these cases, CHIs have to manage and control the access and usage of these docu-

ments by defining licenses or terms of use that clearly state which actions can be exer-

cised. With the CREATIVE COMMONS licenses, there is an opportunity to use standard-

ised licenses for freely accessible digital documents. Usually, this information is pub-

lished on websites or in some cases in the metadata of the digital objects (Voigt, 2014). 

A uniform, machine-readable, -interpretable and -actionable approach is often missing, 

as can be seen in the examples in Appendix 1. These examples do not consider the li-

censes included in the metadata or offered in another way by interfaces like OAI. 

Voigt’s (2014, pp.57, 59) thesis shows that this information, too, is not always available 

in a standardised form.  

Although CHIs aim to offer easy access and use of digital resources it might be neces-

sary that certain documents need to be restricted regarding usage or access. These doc-

uments are often not publicly available and the information about the rights must be 

documented somewhere else like in a database or an Excel-sheet. Although the re-

striction is enforced rather manually, for example by just hosting the document on one 

local device, this is a kind of DRM enforcement.  

One difference to the known DRM methods is that the documents are not automatically 

restricted, due to insufficient technical equipment. As it is difficult to differentiate be-

tween the terms rights information, terms of use, access restrictions and other ones, 

they are summarised in this thesis within the term license. This term describes any form 
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of statement of usage, access and rights information of a digital document, regardless of 

whether it is just for information or basis of any usage or access restriction by DRM.  

It is yet possible to store “simple” licenses in metadata schemas like the URIs of CREA-

TIVE COMMONS licenses in DC (Voigt, 2014). If complex license information due to 

usage restrictions or other reasons needs to be stored, most metadata schemas are lim-

ited.  

The use of Rights Expression Languages is a possibility as their aim is the machine 

readable representation of the rights expression or licenses in the metadata of the digital 

documents. They offer rules and vocabulary for a standardised modelling of licenses 

regarding their target group. This information can be used as “simple” information for 

users, or as basis for the enforcement of the rights in a specific environment, called Dig-

ital Rights Management System (DRMS). The rights enforcement as second aspect of 

DRM will not be regarded here, as stated in 2.3 Digital Rights Management.  

Having RELs located in the area of copyright, DRM and licenses, in the next section 

RELs are introduced and examined in detail.  
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3 Introduction and Examination of RELs 

 What is REL? 3.1

In section 1.3 Problem Description RELs have been introduced only briefly by the fol-

lowing two statements:  

“It seems obvious, but it's a language that expresses rights, that says what rights 

you have in relation to this file.” (Coyle, 2003, p.[9]) 

“A rights expression language is a type of high-level computer-processable lan-

guage that can express human instructions for interpretation, without ambiguity 

and in a secure manner, by a processing device. The instructions concern what a 

rights owner allows a user to do with a piece of content. The primary purpose of 

the language is to enable an end-to-end Digital Rights Management enforcement 

system to control, for as long as required, the use of protected material delivered 

on networks or on physical media when they are accessed by users.” (Jisc, 2004, 

p.7)  

From these statements it can be concluded that RELs:  

 can express the rights status of data  

 are machine-processable  

 can be used in DRMs  

These are indeed the properties that all RELs have in common. However, this infor-

mation is not enough to grasp the whole concept and variety of RELs. Instead of exam-

ining and comparing many definitions, just to develop another one, another approach 

was chosen.  

As several RELs are examined in order to find the most appropriate one for the applica-

tion profile, it was decided to use examinations and especially the findings to answer the 

question “What is a REL?” in depth.  

To reach this aim, in the next section, a list shows the quantitative variety of RELs 

named in the relevant literature, which is followed by the introduction of four RELs in 

detail. These are examined regarding their qualities and granularity. The first one com-

prises the documentation, the business model or the extensibility for example. These 

findings facilitate the decision for the appropriate REL. The second one comprises the 

number and type of elements of the REL that can be used to describe licenses. These 

findings facilitate the comprehension of the “size” of the RELs as well as the granularity 

of the licenses that can be described.  

 The Variety of RELs  3.2

In the relevant literature, various RELs can be found. Some of them do not meet all de-

mands on RELs or are not described but rather mentioned in the literature. Nevertheless, 

all of them are included in the following list to give an idea of the variety of the RELs 

or REL-similar concepts.  
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 Moving Picture Experts Group 21 (MPEG-21)  

(Barlas, 2006, p.13; Coyle, 2004a, p.7; Guth, 2003, p.106; Moscon, 2011)  

 Open Digital Rights Language (ODRL)  

(Barlas, 2006, p.15; Chong, Etalle and Hartel, 2003; Coyle, 2003, p.[11], 2004a, 

p.7; Friesen, Mourad and Robson, 2003, p.13; Guth, 2003, p.105; Moscon, 

2011)  

 Creative Commons Rights Expression Language (ccREL)  

(Böhner, 2008, p.79; Coyle, 2004a, p.6; Moscon, 2011)  

 METSRights  

(Barlas, 2006, p.17; Coyle, 2004a, p.6)  

 eXtensible Rights Markup Language (XrML)  

(Barlas, 2006, p.16; Böhner, 2008, p.76; Chong, Etalle and Hartel, 2003; Coyle, 

2003, p.[12]; Friesen, Mourad and Robson, 2003, p.13; Gadd, Oppenheim and 

Probets, 2003; Gangadharan and Weiss, 2007; Guth, 2003, p.106; Moscon, 

2011) 

 Sun Microsystems Open Media Commons and DReaM-MMI (Mother May I) 

(Barlas 2006, p.20) 

 Adobe LiveCycle Policy Server  

(Barlas, 2006, p.20) 

 Preservation Metadata: Implementation Strategies (PRISM)  

(Böhner, 2008, p.76; Coyle, 2003, p.[14], 2004a, p.9)  

 eXtensible Media Commerce Language (XMCL)  

(Guth, 2003, p.107)  

 Digital Rights Expression Language (DREL)  

(Guth, 2003, p.107) 

 Digital Property Rights Language (DPRL)  

(Guth, 2003, p.107) 

 eXtensible Access Control Markup Language (XACML) v2.0  

(Barlas, 2006, p.18; Coyle, 2004a, p.9; Guth, 2003, p.107)  

 Custom Digital Rights Language (CDRL)  

(Guth, 2003, p.107)  

 ONIX For Publications Licenses  

(Böhner, 2008, p.76)  

 Adobe Content Manager (ACM)  

(Coyle, 2004a, p.8) 

 Electronic Resource Management Initiative (ERMI)  

(Coyle, 2004a, p.8)  

 Federated Digital Rights Management (FDRM)  

(Coyle, 2004a, p.8)  

The list includes also “REL-similar languages” like the eXtensible Access Control 

Markup Language (XACML) which aims rather on the “access aspect” than on the 

“rights aspect” of DRM (see 2.3 Digital Rights Management). Because XACML was 
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mentioned in several sources in the context of RELs, it is included in the list. XrML is 

mentioned very often in literature, because it is the basis for other RELs. Coyle (2003, 

p.[12]) calls it a “meta-language: a language for developing rights expression lan-

guages”, which is not examined because it is not appropriate for the application profile.  

As explained in 1.7 Methodology, only a limited examination is possible within the the-

sis. It cannot be claimed to have considered all relevant literature and to have indicated 

all occurrences of the RELs in the texts. The list is the result of a general literature re-

view and only the most obvious occurrences are documented with the aim to offer a 

rough overview of them. The sources are given to facilitate the reader’s search for fur-

ther information.  

Nevertheless, four RELs stand out regarding the number of occurrences and the extent 

of their description in the examined literature. These RELs are: MPEG-21, ODRL, 

ccREL and METSRights. Due to the limited literature analysis, it has been decided to 

base the choice of the RELs for further examination additionally on the findings of the 

most informative and elaborated work in this area, which is Coyle’s report for the Li-

brary of Congress (2004a). In this text, the four aforementioned RELs are also exam-

ined in detail.  

Therefore, the following four RELs are introduced and examined in the next sections:  

 The Creative Commons Rights Expression Language (ccREL)  

 METSRights  

 Open Digital Rights Language (ODRL)  

 Moving Picture Experts Group 21/5 (MPEG-21)  

 Introduction of the examined RELs  3.3

3.3.1 ccREL 

The current version of the Rights Expression Language of CREATIVE COMMONS 

(ccREL) was introduced 2008 (Abelson et al., 2008). Like the CREATIVE COMMONS 

licenses, ccREL is focused on the description of web resources that can be used freely to 

a certain extent with the consent of the copyright owner. As the philosophy of CREA-

TIVE COMMONS is to clearly indicate the rights to enable the use of the documents, this 

REL is not appropriate for any licenses aiming on the restriction of a documents’ use.  

The REL is based on the work properties and the license properties (Abelson et al., 

2008), consisting of further properties, enabling the modelling of the licenses. However,  

“Creative Commons does not allow third parties to modify these properties for ex-

isting Creative Commons licenses. That said, publishers may certainly use these 

properties to create new licenses of their own, which they should host on their 

own servers, and not represent as being Creative Commons licenses” (Abelson et 

al., 2008).  

So, it must be distinguished between the well-known CREATIVE COMMONS licenses 

which can be represented by ccREL and other licenses that can be modelled with the 

ccREL properties, but do not represent the official CREATIVE COMMONS licenses. Each 

element or license of ccREL is defined by a URI. Appendix 3: ccREL Elements contains 

an overview of the elements. Further information about ccREL and its properties can be 

found on:  
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 http://www.creativecommons.org/ns  

 https://wiki.creativecommons.org/wiki/CC_REL  

ccREL is examined in this thesis, as the CREATIVE COMMONS licenses are standard li-

censes for digital documents in the Open Access area and widely acknowledged. Its 

main purpose is to enable the copyright holder to inform both humans and machines 

that actions regarding a digital document are allowed, although it is copyrighted. De-

spite the prohibitions like Share Alike or Non Commercial, there are no real opportuni-

ties to describe usage or access restrictions.  

3.3.2 METSRights 

METSRights “allows the documentation of minimal administrative metadata 

about the intellectual rights associated with a digital object or its parts, and is to be 

used as an extension to the Metadata Encoding and Transmission Standard 

(METS)” (Hoebelheinrich, 2004).  

This short introduction gives several hints to the nature of this REL. It allows only min-

imal metadata about intellectual rights and it is an extension to the METS metadata 

schema.  

Additionally it can be stated, that it is machine-actionable in the sense of displaying the 

information about the licenses (Coyle, 2004a, p.7) which differs from ccREL that is 

machine-actionable in the sense that machines can interpret and process the licenses due 

to the use of standardised elements. As no standardised license terms have to be used to 

enable machine-actionability, the license can be included as written text, which makes 

this REL interesting for licenses that cannot be or do not need to be enforced, but must 

be offered textually to the users.  

Hoebelheinrich (2004) developed an XML schema for the use in the library environ-

ment (Coyle, 2004a, p.6). Due to the XML schema METSRights does not offer ele-

ments defined by URIs like ccREL. Appendix 2: METSRights Elements contains an 

overview of the elements. The schema of METSRights can be found on:  

 http://www.loc.gov/standards/rights/METSRights.xsd  

METSRights is examined in this thesis, because it can express complex, non-

enforceable licenses without strictly defined URIs. Another reason is the fact that 

METSRights is an extension of the METS metadata schema, which is used for the ap-

plication profile.  

3.3.3 ODRL 

The Open Digital Rights Language (ODRL) initiative “began in 2001 when there 

was a need for an open and extensible “rights expression language” to meet the 

needs of various communities exploring the use of DRM – and other forms of 

rights management – in their sector” (ODRL Community Group, 2015a).  

ODRL consists of two components, the core model and the vocabulary. The main ele-

ments of the core model are policy, asset, party, permission, duty, prohibition, ac-

tion and constraint. Each of these elements can be closer described by the respective 

vocabulary. With all elements, it is possible to model various licenses. The ODRL on-

tology (ODRL Community Group, 2015e) facilitates the understanding of the REL.  

ODRL differs from ccREL and METSRights as it focuses on DRM applications, which 

means that usage restrictions can be described and with the appropriate software can be 

http://www.creativecommons.org/ns
https://wiki.creativecommons.org/wiki/CC_REL
http://www.loc.gov/standards/rights/METSRights.xsd
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also enforced. Like ccREL, all elements must be defined with URIs. ODRL can be ex-

tended, as it is not focused on open licenses like ccREL.  

ODRL is one of the well elaborated RELs and in 2012 the first W3C Community Group 

was established. Appendix 4: ODRL Elements contains an overview of the elements. 

Further information about ORL can be found on:  

 https://www.w3.org/community/odrl/  

ODRL is examined in this thesis, because it is thoroughly elaborated, can be extended 

and offers elements to define usage restricted licenses which are the basis for DRM ap-

plications.  

3.3.4 MPEG-21 

“The MPEG REL, as defined by ISO/IEC 21000-5, provides flexible, interopera-

ble mechanisms to support transparent and augmented use of digital resources 

throughout the value chain in a way that protects the digital resource and honors 

the rights, conditions, and fees specified for it” (Moving Picture Experts Group, 

2005).  

The MPEG REL is part of the MPEG-21 standard and “is designed for the licensing of 

digital materials, especially video and audio” (Coyle, 2004a, p.7). It consists of two 

parts: the first one is the fifth part of the MPEG-21 standard, the Rights Expression 

Language (Moving Picture Experts Group, 2005) or MPEG-21/5 which contains the 

information about the model of the REL. The second one is the sixth part of the MPEG-

21 standard, the Rights Data Dictionary (Barlas, 2005) or MPEG-21/6, which contains 

about 2000 standardised terms to express the licenses (Barlas, 2005). Both parts are 

acknowledged as ISO standard since 2004: MPEG-21/5 as ISO/IEC 21000-5 and 

MPEG-21/6 as ISO/IEC 21000-6 (ISO, 2004a; b).  

In the thesis, MPEG-21 will be used as general abbreviation for this REL. Only if one 

part is meant specifically, MPEG-21/5 or MPEG-21/6 is used. Appendix 5: MPEG-21 

Elements contains an overview of the elements. Further freely available information 

about MPEG REL and the data dictionary can be found on:  

 http://mpeg.chiariglione.org/standards/mpeg-21/rights-expression-language  

 http://mpeg.chiariglione.org/standards/mpeg-21/rights-data-dictionary  

MPEG-21 is examined in this thesis because it is acknowledged as ISO standard and 

focuses on trusted systems, which allows end-to-end control over digital works from 

publication through distribution channels and finally to the end user's device (Coyle, 

2004a, p.7), which is a quality the other RELs are not capable of.  

3.3.5 New REL 

There is the option to create a new REL in the CHI-sector (Böhner, 2008, p.80), but this 

task should be carefully considered:  

“This does not mean that the digital library community will need to develop its 

own rights language and rights management solution, separate from the existing 

standards in this area. It means that at this moment in time we do not have suffi-

cient information about our own rights management needs to evaluate any particu-

lar solution nor to negotiate for extensions to accommodate digital library func-

tionality” (Coyle, 2004b)  

https://www.w3.org/community/odrl/
http://mpeg.chiariglione.org/standards/mpeg-21/rights-expression-language
http://mpeg.chiariglione.org/standards/mpeg-21/rights-data-dictionary
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The author hopes to enable the digital library community, respectively the area of CHIs, 

to become aware of the opportunities of the existing RELs. A detailed analysis of the 

creation of a self-developed REL should be carried out in another study. In this thesis, 

only existing RELs are examined. Therefore, a qualitative and a quantitative analysis of 

the four selected RELs follows. 

 Examination of the RELs Qualities 3.4

3.4.1 Aim of the Examination 

The aim of this examination is to find out the qualities of the four RELs. As each one 

has been developed for different situations (Coyle, 2004a, p.34) it must be assumed that 

the RELs differ regarding their qualities. Only when the specific qualities of the RELs 

are known is it possible to find the most appropriate ones for the application profile. To 

reach this aim, criteria are defined and each of the four RELs is examined according to 

them. This examination does not strive to analyse the RELs in all details and is based on 

a literature review. Because the main aim of the thesis is the development of the appli-

cation profile and not the examination of the RELs’ qualities, the literature will be ana-

lysed generally, that is without a coding or classification scheme.  

3.4.2 Data Collection 

To find out the qualities of the RELs, data or information is necessary which is collect-

ed in two steps. In the first step, relevant criteria for the examination are defined, which 

are selected due to four reasons.  

The first reason is about finding appropriate RELs according to research question one 

(see section 1.5 Goal and Research Questions). It is considered reasonable that general 

information about RELs such as their goals and target groups is examined to facilitate 

the decision if a REL is suitable for a specific scenario. If for example the target group 

of a REL is libraries, it is highly recommended to take it into consideration. In addition, 

it was regarded as important to find out, if RELs can be used freely, that means without 

financial expenses or restrictions due to proprietary formats. It is considered as self-

evident that the use of a REL has to be free of charge and without proprietary re-

strictions or dependencies.  

The second reason is about practical issues with regard to research question two (see 

section 1.5 Goal and Research Questions), the development of the application profile. 

Without a freely available and comprehensible documentation, the correct application of 

a REL is not possible. Given the huge variety of institutions in the cultural heritage area, 

it is furthermore regarded as necessary to examine the extensibility of the RELs. It must 

be assumed that not all possible demands are regarded by the REL’s developers.  

The third reason is about the suitability of RELs with regard to licenses which should be 

administered automatically (see section 1.3 Problem Description). As machine-

actionability or computer-processability is considered as a crucial part of the REL (see 

section 3.1 What is REL?), it is regarded as important to examine this criterion to assess 

the possibilities. Connected to machine-actionability is the need or the possibility to 

make use of the RELs in a (DRM) system.  

The fourth reason is focused on the goal of the thesis: the applicability of the RELs to 

METS. Especially with regard to the limitation to this metadata schema (see section 1.6 

Limitations of the Application Profile), it is indispensable to examine this criterion.  
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There are more issues, which could be examined to find out and describe the REL’s 

qualities. Taken into consideration the scope of the thesis, the aforementioned issues are 

regarded as sufficient to decide, if a REL can be used for the application profile or if it 

is completely inappropriate. A final statement about the suitability of a REL might only 

be possible if it is applied to a license, which is carried out in section 5.5. Implementa-

tion of Licenses.  

Coyle’s report for the Library of Congress (2004a) is used as basis for the specific defi-

nition of the criteria, as the most interesting and necessary ones are discussed in that 

text more or less directly. It is a proof for her foresightedness that most of the chosen 

criteria for this examination are either mentioned or even elaborately described in her 

text. Considering this well preparatory work it is reasonable to use her findings for this 

examination. It was also decided to use her names of criteria to indicate her work and to 

avoid misunderstandings. Her findings are complemented by information from other 

sources and are updated with regard to the REL’s development in the last decade.  

In brief, the following listed criteria are examined, whereas the last two criteria are add-

ed to Coyle’s ones as they are considered to be important for the application profile.  

 Goals of RELs  

 Business Models  

 Target groups  

 Systems: The REL Environment  

 Machine actionability 

 Documentation 

 Extensibility 

 Applicability to metadata schema METS 

These criteria alone give no serious insight regarding the nature of the RELs. Therefore, 

in the second step, the primary and secondary literature is examined to find information 

regarding the qualities of the RELs in the defined criteria. The collected data is not pre-

sented separately, but is included in the data analysis, identifiable by the references. In 

the following sections the data analysis and the results are presented.  

3.4.3 Data Analysis 

3.4.3.1 Goals of RELs 

This criterion is defined by Coyle (2004a, p.10) and is about finding out what the REL 

is supposed to express. According to section 2 The Rights in Rights Expression Lan-

guages, there are different ideas of rights in the digital world and it is important to know 

which one can be expressed. Here it becomes obvious how important it is to clarify the 

ideas of copyright, licenses and access/usage control. In this thesis, according to Coyle 

(2004a, p.37) the following areas are examined:   
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 Express copyright  

 Express license/contract  

 Support control 

 Access  

 Usage  

According to Coyle (2004a, p.10), METSRights and ccREL are capable of expressing 

copyright, as they offer the opportunity to include contact information. ODRL is “more 

focused on the parties to the license, which may or may not be the copyright holder” 

(Coyle, 2004a, p.11).  

All four RELs are capable of expressing licenses and contracts, but due to their architec-

ture and aims this ability is restricted for two RELs: ccREL to rather open licenses and 

METSRights to rather individual licenses. These differences cannot be examined in 

detail within this thesis. ODRL and MPEG-21 both offer many more possibilities.  

Regarding the opportunity to control access, METSRights “has some data elements that 

could be used in access control, although they are not designed for automation of the 

access function” (Coyle, 2004a, p.20). Hence, METSRights does not seem to be the best 

choice but is regarded as capable of access control. ccREL does not need elements of 

access control because it designed for free licenses.  

ODRL and MPEG-21 focus rather on usage control (Coyle, 2004a, p.20). Yet, it must 

be stated that some elements can be used to support access control, as for example re-

cipient. Although the element is not intended to control access, it is possible to exclude 

users from access. The use is then prohibited, too. It is not possible within the thesis to 

define the concept of access here. Therefore, Coyle’s assumption is used. Regarding the 

opportunity of usage control, ODRL and MPEG-21 are designed to enable it (Coyle, 

2004a, p.21). Both offer vocabulary terms specifically to describe usage restrictions. 

Due to the difficult delineation of access and usage in the thesis “access and usage” con-

trol is applied to indicate that there are restrictions in the use of digital documents.  

For each criterion, the results are summarised in a table, whereas “+” means that the 

REL meets the demand and “-“ means that the REL does not meet the demand. This 

kind of evaluation is not very robust, but it is appropriate for the aim to convey a struc-

tured overview of the qualities of the RELs.  

 

Criterion METSRights ccREL ODRL MPEG-21 

Express copyright + + - - 

Express license/contract + + + + 

Support control (Access) + - - - 

Support control (Usage) - - + + 

Table 1: Goals of RELS  
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3.4.3.2 Business Models 

This criterion is defined by Coyle (2004a, p.33) and is about finding out how the RELs 

can be licensed and used.  

ODRL, ccREL and METSRights are license- and patent free RELs (Coyle, 2004a, 

p.33). As an ISO standard MPEG-21 is not freely accessible (Coyle, 2004a, p.8). In ad-

dition, it is based on XrML, which is owned and administered by ContentGuard (Barlas, 

2006, p.13; Friesen, Mourad and Robson, 2003, p.13). This company does not explicitly 

state that XrML is license-free (Coyle, 2004a, pp.5, 7, 33, 38).  

For an application, it is important to be aware if the used REL can be applied inde-

pendently from any licenses.  

 

Criterion METSRights ccREL ODRL MPEG-21 

Free usage (monetary, license)  + + + - 

Table 2: Business models of the RELs 

3.4.3.3 Target Groups 

This criterion is used by Coyle (2004a, p.6) in her introduction of the RELs. The criteri-

on gives useful information regarding the intended use of a REL.  

Due to its roots, the provision of CREATIVE COMMONS licenses in the web, ccREL “pro-

vides an expression of rights for open access web resources, including HTML docu-

ments, RSS feeds, and digital audio files” (Coyle, 2004a, p.6), which is also obvious in 

the documentation of the REL (Abelson et al., 2008). This is absolutely suitable for the 

aim of the REL, but a drawback, if licenses of documents not published according open 

access need to be expressed.  

METSRights is designed for rights information in the institutional context (Coyle, 

2004a, p.7) and is thus not usable for a more diverse target group.  

Regarding its user group, MPEG-21 REL is restricted in a different way as it “is de-

signed for the licensing of digital materials, especially video and audio” (Coyle, 2004a, 

p.7). This does not mean that the REL cannot be applied in a another area, as it is used 

also by the OPEN EBOOK FORUM (Coyle, 2004a, p.7; Friesen, Mourad and Robson, 

2003, p.13). However, the REL focuses rather on large scale projects in the media in-

dustry. Although a widely adopted application profile in the CHI sector is worth striving 

for, this is not comparable to the demands of the music and video industry. It must be 

kept in mind that the application profile should not be too complex, as it will negatively 

affect its adoption by small institutions.  

ODRL “was designed by IPR systems in Australia as an open standard for expressing 

machine-readable licenses for digital materials” (Coyle, 2004a, p.7). This statement is 

quite unspecific by “focusing” on digital materials. It indicates, that the REL can be 

widely adopted, too. It is used for example by IPTC (International Press Telecommuni-

cations Council, 2013b) and the OMA DRM (The Open Mobile Alliance, 2015), but 

there is no focus on the industry as main target group.  

The following table shows the main target groups of the RELs, even though these cate-

gories are not directly comparable. It is possible that some RELs can be used by several 

target groups, (for example ODRL can also be used for open access web resources). The 
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aim is to show the main target group and not the whole possible range of application, as 

this requires a detailed analysis, which is not possible within the scope of this thesis.  

 

Criterion METSRights ccREL ODRL MPEG-21 

Open access web resources - + - - 

Institutional context + - - - 

Digital materials - - + - 

Especially video and audio - - - + 

Table 3: Machine actionability of the RELs  

3.4.3.4 Systems: The REL Environment 

This criterion is defined by Coyle (2004a, p.33) and is about finding out, in which sys-

tem a REL can be used. As described in section 2.3 Digital Rights Management, a REL 

is only one part of the DRM system that enforces the licenses given by the REL. Coyle 

defines three areas: no system (based on trust, no enforcement), stand alone or offline 

systems and online, interactive systems (online enforcement system, like payment op-

tions for extended usage).  

This issue cannot be regarded in detail and it is based mainly on Coyle’s (2004a, p.23) 

evaluation. She found out that ccREL and METSRights do not need a system, as the 

license is considered as information for the users. ODRL and MPEG-21 can be applied 

without system, too. Additionally both can be applied in a stand-alone or offline system, 

where usage can be restricted according to the licenses defined within the REL. Out of 

the examined RELs only MPEG-21 can be used in an online, interactive system.  

 

Criterion METSRights ccREL ODRL MPEG-21 

No system + + + + 

Stand-alone or offline system - - + + 

Online, interactive system - - - + 

Table 4: The REL environment  

3.4.3.5 Machine-actionability 

This criterion is used by Coyle (2004a, p.6) in her introduction to the RELs. The deci-

sion, whether a REL is machine-actionable is a difficult one, because there are several 

dimensions to be assessed. It must be clear, that none of the RELs is machine-actionable 

by itself in the sense that the licenses can be enforced. Specific software is needed to do 

this based on the information by the RELs. Machine-actionability means in this context 

that the REL provides standardised and precisely described information about docu-

ments, users, licenses, etc. in a way that it can be easily interpreted by other software.  

On this basis, there are still several aspects of machine-actionability that need to be tak-

en into consideration. One important aspect is the intention of the developers to make 

the REL machine-actionable, which is true for ODRL and MPEG-21 (Coyle, 2004a, 

p.7). A look at their model and the vocabulary confirms the assumption, because many 

rights statements are useless, if they cannot be enforced.  

ccREL might be machine-actionable, but due to the openness of the licenses, there is no 

need to apply it (Coyle, 2004a, p.6). Nevertheless, the aspect, that the licenses can be 
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processed automatically in several ways, for example by harvesting (Voigt, 2014) leads 

to the decision that ccREL is regarded as machine-actionable, too.  

METSRights is not accepted as machine-actionable in this thesis, as the whole REL is 

rather supposed to give non-standardised, internal information about the license and 

contact information instead of offering precise information that can be processed auto-

matically by other software (Coyle, 2004a, p.6). If the content is standardised, automatic 

procession is possible.  

Machine-actionability in the sense that the licenses are created precisely with a stand-

ardised vocabulary and with the intention to be processed automatically by other sys-

tems is fulfilled by ccREL, ODRL and MPEG-21.  

 

Criterion METSRights ccREL ODRL MPEG-21 

Machine-actionability  - + + + 

Table 5: Machine-actionability of the RELs  

3.4.3.6 Documentation 

This criterion is used by Coyle (2004a, p.6) in her introduction of the RELs. The docu-

mentation of the RELs is an important aspect as it allows the understanding, examina-

tion and application of the RELs. It should be easily understandable, extensive and es-

pecially freely available. Documentation means in this context information regarding 

the technical, syntactic and semantic structure as well as the vocabulary of the REL. It is 

also helpful, if it contains examples to facilitate the understanding of the REL and its 

application.  

Both ODRL (ODRL Community Group, 2015b) and ccREL (Abelson et al., 2008; 

Creative Commons, 2013) offer extensive, freely available information like examples, 

explanation of the vocabulary and the model of the REL. This extensive information 

makes it easier for the user to comprehend the nature of the REL.  

METSRights offers free information, too, but only an annotated xsd-file (Hoebelhein-

rich, 2004), with only scarce information or explanations of the vocabulary and some 

examples (Library of Congress, 2005). It lacks some explanatory information about the 

model and the aim of the REL in comparison to ccREL and ODRL. In addition, it is 

difficult to conceive the structure of the REL out of the xsd file.  

MPEG-21 offers basic free information about the REL and the vocabulary (Barlas, 

2005; Moving Picture Experts Group, 2005). The main information can be found mere-

ly in the ISO standard documents (ISO, 2004a; a) which are not freely available and in 

addition “extremely difficult to read” (Coyle, 2004a, p.8).  

The following table indicates that documentation is available and that it is freely availa-

ble as defined above. Regarding the second aspect ccREL, ODRL and METSRights 

meet the demands.  

 

Criterion METSRights ccREL ODRL MPEG-21 

Documentation available  + + + + 

Documentation freely accessible + + + - 

Table 6: Documentation of the RELs 
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3.4.3.7 Extensibility 

This criterion is selected as it is important to know, if a REL can be extended and 

adapted to the  specific needs of the CHIs. Especially if several different institutions 

should use the same application profile, there has to be the opportunity to extend or ad-

just the profile and thus the REL. In this context, extensibility means that vocabulary 

elements from other RELs or self-defined elements can be additionally used to describe 

individual licenses. Barlas (2006, p.12) referred to this important issue.  

METSRights is not extensible due to the strictly defined structure (Hoebelheinrich, 

2004). As it is possible to enter textual information, one can argue that there is a kind of 

extensibility since the vocabulary and the number of licenses is only limited by the pos-

sibilities of natural language. It is also possible to use the Other elements for additional 

constraints, permissions or contexts. However, these elements must be described in the 

Other element and cannot just be added as own element. In this context, it is regarded as 

non-extensible, as new vocabulary elements cannot be added to expand the structure.  

ccREL is also regarded as non-extensible as the amount of elements is defined. Ele-

ments from other RELs or self-defined ones cannot be added. The property 

cc:morePermissions might be used to express further permissions (Abelson et al., 2008), 

but it does not meet the demands of the extensibility defined before.  

MPEG-21 “is designed to be extensible and is itself specified in extensions” (Wang et 

al., 2005, p.4). For example, the Open eBook Forum added some additional elements 

(Coyle, 2004a, p.29). Understandable, documented examples are not available. Never-

theless, MPEG-21 is regarded as extensible.  

ODRL is highly extensible which is discussed by Barlas (2006, p.16) or Kasten et al. 

(2011, p.63). It is for instance recommended to use the ccREL vocabulary for the CRE-

ATIVE COMMONS licenses (ODRL Community Group, 2014). The above mentioned ex-

amples from IPTC and OMA provide some documentation of the added elements (In-

ternational Press Telecommunications Council, 2013b), (The Open Mobile Alliance, 

2015). The IPTC example illustrates the use of URIs (International Press Telecommuni-

cations Council, 2013a) of different namespaces.  

 

Criterion METSRights ccREL ODRL MPEG-21 

REL is extensible  - - + + 

Table 7: Extensibility of the RELs  

3.4.3.8 Applicability to Metadata Schema 

This criterion is defined as it is essential to know, if the RELs can be used within the 

metadata schema that is used by the target group. With regard to the aim of the thesis, 

only the metadata schema METS is examined. For an application profile for the CHI 

area, it will be necessary to examine other metadata schemas, too.  

METS can technically integrate all four RELs in the administrative metadata in the sec-

tion rightsMD (Library of Congress, 2011b). Detailed information on the integration into 

METS can be found in section 5.3 Implementation of METS.  
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Criterion METSRights ccREL ODRL MPEG-21 

Application to METS possible  + + + + 

Table 8: Applicability to metadata schema METS  

3.4.4 Results and Discussion 

In this section, the results from the examined criteria are summarised. For this sum-

mary, the “+” and “-” from all tables in this examination are used.  

 

Criterion METSRights ccREL ODRL MPEG-21 

Entire + 9 9 11 10 

Entire - 8 8 6 7 

Table 9: Results examination of the REL’s qualities 

The result shows that ODRL fulfils the most qualitative demands, indicated by the 

highest amount of “+“. Additionally, ODRL is the REL that misses the fewest demands, 

indicated by the lowest number of “-“. It is also obvious that the RELs do not differ 

much regarding the amount of “+” as well as the amount of “-” although the examina-

tion revealed huge differences.  

Hence, it must be stated that it is not possible to offer a quantitative summary of qualita-

tive results. Therefore it should be examined and determined, whether the aspects are 

comparable, or if some aspects are more important than others.  

This qualitative evaluation of the aspects depends on the demands on the RELs by the 

licenses that should be expressed. If only CREATIVE COMMONS licenses have to be as-

signed, ccREL will be the best choice. If licenses must be assigned that contain re-

strictions, ODRL or MPEG-21 might be the best solutions. Thus, a final qualitative 

evaluation is not possible at this state of the thesis. Still, the results offer the basis for a 

more thorough evaluation, based on the aspects used.  

As interim result, it can be stated that METSRights and ccREL are restricted with re-

gard to a wide applicability by their goals and extensibility. Both cannot cope with re-

strictions and METSRights is additionally not seen as machine actionable. MPEG-21 

has the drawback that the documentation is not freely available, is complicated and is 

focused on music and video industry. ODRL meets many demands, especially an exten-

sive free available documentation. In addition, it is extensible and restrictions can be 

described.  

This represents only one impression of the RELs and it is necessary to know the extent 

of licenses the RELs are able to express. The best documentation or the opportunity to 

describe restrictions is useless, if not enough elements are offered to describe all licens-

es. A main indicator for this ability is the number of elements that can be used to model 

a license. Thus the elements of the four RELs will be examined quantitatively in the 

next section to complement the qualitative impression of the RELs.  
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 Examination of the RELs Granularity 3.5

3.5.1 Aim of the Examination 

The aim of this examination is to find out the number of elements provided by each of 

the four RELs that can be used to describe licenses, because it indicates the “extent” of 

a REL. In addition, the number of elements indicates the granularity of the REL to de-

scribe licenses. The result must be set into context of the application, but the compari-

son of the RELs elements provides the possibility to get an idea of the “extent”. This 

examination is based on a literature review of primary and secondary sources.  

The previously introduced four RELs are examined regarding the amount of elements 

that can be used to describe licenses of digital documents. What seems to be easy at the 

first glance becomes tricky as the structure of the RELs and the types of contained ele-

ments differ and the elements are differently named. Therefore, it is important to under-

stand the nature of the elements and to find a way to categorise them uniformly.  

All RELs contain on the one hand elements describing the structure and their relations, 

which make up the model of the REL, for example ODRL (ODRL Community Group, 

2015d). On the other hand, the RELs contain elements to describe the actions regarding 

the use of digital documents that are permitted or prohibited, which indicate the level of 

granularity, usually called vocabulary, for example ODRL (ODRL Community Group, 

2015c).  

Both the information describing the model and the information describing the vocabu-

lary are not always presented in a clear way and are not named in a uniform way. There-

fore, it must be specified which elements are similar in their function to prevent misun-

derstandings in the evaluation, which is done in the next section. Then the data collec-

tion will be explained, followed by the analysis of the collected data and finally the 

presentation of the results and their discussion.  

3.5.2 Definition of the Elements 

The following definitions are prepared for use in this thesis in order to categorise the 

elements of the RELs.  

The reason for this distinction is the demand to compare only comparable elements. As 

both ODRL as well as MPEG-21 distinguish between elements which describe the 

model and elements used as vocabulary, the elements of the four examined RELs are 

grouped in these two categories. In order to find out the granularity of the REL to de-

scribe license, especially the number of vocabulary elements is important. Thus it is 

advantageous to isolate them. Elements which cannot be assigned unambiguously to 

one category are discussed to make the final decision comprehensible. This discussion 

supports the understanding of the RELs different structure, which is important when it 

comes to their application.  

This categorisation is necessary for the structure of the RELs’ elements in the applica-

tion profile (see Appendix 18: Exemplary Application Profile), where for each model 

element the used vocabulary elements are assigned.   
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 Elements will be used as uniform term for all components of a REL that are 

used to describe the license and the relations between the elements. The ele-

ments are divided into the following two areas:  

 Model elements indicate the elements of a REL which are used to de-

scribe the main elements that contain information about the docu-

ment, the user or other main elements as well as elements describing 

the relations between them. These elements describe the model or 

structure of the REL and are not directly used to describe the license 

of a digital document in detail. For example these elements could be: 

asset, action, permission …  

 Vocabulary elements indicate the elements of a REL which are used 

for describing specific actions that are permitted or prohibited like 

display, request, share alike, modify, copy, etc.  

Because RELs can consist of several groups of model elements and vocabulary ele-

ments, the specific terms that can be applied are named values.  

Coyle (2004a, p.25) examined the RELs regarding specific data elements such as 

agents, resources, rights, constraints and requirements/conditions. This is a good exam-

ple of how the elements could be examined in depth. Due to the scope and the aim of 

this thesis, the analysis is limited to basic quantitative aspects. Thus in the following 

sections, the elements of the RELs are examined and grouped according to the model 

and vocabulary elements.  

3.5.3 Data Collection 

It is necessary to collect data about the RELs to estimate the extent of the REL and thus 

the ability to express licenses. The elements of the RELs are available in the following 

sources:  

ccREL  

Model and vocabulary:  http://www.creativecommons.org/ns  

Additional information:  (Abelson et al., 2008)  

METSRights  

Model and vocabulary:  http://www.loc.gov/standards/rights/METSRights.xsd  

ODRL  

Vocabulary:  http://www.w3.org/community/odrl/two/vocab/  

Model:  https://www.w3.org/community/odrl/model/2-1/  

ISO REL /MPEG-21  

Model (ISO):  (ISO, 2004a) 

Model (overview):  http://mpeg.chiariglione.org/standards/mpeg-21/rights-

expression-language  

Vocabulary (ISO): (ISO, 2004b) 

Vocabulary (overview):  http://mpeg.chiariglione.org/standards/mpeg-21/rights-data-

dictionary  

http://www.creativecommons.org/ns
http://www.loc.gov/standards/rights/METSRights.xsd
http://www.w3.org/community/odrl/two/vocab/
https://www.w3.org/community/odrl/model/2-1/
http://mpeg.chiariglione.org/standards/mpeg-21/rights-expression-language
http://mpeg.chiariglione.org/standards/mpeg-21/rights-expression-language
http://mpeg.chiariglione.org/standards/mpeg-21/rights-data-dictionary
http://mpeg.chiariglione.org/standards/mpeg-21/rights-data-dictionary
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This information is freely and easily available for METSRights, ccREL and ODRL. 

MPEG-21 is published as ISO standard and not freely available in general. Neverthe-

less, it is not easy to grasp the extent and the nature of the elements, as they are present-

ed for each REL in a different way. For this reason, the various elements are analysed in 

the next sections.  

3.5.4 Data Analysis 

The analysis of the RELs’ granularity is not the main objective of the thesis, but an in-

troductory part. The purpose of the following analysis is to give an impression of the 

RELs’ extension and granularity. It does not go into details but presents the number of 

vocabulary and model elements as well as the values. The results for each REL are pre-

sented in a table with the following three columns:  

 Name of the element:  

In this column, the name of the examined element is given.  

 Number of values:  

In this column the number of values of the element is given.  

 Element type:  

This column specifies if the element and its values are regarded as model ele-

ments or as vocabulary elements.  

For each REL, a text describes the analysis and the interpretation of the elements to give 

reasons for their categorisation. For several RELs some elements are introduced more 

detailed to illustrate the differences of the structure and the elements of the RELs.  

3.5.4.1 ODRL 

ODRL is a well-structured REL as the vocabulary is extracted from the model and the 

elements are listed in a clear way. The vocabulary elements are structured according to 

the entities making it easier to comprehend and to apply. These entities are for example 

policy types, actions.  

The analysis is based on the ODRL 2.1 Core Model (ODRL Community Group, 2015d) 

and the ODRL 2.1 Common Vocabulary (ODRL Community Group, 2015c). The dis-

tinction of elements by the REL makes the definition of the elements much easier com-

pared to ccREL and METSRights. It contains one vocabulary element with 98 values 

and four model elements with 58 values. A detailed list of the elements can be found in 

Appendix 4.  

 

name of the element number of values element type 

Entity 12 model 

Attributes 21 model 

Values 12 model 

Relations 13 model 

Vocabulary 98 vocabulary 

All 156 - 

Table 10: Elements of ODRL  
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ODRL provides 98 vocabulary values classified by eight entities: Policy Types, Actions 

for Permission or Prohibition, Actions for Duty, Names for Constraint, Operators 

for Constraints, Functions of the Role of a Party, Scopes of the Role of a Par-

ty, Relation of an Asset. For example, six values such as offer or agreement can be 

used to describe the entity policy. The entity action can be described with 40 values as 

for example:  

 Aggregate  

 Derive  

 Digitize  

 Display  

 Execute  

 Play  

 Print  

 Delete  

 Uninstall  

Names for constraints provides 25 values as for example:  

 AbsoluteSize  

 Count  

 FileFormat  

 DateTime  

 SystemDevice  

 VirtualLocation  

This variety of values allows a very precise or granular description of the licenses. In 

addition, the ODRL vocabulary provides 12 operators such as equals, greater than, 

less than, …) to define an action more precisely. For example, it can be defined that 

only twenty or less pages of a book can be printed or displayed. This clear definition of 

licenses enables the automatic processing in DRM systems.  

On the other hand, it is difficult to describe licenses that cannot be clearly defined. Aca-

demic use and private use are examples for actions that can only hardly be described in 

a way that can be processed automatically. Despite the extensibility of ODRL, it must 

be examined, if other RELs are not more convenient to describe such licenses.  

3.5.4.2 METSRights 

The METSRights schema (Hoebelheinrich, 2004) is hierarchical and is serialized in 

XML. It is difficult to distinguish vocabulary elements and model elements, because the 

depth of the elements differs. For example, the element RightsHolderContactDesigna-

tion does not contain any subelements. RightsHolderContactPhone, on the same level, 

contains attribute and enumeration as subelements.  

At first glance, the elements attribute and enumeration seem to be the ones with in-

formation about rights to describe the allowed actions and can thus be regarded as vo-

cabulary elements.  

As element is the first level, where individual information about rights and rights hold-

ers can be captured, it is also regarded as vocabulary element. Thus, element, attribute 
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and enumeration are defined as the three vocabulary elements, containing a total of 65 

values in the whole.  

Although complexType does in a way contain vocabulary elements, too, it is classified by 

the author as model element, as it defines the structure and the scope of the model, in-

stead of defining a statement with specific values. METSRights contains one model 

element, with seven values. A detailed list of the elements can be found in Appendix 2.  

 

name of the element number of values element type 

ComplexType 7 model 

Element 14 vocabulary 

Attribute 22 vocabulary 

Enumeration 29 vocabulary 

All 72 - 

Table 11: Elements of METSRights  

METSRights provides the seven complexType elements RightsDeclareMDTYPE, 

RightsHolderTYPE, RightsHolderContactTYPE, ContextTYPE, UserNameTYPE, Permis-

sionsTYPE, ConstraintsTYPE. Each element contains a certain number of subelements or 

values.  

For the evaluation of the granularity to describe licenses, the elements PermissionsTYPE 

and ConstraintsTYPE are important, because they contain the values that can be used to 

control usage. These are:  

 PermissionTYPE 

 Discover  

 Display  

 Copy  

 Duplicate 

 Modify  

 Delete  

 Print  

 Other  

 Otherpermittype 

 ConstraintsTYPE  

 Quality 

 Format 

 Unit  

 Watermark  

 Payment 

 Count 

 Re-use 

 Attribution  
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 Time  

 Transferpermissions 

 Other 

 Otherconstrainttype  

These are the values that can be used to describe permissions and constrains. Although 

important values are provided, many are missing which are necessary for specific li-

censes with constraints by age, system device or download. The element other can be 

used to extent the profile, but it should be considered that it needs a standardised use, if 

it is expected to be interoperable. Operators as in ODRL, which enable precise descrip-

tion of permissions or constraints, are missing. This makes the REL less suitable for 

licenses which need enforcement by DRM systems.  

METSRights provides with RightsHolderTYPE and RightsHolderContactTYPE the possi-

bility to embed contact information of the rights holder. An interesting element is 

RightsDeclarationMD, because a textual license can be embedded. This is an important 

option, if the license cannot be described with the aforementioned elements. This ele-

ment is a main reason why METSRights is used in the application profile.  

3.5.4.3 ccREL 

ccREL consists of several elements (classes of properties, specific properties, 

values) which are not quickly discernible. Without the explanations by Abelson (2008), 

an interpretation of the elements is difficult, because the hierarchy or relation of the 

terms is not clearly depicted on the website (Creative Commons, 2016). The website 

suggests that classes, permissions, requirements, prohibitions, license properties 

and work properties are on the same level, although some of the elements contain other 

ones.  

Values is the element to describe rights and usage actions. Therefore, ccREL contains 

one vocabulary element with twelve values and two model elements with thirteen Val-

ues. A detailed list of the elements can be found in Appendix 3.  

 

name of the element number of values element type 

Classes of properties 2 model 

Specific properties 11 model 

Values 12 vocabulary 

All 25 - 

Table 12: Elements of ccREL  

ccREL provides two classes of properties: license properties and work properties. 

License properties consists of twelve values in three categories that are used to evalu-

ate the granularity:  

 cc:permits 

 Reproduction 

 Distribution  

 Derivative Works  

 Sharing  
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 cc:requires 

 Notice  

 Attribution  

 Share Alike  

 Source Code  

 Copyleft  

 Lesser Copyleft 

 cc:prohibits 

 Commercial Use  

 High Income Nation Use 

It is obvious that ccREL provides fewer elements to express usage actions such as Re-

production, Distribution or Attribution. Of course, these elements are appropriate to 

describe all of the CREATIVE COMMONS licenses and some more, but compared to 

ODRL or METSRights, the variety and granularity of the licenses that can be described 

is small.  

3.5.4.4 MPEG-21 

MPEG-21 is on the one hand easy to examine regarding the model elements and the 

vocabulary elements, because there are specific documents for each one. On the other 

hand, the extraction and examination of each element is not feasible, because of the 

complexity of the REL, which is also mentioned by Coyle (2004a, p.8). In addition, it is 

difficult to describe the examination as not all information is freely accessible and needs 

thus more explanation then the other RELs.  

First, the Rights Expression Language and the Rights Data Dictionary (RDD) have to be 

distinguished. Then, for each standard two documents are examined to analyse the ele-

ments. On the one hand there are the official websites containing an overview by MPEG 

(Barlas, 2005; Moving Picture Experts Group, 2005) that are freely accessible. On the 

other hand there are the ISO documents (ISO, 2004a; b) that are not freely accessible.  

Despite the documentation, the number of model elements is ambiguous. According to 

the MPEG documents, a “rights expression includes four basic entities” (Moving Pic-

ture Experts Group, 2005), namely principal, right, resource and condition. Howev-

er, it is also mentioned that the relationship is defined as grant and for a full license, an 

issuer is needed. With regard to the thesis, the seven elements shown in figure 1 on 

Moving Picture Experts Group (2005) website are defined as model elements. The ISO 

document also states that “An authorization request is an ordered seven-tuple containing 

the following members …” (ISO, 2004a, p.8).  

According to the MPEG website, MPEG-21 RDD contains about 2.000 standardised 

terms which can be used to express permissions and rights ownership (Barlas, 2005). 

Fourteen rights which “are basic and can be specialised for more complex operations on 

rights protected content” (Barlas, 2005) are presented separately. These so called rights 

such as adapt, execute or uninstall are rather actions which can be executed by specif-

ic users, if permission is granted.  

These statements are not enough to get a clear idea of the elements. A look into the ISO-

document (ISO, 2004b) is necessary, where these relevant sources can be found:  
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 Table 1 - Standardized ActType supporting ISO/IEC 21000-5  

 Table 3 - Standardized Terms  

Table 1 consists of the fourteen rights, also mentioned on the MPEG website. Table 3 

consists of standardised terms which can be used to define licenses or rights statements 

but:  

“The RDD Dictionary is highly relational and it is designed to support various 

forms of automated use (for example, online queries or XML documents for in-

puts and outputs) [...] A printed listing does not therefore represent an ideal means 

of presentation of the Terms and is not intended as the most convenient vehicle 

for interacting with the Dictionary.” (ISO, 2004b, p.10) 

This statement indicates the difficulties in naming exact numbers for vocabulary ele-

ments as for ODRL. The analysis of Table 3 gives a result of 804 elements, which dif-

fers from the before mentioned 2.000 elements. Due to comparability with the other 

RELs, only the obvious elements of Table 1 and Table 3 in ISO (IEC 21000-6 (2004b) 

are regarded for this examination.  

Nonetheless, it is clear, that with two vocabulary elements with 818 values, and one 

model element with seven values, MPEG-21 is the most extensive REL. A detailed list 

of the examined elements can be found in Appendix 5: MPEG-21 Elements.  

 

name of the element number of values element type 

License (REL)  7 model 

ActType (RDD) 14 vocabulary 

Terms (RDD) 804 vocabulary 

All 825 - 

Table 13: Elements of MPEG-21  

Due to the extent of the REL, no detailed introduction of the element is carried out for 

this REL.  

3.5.5 Results and Discussion 

Both MPEG-21 and ODRL distinguish model and vocabulary elements. METSRights 

and ccREL do not present the elements according to that structure. For these two RELs 

the elements have been grouped in the two areas by the author to enable a comparable 

examination of the granularity of elements and values to describe licenses.  

The following table gives an overview of the result.  

 

REL vocabulary elements values (vocab) model elements values (model) 

ccREL 1 12 2 13 

METSRights 3 65 1 7 

MPEG-21 2 818 1 7 

ODRL 1 98 4 58 

Table 14: Results examination of the REL’s granularity  
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It is obvious that the number of model and vocabulary elements and their values differ 

to a huge extent between the RELs. MPEG-21 contains the most values regarding the 

vocabulary elements, followed by ODRL, METSRights and ccREL. ODRL contains the 

most values regarding the model elements, followed by ccREL, METSRights and 

MPEG-21.  

The examination shows that ODRL provides highly granular elements and values to 

define and describe licenses. Especially the possibility to use operands to specify values 

like the number of pages that can be printed or the price that must be paid for an action 

enables a higher granularity than METSRights or ccREL. METSRights’ RightsDeclara-

tionMD element can be used to include textual licenses that can only hardly be described 

by ODRL or ccREL. ccREL can only be used to describe open licenses. The lack of 

values to prohibit specific values as for example display or print makes it not usable for 

digital documents that can be offered to the users only with restrictions.  

It is remarkable that ccREL offers more model values then vocabulary values. ODRL 

contains many vocabulary values as well as many model values. This could indicate 

flexibility in license modelling. MPEG-21 is the REL that offers by far the most ele-

ments.  

The inconsistency of the elements’ definition and the huge differences in the structure 

of the RELs does not allow further interpretation of the results. Nevertheless, it provides 

an impression of the “extent” of the RELs, which is not the most important aspect in the 

REL evaluation, but helpful to complement the qualitative analysis. Only both examina-

tions together enable a useful evaluation of the RELs. The summary in the next section 

contains the consequences in the further use of the RELs in this thesis.  

 Summary 3.6

By now, the reader should have a better idea of the nature and possibilities of the four 

RELs that were introduced and examined. On a quantitative level, ODRL and MPEG-

21 offer the most elements to describe granular licenses and are very elaborated. How-

ever, the amount of elements is not the only decisive factor for the suitability of the 

RELs. Extensibility, documentation, target group etc. are important qualities that should 

be taken into consideration before deciding the application of a specific REL.  

A final decision for the used REL is still not possible in this section, because it depends 

on the requirements posed on the RELs. These requirements are the qualities of the li-

censes that are used in the application profile and must be expressed by the RELs. The-

se licenses are introduced only in the next section.  

As interim result of the two examinations, the following can be stated:  

 Although it is quantitatively the most expressive REL, MPEG-21 is not exam-

ined any further in this thesis as the documentation is not freely available to the 

public and difficult to understand. Furthermore, the REL aims at the media in-

dustry and is too complex to be used in the CHI area.  

 ODRL is examined further in the thesis and is regarded until now as the favour-

ite REL, because it is freely available and usable, extensible, well documented 

and it is possible to define both open licenses as well as restrictions for DRM 

applications. In addition, it contains many model and vocabulary elements to 

model licenses.  
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 ccREL is examined further in the thesis, because its URIs can be used in ODRL 

and the CREATIVE COMMONS licenses are widely adopted.  

 METSRights is examined further because it is possible to depict complicated 

and non-enforceable licenses in textual form that cannot be expressed by ODRL 

or ccREL.  
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4 Licenses of the Digital Documents of the SLUB 

 Introduction 4.1

As stated before, one challenge for the CHIs is to apply precise, machine-interpretable 

licenses and/or licenses which can be presented in a human-interpretable way. In order 

to meet these requirements, it is necessary to find the appropriate REL which is sup-

ported by the preceding sections.  

It is not possible to examine all licenses of the CHIs in this thesis. Thus only representa-

tive ones of the SLUB are regarded. Besides the specific content of licenses the nature 

of the licenses must be examined because it helps to classify them. It can be stated that 

there are two main types of licenses that influence the modelling of the licenses.  

The first one contains information in a human readable way in order to inform the user 

how a document can be used. The second one contains strictly defined and specific in-

formation for access or usage restrictions that are supposed to be enforced automatically 

by DRM software.  

Both types are considered in the thesis and are thus described in the next two sections. 

This is followed by the gathering and the examination of the SLUB’s licenses. At the 

end of this section, the licenses chosen for the application profile are named.  

 Licenses as User Information  4.2

The first type of license aims at offering the information about the rights status in a 

standardised way. Users and aggregators can then easily determine if documents are in 

the public domain or under specific CREATIVE COMMONS licenses and they can use them 

in the sense of the creator. Especially for aggregators, it is very important to use stand-

ardised terms to enable automatic processing of the data (Voigt, 2014, p.57). All these 

licenses are built on trust, so no enforcement or restriction software is necessary.  

Until now, the licenses are often stated on a website, implying some drawbacks, as the 

information is sometimes difficult to find and especially “lost”, if a document has been 

downloaded. In addition, aggregators as for example EUROPEANA are not able to process 

this data. There are many examples from libraries, how the rights statement of the digi-

tal document is realized (See Appendix 1).  

With a REL, this information can be embedded in the metadata of the documents and 

will not get lost as long as the metadata and the image files are not separated. It can be 

argued that the rights information needs to be implemented in every file of the publica-

tion, but it must be examined if other metadata should be then considered in the files, 

too. Of course, it is also necessary to examine if it is technically possible to include ex-

tensive metadata in each file.  

Some specific licenses might be so complex, but rarely applied that a standardisation is 

not possible. Here, the only practical solution is to present the textual license in a human 

readable way. It might be better even for complex licenses to use the reference option 

with specific URIs as EUROPEANA and DPLA are planning to do (Peet, 2015) or the 

ones EUROPEANA suggests (Europeana, 2015a). The CHIs must then decide which li-

cense fits best to the document. This process might mean that some documents are not 

offered with all possible rights, but at least, it is easy to assign a document with stand-

ardised rights. Coyle (2004b) describes this option too. Although this approach is not 
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necessary for this exemplary application profile, this issue should be regarded, if it 

comes to the development of a wider application profile.  

 Licenses as Restriction Information  4.3

The second type of license aims at enforcing restrictions of licenses by specific soft-

ware. Although it is not the task of a REL to enforce restrictions, it is the very basis to 

enable them. See section 2.3 Digital Rights Management for the two parts of DRM. 

These licenses can be highly individual and the restrictions have to be precise and ma-

chine-interpretably defined. These are possible scenarios:  

 A document has to be digitised, but may only be presented at a single work-

station.  

 For a digitisation project, no derivate works (PDFs …) are allowed.  

 A document can be presented publicly only after a certain embargo time.  

 Documents can only be viewed by persons older than 21 or 18, …  

Whereas CREATIVE COMMONS licenses can be implemented, such complex licenses ex-

ceed the opportunities of most metadata schemas. With an appropriate REL, the licenses 

can be modelled with specific vocabulary elements to enable the enforcement software 

to apply the restrictions. Although it cannot be a part of this thesis to examine the as-

pects of restriction enforcement, it must be kept in mind that restrictions have to be im-

plemented.  

In a closed system, it is quite easy to enforce restrictions, but some licenses aim general-

ly at a free dissemination of documents, which does not allow the use of closed systems. 

Hence, it must be reflected about the nature of the licenses and how the information can 

be implemented in a way that allows machines to interpret both types of licenses as 

easily as possible. There are the following possible scenarios:  

 Documents free to use  

 Documents free to use with restrictions, based on trust  

 Documents that can be used only within an institution with restrictions  

 Documents that can be used only within an institution without restrictions 

 Documents that can be used outside an institution with restrictions  

 Documents that can be used outside an institution without restrictions 

The problem is that it is not known, how the restrictions will be enforced (closed sys-

tem, specific presentations …). Until now, digital documents are mostly presented by 

presentation software that is not capable of usage restrictions. Licenses demanding re-

strictions have to be processed rather by DRM Systems which are capable of enforcing 

restrictions. These DRM Systems have to be developed in a standardised way in order 

to allow data exchange of usage-restricted documents as well.  

Regarding this thesis, it is assumed that a presentation software or DRM system capable 

of interpreting all licenses is applied. This is a very optimistic assumption, but a serious 

approach to this issue is the topic of another thesis, especially, if it is assumed that not 

every institution will use the same presentation software.  
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 Data Collection 4.4

4.4.1 Introduction 

This data collection does not strive for completeness. Only the most frequently used and 

distinctive licenses are chosen. It is a “practical” decision in order to test the RELs ac-

cording to their ability to express various licenses. Hence, demands of several areas are 

regarded.  

Due to the aim to examine various licenses according to their applicability in RELs and 

the small amount of licenses that can be examined, no additional survey or interview is 

conducted to verify the decision by other persons at this stage of the thesis. In the evalu-

ation of the prototype application profile (see section 5.7 Evaluation of the Prototype 

Application Profile), the need of chosen licenses in the application profile is examined.  

It can be criticised that the choice of licenses should be verified before the development 

of the prototype application profile. The author decided to conduct the evaluation in the 

end due to the following reasons. First, it is difficult to motivate candidate users to par-

ticipate in several examinations. Second, the evaluation of the application profile’s 

components is easier to assess if the whole framework is given.  

4.4.2 DIGITAL COLLECTIONS and DEUTSCHE FOTOTHEK 

Creative Commons CC-BY-SA 4.0  

This license is assigned to all digital documents which no longer have copyright re-

strictions.  

“Our digital objects are licensed under the Creative Commons License CC-BY-

SA 4.0. You are allowed to reproduce and distribute the content, to adapt and 

build upon the material for different purposes, as long as you credit the SLUB as 

source and license your new creations under the identical terms.” (SLUB Dresden, 

2015j) 

Rights reserved - free access  

This license is assigned to those digital documents that cannot be offered by the SLUB 

under a CREATIVE COMMONS license due to copyrights restrictions or rights belonging 

to third persons such as the owner of the originals of the digitised material.  

“Objects of the stock of the SLUB, whose license is "Rights reserved - free ac-

cess", may be used free of charge for academic and private purposes provided that 

the source is acknowledged completely. Use of individual images in academic 

publications with an edition of less than 1,000 copies shall also be free of charge. 

The commercial use of these objects may be subject to charge and requires the 

prior written consent of the rights holder; subject to the right to prohibit use in 

each individual case.” (SLUB Dresden, 2015j)  

Specific collections / presentations  

For specific digitisation projects, it is necessary to provide the documents in a particular 

presentation, as the use of the documents, for example PDF-download is not permitted. 

The project ILLUSTRATED MAGAZINES FROM THE ERA OF CLASSIC MODERNISM is chosen 

as an example:  

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/deed.de
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/deed.de
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"The contents of this website are protected by copyright. They may be printed out 

or downloaded for purposes of private research and forwarded to others, person to 

person, for research purposes. However, this website cannot, as a matter of princi-

ple, grant approval to publish the content for commercial or institutional use, nor 

to forward the content in printed or electronic form to third parties." (SLUB Dres-

den, 2013)  

4.4.3 QUCOSA  

Copyright (Urheberrechtsgesetz § 53 UrhG) 

“Electronic documents which are offered via data networks are subject to strict 

copyright conditions. This applies in particular to the following: Reproductions, 

e.g. copies and prints, may only be made for private and personal use (§ 53 Ger-

man Copyright Law) …” (http://www.qucosa.de/urheberrecht/).  

This statement is necessary to inform the user about the copyright status of the docu-

ment and the terms of use. However, it is not suitable to derive and to define restrictions 

that can be automatically enforced by a REL. It must be presumed that a growing num-

ber of creators of digital documents demand usage restrictions. One reason is the acqui-

sition of new publications beyond Open Access documents for example documents ac-

quired by legal deposit. These restrictions are subject to negotiation with the creators, a 

topic which is not handled precisely within the thesis.  

However, it is possible to derive some basic restrictions from the licenses used by 

commercial providers of digital documents. In the thesis the following ones are regard-

ed:  

Library users 

 The document is only usable by registered library users  

Library-internal use  

 The document is only usable within the library  

One workstation  

 The document is only usable at one workstation in the library  

Usage restriction  

 The document is usable only with restrictions, for example it may not be copied, 

saved or printed  

Total restriction  

 The document may not be used at all  

4.4.4 Digital Long Term Preservation 

Digital long term preservation is another important area that needs to be regarded. Its 

aim is to ensure that digital documents will be offered in a legally correct way, even 

many years after the beginning of the preservation. This requires information about the 

rights status and some additional information, which should be contained in the metada-

ta of the document. In the application profile, the following aspects are examined.  

http://www.qucosa.de/urheberrecht/
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Embargo information  

 Must not have been published within xxx years.  

Restrictions by age 

 May be displayed/used only by people older than 18 years.  

Duration for archiving 

 Due to service conditions or legal issues.  

Reason for archiving  

 Due to specific cultural value, legal mandate.  

 Summary 4.5

In this summary, the licenses (emphasised in italics) that are regarded in the application 

profile are grouped according to the aspects of restriction, the internal / external use and 

administrative rights information. This structure should emphasise the diverse nature of 

licenses, which poses several demands on the RELs.  

 Free (based on trust)  

 external and internal use 

 Creative Commons CC-BY-SA 4.0 

 rights reserved - free access 

 Restrictions 

 internal use 

 one workstation in the SLUB  

 all workstations in the SLUB  

 total restriction  

 external and internal use  

 only display  

 only library users  

 specific collections / presentations 

 embargo  

 restrictions by age  

 Administrative rights information 

 duration of archiving  

 reason for archiving  

This is only a small selection of licenses, but it is obvious that the licenses differ accord-

ing to the basic type of license (free or restricted) and the amount of permitted or re-

stricted actions.  
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As in section 3.6 Summary, it is not possible to recommend now the use of one REL, as 

despite all information gathered about the REL, the final test can only be the practical 

application and experimentation. For example, the CC-BY-SA 4.0 license is predestined 

to be realised with ccREL elements, even if it is embedded in ODRL. The rights re-

served – free access license might be better depicted by METSRights, as it is quite 

complicated and not machine-enforceable.  

To reach the last step, the next section examines what an application profile is and how 

it can be developed with the information gathered so far.   
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5 Application Profile  

 Introduction  5.1

In this section, the main part of the thesis is conducted. It is the development of an ap-

plication profile that defines and describes the elements for a standardised implementa-

tion of licenses in the metadata of digital documents. Due to the scope of this thesis, the 

profile is limited to representative licenses of the SLUB and to the application in the 

METS metadata schema. Furthermore it is limited, because it focuses on a specific tar-

get group, namely developers (see section 1.6 Limitations of the Application Profile).  

The findings from the previous sections are the basis for this application profile. As a 

complex task, it is realised in several steps which follow this introduction. The first one 

is the general and task-specific introduction of an application profile. The second step is 

a general and task-specific introduction of the METS metadata schema, which is neces-

sary to comprehend the several possibilities for the implementation of the license in-

formation. The third step is the translation of the licenses into the appropriate REL, ac-

companied by a discussion. The fourth step is the development of a prototype applica-

tion profile in form of a document that describes the RELs used, namespaces, vocabu-

lary and other elements. The prototype is evaluated and based on the findings, the appli-

cation profile is revised.  

 Definition of an Application Profile 5.2

5.2.1 What is an Application Profile? 

In order to enable and motivate the CHIs to use licenses in a standardised form, it is 

necessary to define which licenses can be used and how it is applied. All necessary in-

formation must be gathered and presented in an understandable way. Such an instruc-

tion that enables users to apply specific rules is called application profile. It can be de-

fined as:  

“A set of metadata elements, policies, and guidelines defined for a particular ap-

plication. The elements may be from one or more element sets, thus allowing a 

given application to meet its functional requirements by using metadata from sev-

eral element sets including locally defined sets. For example, a given application 

might choose a subset of the Dublin Core that meets its needs, or may include el-

ements from the Dublin Core, another element set, and several locally defined el-

ements, all combined in a single schema. An Application profile is not complete 

without documentation that defines the policies and best practices appropriate to 

the application.” (Woodley, 2001)  

Although the definition aims at Dublin Core, it can be transferred to this context. Ac-

cording to the interim results, the basic set could be ODRL, supplemented by elements 

of ccREL, elements defined by the author and METSRights. Amongst other reasons, 

this is possible because ODRL can be extended (see section 3.4.3 Data Analysis). The 

following definition names specific aspects that should be included:  

“We see application profiles as part of an architecture for metadata schema which 

would include namespaces, application profiles and namespace translations. This 

architecture could be shared by both standards makers and implementors.” (Heery 

and Patel, 2000) 
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It can be stated that an application profile consists of the introduction and description of 

defined elements that are necessary for a specific application. This information varies 

according to the application and can be metadata schemas, metadata elements, 

namespaces, policies or guidelines. Knowing what an application profile is theoretical-

ly, the task is to create one for the representative licenses in the SLUB.  

5.2.2 Application Profile for the SLUB 

Although theoretical groundwork is very important, the development of a practical ap-

plication is even more important, as it reveals the gaps in the theoretical groundwork. It 

is not possible to present solutions to all problems, but naming them and discussing pos-

sible solutions will pave the way for further research in this area. Therefore, in this sec-

tion, an application of the findings in the previous sections (sections 3.4, 3.5 and 4) will 

be conducted.  

This application profile is not widely usable, but it can be a blueprint for further re-

search and it gives insights into the pitfalls that may occur in the development of a gen-

eral application profile. Two application profiles applying ODRL are used as guiding 

principle.  

 IPTC: RightsML  

http://dev.iptc.org/RightsML  

 Open Mobile Alliance (OMA) DRM  

http://technical.openmobilealliance.org/Technical/technical-information/release-

program/current-releases/drm-v2-2  

In the application profile of the SLUB, the following elements should be utilised to al-

low a standardised use:  

 The used RELs and the sources of information  

 Namespaces of the elements  

 Prefixes  

 Licenses that can be represented  

 All vocabulary and model elements from all RELs used for the licenses  

 Additional external elements that are used  

 Examples for the implementation of each element  

 Licenses that are represented by an URI  

 Implementation of METS 5.3

5.3.1 The METS Metadata Schema 

“The Metadata Encoding & Transmission Standard (METS) schema “is a standard 

for encoding descriptive, administrative, and structural metadata regarding objects 

within a digital library, expressed using the XML schema language of the World 

Wide Web Consortium. The standard is maintained in the Network Development 

and MARC Standards Office of the Library of Congress, and is being developed 

as an initiative of the Digital Library Federation” (Library of Congress, 2015).  

http://dev.iptc.org/RightsML
http://technical.openmobilealliance.org/Technical/technical-information/release-program/current-releases/drm-v2-2
http://technical.openmobilealliance.org/Technical/technical-information/release-program/current-releases/drm-v2-2
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As the definition states, this metadata schema was developed to gather all necessary 

metadata of a digital object in a standardised metadata file. This thesis focuses on the 

correct implementation of rights or licenses metadata. In this section, the technical im-

plementation of that information in the METS schema will be explained.  

5.3.2 METS – Administrative Metadata 

All rights information must be stored according to the METS schema in the section of 

Administrative Metadata (Library of Congress, 2011b). In the XML file, this section is 

named <amdSec>. Besides technical and source metadata, there is the subsection called 

Intellectual Property Rights Metadata for the copyright and license information. In 

the XML file, this section is named <rightsMD>.  

Basically the data from the application profile should be placed between the bold sec-

tions:  

<mets:mets [...]> 

<mets:metsHdr [...]> 

</mets:metsHdr> 

<mets:amdSec> 

<mets:rightsMD ID="RMD1"> 

<!--Here, the license can be embedded.--> 

</mets:rightsMD>  

</mets:amdSec> 

</mets:mets> 

 

[...] indicates that information is not presented here in order to prevent distraction from 

the relevant information. There are two ways to embed the information in this metadata 

field: the <mdWrap> and the <mdRef> element.  

5.3.3 METS – <mdWrap> or <mdRef> 

“The <techMD>, <rightsMD>, <sourceMD> and <digiprovMD> elements employ the 

same content model as <dmdSec>: they may contain an <mdRef> element to point to 

external administrative metadata, an <mdWrap> element to use when embedding 

administrative metadata within a METS document, or both.” (Library of Con-

gress, 2011b)  

Although having a choice is usually good, it also leads to the task of finding reasons for 

the decision, whether the <mdRef> or <mdWrap> element should be used. A basic step for 

the decision is the examination of the options.  

First, the <mdRef> element is examined. It can look like:  

<mets:amdSec> 

<mets:rightsMD ID="RMD1"> 

<mets:mdRef LOCTYPE="URL" MDTYPE="OTHER" LABEL="Creative Commons license" 

xlink:href="http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0"/> 

</mets:rightsMD> 

</mets:amdSec> 

 

It is important to specify the <mets:mdRef> element in this example by:  

 LOCTYPE="URL" MDTYPE="OTHER" OTHERMDTYPE="Creative Commons license" 

This option consists only of a reference to a license by a URI. The license itself is ex-

plained on the website to which the URI points.  

This option is short and “tidy” in the XML code in the METS file, but it cannot be guar-

anteed that the information (attribution, share alike) can be interpreted, if the source is 
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no longer available. Especially for the digital long term preservation this is an important 

issue, as for all external information there is no guarantee for the availability in the far 

future.  

On the other hand, it is easier to update the information, as changes of the license text 

have to be made only on the specific website and not in each metadata file. The ques-

tion, if it is necessary to change the license information must be raised, but cannot be 

discussed in this thesis.  

This option does not apply a REL, because it links directly to the license text. It is con-

sidered here anyway to illustrate the advantages and disadvantages of the RELs.  

Secondly, the <mdWrap> element is examined. It can look like:  

<mets:amdSec> 

<mets:rightsMD ID="RMD1"> 

<mets:mdWrap MDTYPE="OTHER" OTHERMDTYPE="ODRL"> 

<mets:xmlData> 

<odrl:Policy xmlns:odrl="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/" 

type="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/Offer" uid="http://digital.slub-

dresden.de/policy:0231">  

<odrl:permission> 

<odrl:asset uid="http://digital.slub-

dresden.de/id280742827" rela-

tion="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/target"/> 

<odrl:action 

name="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/distribute"/> 

<odrl:party uid="http://digital.slub-dresden.de" func-

tion="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/assigner"/> 

<odrl:duty uid="d1"> 

<odrl:action 

name="http://creativecommons.org/ns#ShareAlike"/>Share 

Alike 

</odrl:duty> 

<odrl:duty uid="d1"> 

<odrl:action 

name="http://creativecommons.org/ns#Attribution"/>Attr

ibution 

</odrl:duty> 

</odrl:permission> 

</odrl:Policy> 

</mets:xmlData> 

</mets:mdWrap> 

</mets:rightsMD> 

</mets:amdSec>  

 

It is important to specify the <mets:mdWrap> element in this example by:  

 MDTYPE="OTHER" OTHERMDTYPE="ODRL" 

This option consists of much more information that has to be embedded in the metadata 

file. Here, the rules of ODRL must be applied, which has the following effects:  

 the license section is much longer, as additional information is needed, such as  

 asset  

 assigner  

 permission, prohibition  

 action  

 duty  

 it is difficult to model the license, as there are several options for each license  
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 for humans it is easier to interpret the license without any additional information  

Although it looks more complicated, this option has the clear advantage that it is also 

interpretable for humans what the license expresses. Expressions like Share Alike can 

be interpreted differently, but the main aim of this demand should be understandable. It 

must be mentioned that such extensive licenses cannot be implemented in all metadata 

schemas.  

The decision whether <mdRef> or <mdWrap> is used is of great importance and must be 

carefully decided. In brief the main aspects are:  

 Digital long term preservation:  

Can the URI be interpreted even in 50 years, when the web site does not exist 

anymore?  

 Data exchange:  

Are other metadata schemas like Dublin Core capable of transmitting extensive 

licenses, like ODRL? Is the use of URIs the only way to ensure interoperability?  

 Update of licenses:  

In case of changes of the license, the use of URIs may dispense with changes in 

the metadata of the digital documents if the text of the licenses has to be 

changed.  

In the examples of this application profile, both the <mdRef> and <mdWrap> option are 

used to show how the licenses can be modelled.  

 Implementation of RELs 5.4

5.4.1 Introduction 

It is not sufficient to know where the information about the licenses must be stored in a 

METS file, but additionally important is to know how the license can be modelled in the 

used RELs, which are ODRL, ccREL and METSRights. As only general information on 

the RELs is offered in section 3 Introduction and Examination of RELs, they will be 

introduced regarding the practical application.  

It is not possible to find a REL that meets all demands, but it helps to decide which REL 

will be the core of the application profile. ODRL is the “main REL” because it is very 

flexible, can be extended by ccREL and other vocabulary elements and it offers the op-

portunity to model quite exact licenses that can be interpreted by humans and by ma-

chines. ODRL is not able to represent all licenses. Thus, besides ODRL two other RELs 

that are part of the application profile will be briefly explained, before the modelling of 

the licenses is presented.  

5.4.2 ccREL 

It is possible, or rather required, to use the ccREL vocabulary terms in ODRL. There-

fore, ccREL is used in the application schema only by the implementation of two vo-

cabulary terms share alike and attribution in ODRL, which will become clear in the 

respective examples. See the CREATIVE COMMONS Profile (ODRL Community Group, 

2014) for further information. If the <mdRef> element is used, the URI of the CREATIVE 

COMMONS license can be used directly.  
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5.4.3 ODRL 

In this section the model elements are explained. The main element which defines a 

license is the policy element (that can be an agreement, offer or request) which com-

prises the following entities and elements:  

 asset 
This element represents the document that is described by the license.  

 party 
This element can represent a person, group of people, an organisation or an 

agent that performs actions or has a role in a duty. Optionally, two further ele-

ments can be used to specify this element 

 function  
Referring to permission, prohibition or duty, this element specifies 

if the party is an assignee or an assigner.  

 scope  
This element specifies if the party is an individual or a group.  

 permission 
This element indicates the actions which the assignee has been granted on the 

asset by the assigner.  

 duty 
This element indicates a requirement that must be fulfilled for a permission.  

 prohibition 
This element indicates the actions which the assignee has not been granted on 

the asset by the assigner.  

 action 
This element indicates the operation which the assignee is permitted or prohib-

ited regarding the use of the asset.  

 constraint 
This element indicates limits or restrictions to permissions and prohibitions 

which are expressed by several elements:  

 rightOperand  

This element defines the value that must be compared by the opera-

tor, like the age of 18, regarding the use of a specific document.  

 dataType  

This element defines the type of the rightOperand; for example the 

age as a value 18 without explanation is impossible to interpret.  

 operator  
This element defines a mathematical function (equal, greater than, 

…) that compares the value in the operator with a variable value, 

like age of a user. With the operator it can be verified, whether the 

user meets the given demand.  

The elements can be applied very flexibly as for example action can be a child of per-

mission, prohibition or duty. These are only short descriptions of the elements. Elabo-
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rated descriptions can be found on the ODRL community groups’ website (ODRL 

Community Group, 2015d).  

These model elements must be complemented by the vocabulary elements to express 

the licenses. Examples of licenses can be found on the ODRL community groups’ web-

site (ODRL Community Group, 2015f).  

Another very important issue is the definition of each element by an identifier like an 

URI. This can be the ODRL vocabulary URIs, the ccREL URIs or any other URI. On 

the one hand it makes it easier to connect the data, but on the other hand it poses some 

demands, as it may be difficult to find a serious and valid URI for each element. For 

some specific actions it is impossible to define one, which will demand another REL 

that does not require URIs to model licenses, like METSRights.  

Eventually it can look like this:  

<odrl:Policy xmlns:odrl="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/" 

type="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/Offer" uid="http://www.slub-

dresden.de/policy:0600"> 

<odrl:permission> 

<odrl:asset uid="http://digital.slub-dresden.de/id280742827" rela-

tion="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/target"/> 

<odrl:action name="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/display"/> 

<odrl:constraint name="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/systemDevice" opera-

tor="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/eq" rightOperand="04-21-7E-FD-83-27" 

dataType="https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MAC_address"/> 

<odrl:party uid="http://www.slub-dresden.de" func-

tion="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/assigner"/> 

</odrl:permission> 

</odrl:Policy> 

 

This policy indicates that the assigner SLUB permits that the asset with the PURL 

http://digital.slub-dresden.de/id280742827 can be displayed if the system device 

MAC address equals 04-21-7E-FD-83-27.  

Or briefly: the asset can only be displayed at one workstation.  

This example illustrates that the model element permission comprises several other log-

ically combined elements to describe the license.  

5.4.4 METSRights 

In contrast to ODRL, where licenses can be modelled flexibly and elements can be ap-

plied within several elements, METSRights is rather capable of depicting linear licens-

es. This means that there are XML elements (see Appendix 2: METSRights Elements) 

like permissions, user names or context, but these cannot be applied on several levels, 

but they must comply with the structure of the RightsDeclarartionMD Extension Sche-

ma. METSRights is therefore not as flexible as ODRL.  

However, METSRights allows the use of textual licenses, which must be avoided if the 

license should be machine actionable. If machine actionability is not necessary, this 

option has advantages, because no URIs for elements must be defined.  

Open licenses with restrictions based on trust for example “the use in academic, scholar-

ly or private area or publication in edition with less than 1.000 copies” are not supposed 

to be represented by ODRL.  

In METSRights, it is necessary or possible to:  

 

http://digital.slub-dresden.de/id280742827
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 Use the RightsDeclaration element to insert the license text  

 Give information about the RightsHolder, like name or contact information  

 Give information about the usertype, like individual or group  

 Set the permission attributes like discover or display to false or true  

 Set the constrainttype enumeration like quality or payment  

Examples can be found in Coyle’s report for the Library of Congress (2004a, p.53) and 

on a website of the Library of Congress (2005).  

Eventually it can look like this:  

<metsr:RightsDeclarationMD RIGHTSDECID="Rightsreservedfreeaccess" RIGHTSCATEGO-

RY="OTHER"> 

<metsr:RightsDeclaration> 

Objects of the stock of the SLUB, whose license is "Rights reserved - free ac-

cess", may be used free of charge for academic and private purposes provided 

that the source is acknowledged completely. Use of individual images in academ-

ic publications with an edition of less than 1,000 copies shall also be free of 

charge. The commercial use of these objects may be subject to charge and re-

quires the prior written consent of the rights holder; subject to the right to 

prohibit use in each individual case. 

</metsr:RightsDeclaration> 

<metsr:RightsHolder RIGHTSHOLDERID="SLUB"> 

<metsr:RightsHolderName>SLUB</RightsHolderName> 

<metsr:RightsHolderContact> 

<metsr:RightsHolderContactAddress> 

Zellescher Weg 18, 01069 Dresden 

</metsr:RightsHolderContactAddress> 

<metsr:RightsHolderContactEmail> 

slub@slub-dresden.de 

</metsr:RightsHolderContactEmail> 

</metsr:RightsHolderContact> 

</metsr:RightsHolder> 

<metsr:Context CONTEXTCLASS="GENERAL PUBLIC"> 

<metsr:Permissions DISCOVER="true" DISPLAY="true" COPY="true" DUPLI-

CATE="true" MODIFY="true" DELETE="false" PRINT="true" OTHER="false"/> 

<metsr:Constraints CONSTRAINTTYPE="RE-USE"> 

<metsr:ConstraintDescription> 

Users are allowed to use objects of the document for publication in the 

private or scientific area in a run of less than 1000 copies. Commercial 

usage requires a license and might be liable to costs. 

</metsr:ConstraintDescription> 

</metsr:Constraints> 

</metsr:Context> 

<metsr:Context CONTEXTCLASS="REPOSITORY MGR"> 

<metsr:UserName USERTYPE="GROUP">Repository Managers</metsr:UserName>  

<metsr:Permissions DISCOVER="true" DISPLAY="true" COPY="true" DUPLI-

CATE="true" MODIFY="true" DELETE="true" PRINT="true" OTHER="true"/> 

</metsr:Context> 

</metsr:RightsDeclarationMD> 

 

In <metsr:RightsDeclaration> it is possible to insert the textual license, which is not 

possible in ODRL, because it demands elements defined by URIs. 

<metsr:RightsHolder> contains all elements with information about the rights holder. 

<metsr:Permissions> and <metsr:Constraints> can contain some defined attributes like 

discover, display, duplicate, etc. which must be set to true or false. These have been 

introduced in 3.5.4.2 METSRights. All possible elements of that REL can be found in 

Appendix 2: METSRights Elements.  

mailto:slub@slub-dresden.de
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 Implementation of Licenses 5.5

5.5.1 Introduction 

In this section, the chosen licenses from the SLUB (see 4.5 Summary) are “translated” 

into the most appropriate REL. It is the part of the thesis where the findings of the 

RELs’ and licenses’ examination are applied. This includes the choice of the REL, the 

way in which the information is embedded and the correct use of the RELs’ elements as 

well as additional METS or XML elements. Although it is not possible to describe the 

whole process of development, it is important to provide information and findings about 

it. Thus, each license consists not only of the result as a code block, but of additional 

information:  

The introduction names the applied REL, the aim of the license and the elements used. 

Additionally, it is declared, if <mdREF> and/or <mdWrap> is used.  

Each license is implemented in the METS metadata schema. For a better readability, the 

code block is written in landscape format. Due to uniformity of the page format, the 

code block is included as appendix. Each license starts with the <mets:amdSec> element. 

By this, the code block does not get overloaded with information about the header or 

namespaces. Still, it is possible to easily locate the section in a complete METS file, 

which is important to enable easy practical application.  

The namespace declaration at the beginning of each block looks like this:  

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

xmlns:mets="http://www.loc.gov/METS/" 

xmlns:odrl="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/" 

xmlns:slub=”http://www.slub-dresden.de/slubrights” 

xmlns:metsr=http://www.loc.gov/standards/rights/METSRights.xsd 

xmlns:ccrel=http://creativecommons.org/ns# 

xmlns:xlink="http://www.w3.org/1999/xlink" 

 

Most important are the elements that declare the namespaces of the RELs or additional 

vocabulary elements:  

 xmlns:odrl  

 xmlns:slub  

 xmlns:metsr  

 xmlns:ccrel  

 xmlns:xlink  

It must be mentioned that xmlns:slub is a fictitious namespace and thus not registered. 

xmlns:xlink is necessary to define the links in the <mdREF> element. Of course, the dec-

laration can be extended according to the practical demands.  

In addition, a section for discussion and arising questions is provided for each license. 

The discussion includes thoughts about alternative modelling of the licenses and chal-

lenges that need to be faced in a practical application. From the discussion, questions 

are derived that are gathered with other ones in section 5.5.14 Questions for Further 

Research. These questions might facilitate further research in this area by naming un-

solved questions, challenges, etc.  

Of course, the questions are not supposed to be the only outcome of this section. The 

examples in this section should illustrate:  

http://www.loc.gov/standards/rights/METSRights.xsd
http://creativecommons.org/ns
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 That not one single REL is the best solution for all licenses.  

 That it is not always possible to use URIs.  

 The elements of a REL which are needed to depict a license appropriately.  

 The extent of the code which is necessary to depict a license appropriately.  

 How the code looks in a METS file.  

Additionally, the discussion of each example should show that:  

 There is not that one way to “translate” a license into a REL.  

 There are many factors influencing the modelling of the license, amongst them 

the presentation and the enforcement of access and usage of the documents.  

 In some cases data from other sources is needed to enforce a license correctly  

 It is possible that a license cannot be translated into a RELs  

 

5.5.2 Free access CC-BY-SA 

Introduction  

This license is modelled with ODRL and consists of an <mdRef> and an <mdWrap> ele-

ment. It should only give information about the rights status of the digital document and 

the license does not expect any enforcement of restriction.  

Both options indicate the CREATIVE COMMONS LICENSE CC-BY-SA: <mdRef> by refer-

ring with the URI to the original license, <mdWrap> by using the ODRL vocabulary and 

allowing that the asset of the assigner SLUB can be distributed if attribution is 

given and if it is shared alike. In addition, aggregate, display, download and print are 

included, because in ODRL the actions that are permitted must be named. As these ac-

tions do not directly enable distribution, the duties attribution and shared alike are 

neglected.  

Code block  

The XML code for this license can be found in Appendix 6: Code block - Creative 

Commons CC-BY-SA 4.0 

Discussion 

In this license, both the <mdRef> and <mdWrap> element are used. The <mdRef> element 

has the advantage that the license can be directly applied and thus no distortion of the 

license occurs, when translated into ODRL. In addition, it can be applied easily in other 

metadata schemas like Dublin Core, as one URI can be inserted in the metadata field 

rights whereas the complex ODRL code cannot be inserted in such a metadata field.  

On the other hand, the ODRL code offers the opportunity to insert the license in a way 

that it can be understood by humans, when the source of the CC-BY-SA URI is not 

available anymore. With regard to digital long term preservation, this is an important 

aspect. If another solution is found to archive the information of the URI this aspect 

may be neglected.  
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The use of several actions without the duties illustrates the challenges to avoid the 

aforementioned distortion of the original license. It can be debated if the actions aggre-

gate, display, download and print are really necessary or if distribute is sufficient to 

represent the CREATIVE COMMONS license. As everything that is not explicitly allowed 

in ODRL is forbidden, it must be carefully thought about the permitted actions in order 

to facilitate the desired use. How the license is interpreted depends also upon the 

presentation software, but this aspect cannot be regarded in detail in the thesis.  

A new action is defined, because ODRL does not offer an adequate one: 

http://www.slub-dresden.de/download.  

In this case, it seems better to use the <mdRef> element for an unambiguous representa-

tion of the CC-BY-SA license.  

Questions 

 How can the license information be presented to the user?  

 How can it be ensured, that the ODRL license really does represent the original 

CC-BY-SA license?  

 Is it better to use the duties also for aggregation? The aggregator should also in-

form about the restrictions. Or is it enough that the aggregator offers the rights 

metadata?  

 

5.5.3 Rights reserved - free access 

Introduction  

This license is modelled with METSRights and consists of an <mdRef> and an <mdWrap> 

element. It should only give information about the rights status of the digital document 

and the license does not expect any enforcement of restriction.  

It indicates that the asset can be freely accessed for private or academic use.  

The <mdWrap> element <RightsDeclaration> contains the central statement in which the 

license is presented textually. <RightsHolder> is the element where information about 

the rights holder can be stored. <Context> offers the opportunity to set different actions 

for differing users, here for the general public and for the repository manager. These 

actions could be machine-actionable, but as the license does not need to be machine-

actionable, it is not discussed how effective this information is.  

The <mdRef> element contains an URI of a fictitious license abbreviation, which leads as 

the CREATIVE COMMONS licenses to the website with an explanation.  

In this case, the <mdWrap> element seems to be the better solution, because the license is 

originally represented and it would be very laborious to define a URI for each license.  

Code block  

The XML code for this license can be found in Appendix 7: Code block - Rights Re-

served : Free Access.   
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Discussion 

ODRL is not used for this license, as it is not possible to properly express academic use, 

private use and the limitation of 1000 copies. As no enforcement of the license is need-

ed, it has been decided to use METSRights to implement the information in the METS 

file. It seems quite easy to define the license as URI, just like the CREATIVE COMMONS 

licenses or the framework for interoperable rights statements (Peet, 2015), where the 

users are led to the information about the terms of use. Nevertheless, it must be consid-

ered that the URI might not be available in the future.  

Questions 

 How can the license information be presented to the user?  

 Is it better to use both the <mdWrap> and the <mdRef> element?  

 

5.5.4 One workstation in the SLUB 

Introduction  

This license is modelled with ODRL and consists of an <mdRef> and an <mdWrap> ele-

ment. It should not only give information about the rights status, but also provides all 

necessary information to enforce the restriction correctly.  

It indicates that the asset can only be displayed by the workstation with the MAC ad-

dress 04-21-7E-FD-83-27.  

Code block  

The XML code for this license can be found in Appendix 8: Code block - One Work-

station in the SLUB.  

Discussion 

For this license, it becomes obvious that the <mdRef> option is quite tricky, as the MAC 

address or any other identification element must be defined by a value but an URI can 

only contain one value. Therefore, for each possible value, an URI would have to be 

defined. It should be also considered that the MAC address can change. Therefore, it is 

recommended to find a flexible solution that allows easy changes of the workstation.  

Another important aspect is the presentation of the assets. It is obvious that the re-

striction must be enforced, which is not possible for every presentation software. Thus, 

assets with this restriction must be prevented from being aggregated by services that are 

not capable of recognising MAC addresses or other identification elements.  

With regard to the presentation software, usage of the prohibition element could be 

considered to indicate that a restriction is the main nature of the license. Because it is 

very difficult to evaluate the nature of a license and in general only permissions have to 

be defined in ODRL, this issue is not further discussed here. As there are many other 

questions concerning the presentation of the assets, it is recommended to conduct an-

other study regarding the technical implementation of the presentation software of the 

restricted assets.  

Due to the extent of the license, only the display element is used. It is possible that oth-

er actions must be added, too. When not all actions are restricted to one workstation, 
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complications arise as the presentation software must be capable of interpreting and 

enforcing restrictions to specific actions.  

Regarding the dataType, it should be thought about which identifier can be used. The 

URI of a subject heading or of another widely adopted standard might be better, but it 

should be also apparent by the URI, what is described, in case the URI is not available 

anymore. As the Wikipedia URL meets the demand, it is used in this example.  

Questions 

The following questions regarding the presentation must be dealt with:  

 How can the restriction be enforced?  

 How can aggregation of the document be prevented by services that cannot en-

force the restrictions?  

 Can a presentation software be developed that can deal with the restrictions and 

be widely adopted by different institutions?  

 Is it possible to use a Wikipedia link as dataType? Is it better to use the URI of a 

subject heading or another standardised permanent identifier?  

 Is it better to use the prohibition element to indicate clearly that a restriction 

must be enforced?  

 How is it possible to distinguish between the restriction to one workstation and 

other usage restrictions?  

 How can the MAC address be compared with the requested value in the license?  

 

5.5.5 All workstation in the SLUB 

Introduction  

This license is modelled with ODRL and consists of an <mdRef> and an <mdWrap> ele-

ment. It should not only give information about the rights status, but also provides all 

necessary information to enforce the restriction correctly.  

It indicates that the asset can be displayed, printed and downloaded only with work-

stations that are part of the IP range of the SLUB.  

Code block  

The XML code for this license can be found in Appendix 9: Code block - All Work-

stations in the SLUB.  

Discussion 

The IP range must be provided by another system, as it is not a good approach to in-

clude all values in the metadata file, as the IP addresses probably will change. The 

rightOperand can be used as “data import” as it defines the values. Here, the use of the 

<mdRef> element is tricky, as it does not give information about the permitted or prohib-

ited actions. Thus, for each different additional permitted or prohibited action a sepa-

rate URI has to be defined. If the <mdWrap> element is used, it must be thought about the 

amount of the actions, which could lead to an extensive license.  
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In order to keep the code block “tidy”, only the actions display, print and copy are 

used. It might be necessary to use other actions as well. The definition of some stand-

ard actions should be considered in order to avoid too many distinctive licenses and to 

make the application easier.  

Questions  

 How can the restriction be enforced?  

 How can aggregation of the document be prevented by services that cannot en-

force the restrictions?  

 Can a presentation software be developed that can deal with the restrictions and 

be widely adopted by the institutions?  

 Is it possible to use a Wikipedia link as dataType? Is it better to use the URI of a 

subject heading or another standardised permanent identifier?  

 Is it better to use the prohibition element to indicate clearly that a restriction 

must be enforced?  

 Can the <mdRef> element be used?  

 How is it possible to distinguish between the restriction to all workstations and 

other usage restrictions like display or print?  

 How can the IP addresses be compared with the statement in the license?  

 

5.5.6 Total restriction 

Introduction  

This license is modelled with ODRL and consists of an <mdRef> and an <mdWrap> ele-

ment. It should not only give information about the rights status, but also provides all 

necessary information to enforce the restriction correctly.  

It indicates that the asset cannot be used publicly at all.  

Code block  

The XML code for this license can be found in Appendix 10: Code block - Total Re-

striction.  

Discussion 

It must be strictly defined that absolutely no use of the digital document is allowed. As 

ODRL vocabulary use does allow the use by its own definition, a new vocabulary term 

is defined: http://www.slub-dresden.de/nouse.  

This is the only license with a prohibition element and it could be worth discussion, if 

other restrictive licenses are modelled with the prohibition element, too, as it indicates 

more clearly that restrictions have to be enforced.   
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Questions 

 How can the restriction be enforced?  

 How can aggregation of the document be prevented by services that cannot en-

force the restrictions?  

 Can a presentation software be developed that can deal with the restrictions and 

be widely adopted by the institutions?  

 Is <mdWrap> or <mdRef> the better solution?  

 Is it necessary to define a new vocabulary term:  

http://www.slub-dresden.de/nouse?  

5.5.7 Only display 

Introduction  

This license is modelled with ODRL and consists of an <mdRef> and an <mdWrap> ele-

ment. It should not only give information about the rights status, but also provides all 

necessary information to enforce the restriction correctly.  

It indicates that the asset can only be displayed.  

Code block  

The XML code for this license can be found in Appendix 11: Code block - Only Dis-

play.  

Discussion 

Both <mdRef> and <mdWrap> work here, although the <mdWrap> element is more flexible, 

when other actions are allowed. In this case, it is very important to ensure, that the 

presentation software can suppress any other non-permitted action.  

Only display means here that no download function of the document or parts of it is 

offered. It is not possible to prevent the document or parts of it being downloaded by 

browser functions, cache or other temporarily stored files.  

Questions 

 How can the restriction be enforced?  

 How can aggregation of the document be prevented by services that cannot en-

force the restrictions?  

 Can a presentation software be developed that can deal with the restrictions and 

be widely adopted by the institutions?  

 Can the <mdRef> element be made practically usable?  
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5.5.8 Only library users 

Introduction  

This license is modelled with ODRL and consists of an <mdRef> and an <mdWrap> ele-

ment. It should not only give information about the rights status, but also provides all 

necessary information to enforce the restriction correctly.  

It indicates that the asset can be displayed, printed and downloaded only by library 

users. A second party, the assignee is used as group that represents all users of the li-

brary.  

Code block  

The XML code for this license can be found in Appendix 12: Code block - Only Library 

Users.  

Discussion 

Here, additional information must be given by other systems, like the IDs of all users 

and the ID of the user who wants to perform an action. Both are needed to enable the 

software to determine, if the person belongs to the group of library users. It is obvious 

that the license becomes quite complicated, if not all actions can be permitted, which 

makes the application of the <mdRef> option difficult, as for each change in the actions, a 

new URI has to be defined.  

Questions 

 How can the restriction be enforced?  

 How can aggregation of the document be prevented by services that cannot en-

force the restrictions?  

 Can a presentation be developed that can deal with the restrictions and be widely 

adopted by the institutions?  

 How is it possible to distinguish between the restriction to library users and oth-

er usage restrictions?  

 It is possible that other actions other than the ones chosen here are allowed, too. 

For a wide adoption, it would be helpful to define some standard licenses.  

 How can the user information be compared with the statement in the license?  

 

5.5.9 Specific collections / presentations 

Introduction  

This license is modelled with METSRights and consists of an <mdRef> and an <mdWrap> 

element. It should only give information about the rights status of the digital document 

and the license does not expect any enforcement of restriction.  

The <mdWrap> element <RightsDeclaration> contains the central statement in which the 

license is presented textually, as it is done on websites. <RightsHolder> is the element in 

which information about the rights holder can be stored. <Context> offers the opportuni-

ty to set different actions for differing users, here for the general public and for the re-
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pository manager. These actions could be machine-actionable, but as the license does 

not need to be machine actionable, it will not be discussed how effective this infor-

mation is.  

Code block  

The XML code for this license can be found in Appendix 13: Code block - Specific Col-

lections.  

Discussion 

ODRL is not used for this license, as it is not possible to properly express private re-

search or research purposes. As no enforcement of the license is needed, it has been 

decided to use METSRights to implement the information in the METS file. It seems 

quite easy to define the license as URI, just like the CREATIVE COMMONS licenses or the 

framework for interoperable rights statements (Peet, 2015), where the users are led to 

the information about the terms of use. Nevertheless, it must be considered that the URI 

might not be available in the future.  

It is possible to restrict copy and duplicate by setting false in PermissionTYPE for GEN-

ERAL PUBLIC. Then, no coping or duplicating even for academic use is supported. Here 

again, it is not possible to prevent the document or parts of it being downloaded by 

browser functions, cache or other temporarily stored files. 

Questions 

 How can the license information be presented?  

 

5.5.10 Embargo 

Introduction  

This license is modelled with ODRL and consists only of an <mdWrap> element. It should 

not only give information about the rights status, but also provides all necessary infor-

mation to enforce the restriction correctly.  

It indicates that the asset can be distributed according to the CC-BY-SA license only 

from the first of January 2025 on but can be already displayed from the first of January 

2020 on. In this example, the ISO 8601 standard is used to depict the date in rightOp-

erand.  

Code block  

The XML code for this license can be found in Appendix 14: Code block - Embargo.  

Discussion 

The two embargo dates explain that different actions may need different embargo times, 

which can be better depicted using <mdWrap> then <mdRef>. It should also be made clear 

that an embargo license always consists of additional actions, which might vary.  

As there are numerous possibilities regarding the embargo time, <mdRef> is no option 

here. It might be possible to offer standardised license URIs for specific dates or dura-

tions. Whether this is practically usable must be examined in another study.  
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Questions 

 How can the restriction be enforced?  

 How can aggregation of the document be prevented by services that cannot en-

force the restrictions?  

 Can a presentation software be developed that deals with the restrictions and is 

widely adopted by the institutions?  

 Is it better to use the prohibition element to indicate clearly that a restriction 

must be enforced?  

 Is it possible to define standard licenses for a wide application and for an appli-

cation of the <mdRef> element?  

 How is it possible to distinguish between the restriction on the embargo and oth-

er usage restrictions?  

5.5.11 Restrictions by age 

Introduction  

This license is modelled with ODRL and consists of an <mdRef> and an <mdWrap> ele-

ment. It should not only give information about the rights status, but also provides all 

necessary information to enforce the restriction correctly.  

It indicates that the asset can be used by recipients that are 18 or older.  

Code block  

The XML code for this license can be found in Appendix 15: Code block - Restrictions 

by Age.  

Discussion 

With regard to a widely adoptable application profile, it could be considered to define 

licenses for 6, 12, 14, 16, 18 years of age. Otherwise, an <mdRef> element might not be 

usable. It must be ensured that the information about the users’ age is available and 

comparable to the demand of the license. A detailed discussion is not possible within 

the thesis.  

If the restriction to the user’s age is applied only to certain actions, the license becomes 

complicated.  

Questions 

 How can the restriction be enforced?  

 How can aggregation of the document be prevented by services that cannot en-

force the restrictions?  

 Can a presentation software be developed that can with the restrictions and be 

widely adopted by the institutions?  

 Is it better to use the prohibition element to indicate clearly that a restriction 

must be enforced?  

 How can the age of the user be compared with the statement in the license?  
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5.5.12 Duration of archiving 

Introduction  

This license is modelled with ODRL and consists of an <mdRef> and an <mdWrap> ele-

ment. It should not only give information about the rights status, but also provides all 

necessary information to enforce the restriction correctly.  

It indicates that the asset must be archived according to the digital long term preserva-

tion rules for ten years. In this example, the ISO 8601 standard is used to depict the date 

in rightOperand.  

Code block  

The XML code for this license can be found in Appendix 16: Code block - Duration of 

Archiving.  

Discussion 

The <mdRef> element is used to show the difficulties in representing the enormous varie-

ty of the duration of archiving by URIs. It is possible to define some strictly defined 

terms, like five years, ten years, 15 years and so on, but the depiction of the values will 

not be easily machine actionable. Thus, the <mdWrap> option seems to be the better or 

even the only practical solution. It is recommended to use the ISO 8601 standard, as it is 

widely accepted and used.  

A new action is defined, because ODRL does not offer an adequate one: 

http://www.slub-dresden.de/longtermpreservation.  

In addition, it has been decided to implement both the date from the beginning of the 

archiving and the period of archiving. It can be argued, if the exact end date of the peri-

od of archiving should be implemented as well, as it may enable better machine action-

ability.  

Questions 

 Is it possible to define standard periods of archiving?  

 How can the start of the period be stored?  

 Is there another way to express the digital long term preservation other than the 

action http://www.slub-dresden.de/longtermpreservation? 

 

5.5.13 Reason for archiving 

This is not a real license and cannot be regarded within the scope of the thesis. A better 

solution is a standardised metadata field, where this information can be stored and re-

trieved.  

Working with RELs it occurred to the author that this information is not predestined to 

be expressed by a REL. In order to draw attention to the fact that not everything can be 

represented by RELs, this example is not completely removed from this thesis.  

  

http://www.slub-dresden.de/longtermpreservation
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5.5.14 Questions for Further Research 

Although solutions have been presented that show how licenses are implemented with 

RELs, there are still many questions that cannot be answered within this thesis. To an-

swer them, further research in this area has to be carried out. To offer starting points for 

other researchers, questions that arose during the work on section 5.5 Implementation of 

Licenses are gathered here. Additionally, in this section challenges are gathered that 

might occur when an application profile is developed for a larger target group in the 

CHI area.  

5.5.14.1 Demands for a national or international application profile  

As stated often in the thesis, an application profile is more or even only useful the more 

institutions are using it, because the exchange of digital documents is possible or easier. 

On the other hand, the more institutions are participating, the more requirements arise 

and the more complex the application profile might become. Therefore, it might be 

helpful to define classes of licenses that have to be used. One opportunity are the rights 

statements by EUROPEANA (Europeana, 2015a) or by RIGHTSSTATEMENTS.ORG (2016). 

A drawback of these statements is the lack of precise restrictions, which are necessary, 

if usage restrictions must be considered.  

In the end, it must be defined, which institution are regarded, then it must be examined, 

which demands these place on the application profile (metadata schemas, licenses, …) 

and then, easily usable licenses in form of URIs or REL code have to be offered. The 

technical framework for interoperable rights statements can be used as orientation (Peet, 

2015). The findings of the Open License Expression Working Group (W3C, 2016) 

might be helpful as well.  

5.5.14.2 Use of RELs in other metadata schemas  

METS is widely used in the library area but it is not the only metadata schema that 

should be takes into consideration. There is for example Dublin Core, which is used 

often for harvesting of metadata, as can be seen in Voigt’s (2014) thesis. If Archives 

should be regarded in the profile, it is necessary to ensure, that the application profile 

can also be used regarding the Encoded Archival Description (EAD) schema. These are 

only two of many more metadata schemas. It is not possible to examine all, but it should 

be well considered, which ones are necessary to enable a wide adoption of an applica-

tion profile.  

Briefly, it must be found out which metadata schemas should be regarded and of course, 

the ones chosen must be examined more closely to find out if and how the license in-

formation can be included. METS offers good opportunities to include information from 

several RELs, which might not be offered by all. Regarding Dublin Core and EAD it is 

possible to include them in METS as external schema (Library of Congress, 2013).  

5.5.14.3 License information in the catalogue 

The life cycle of a digital document varies quiet a lot in the various institutions. In li-

braries the basic metadata of digital documents can be found in the catalogue whereas in 

other institutions, there might be another basis for the origin metadata of a digital doc-

ument.  

Therefore, it is also worth thinking about, if the license information should be given in 

the basic metadata file that is used for all further documents. It might be difficult to real-

ise it but it would avoid adding information in several steps in the workflow. This needs 
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an extensive examination of the metadata and cataloguing schemas and their connec-

tions. Another approach is to use the metadata of the digital document as origin metada-

ta.  

5.5.14.4 Use of URIs or RELs 

It must also be carefully thought about, if URIs are used in the <mdRef> element to ex-

press licenses without RELs, or if the licenses are described extensively in the <mdWrap> 

element. The use of URIs makes it easier to embed the information in several metadata 

schemas like Dublin Core, as only one metadata field is necessary. In addition, changes 

of the license are easily realisable by updating the information on the website.  

However, if the URI is not available anymore, the information about the license is lost, 

which is an important factor for digital long term preservation. URIs may also not sup-

port the machine actionability of the licenses, as the complex licenses with several pro-

hibitions and permissions for various actions cannot be realised.  

Maybe both options have to be offered in an application profile. For a reliable answer, 

the demands of all stages of the life cycle of the digital documents must be analysed and 

evaluated.  

5.5.14.5 Standardised rights information 

The decision to use URIs may be supported by creating standardised rights information. 

If standardised rights information is available, it is easy for CHIs to apply the licenses 

like the CREATIVE COMMONS licenses. 

In the CHI area, often CREATIVE COMMONS licenses are used, supplemented by some 

general statements (Deutsche Digitale Bibliothek, 2015a; Europeana, 2015a). The pro-

jects by EUROPEANA and DPLA (RightsStatements.org, 2016) and by W3C (2016) 

should be taken into consideration with reference to licenses that contain more precise 

information about restrictions. Especially licenses using ODRL to encode restrictions 

are not yet subject for standardised rights information.  

One drawback of URIs is that they cannot handle variables. In cases like the access re-

strictions by age, it is recommended to define some standardised licenses to make the 

application easier. Licenses for the age of 6, 12, 16, and 18 could be offered. Similarly, 

licenses with specific restrictions could be offered, such as only display, or only display 

and print which lead to an unclear amount of licenses. In addition, there might be li-

censes that cannot be by defined by URIs. In these cases, standardised ODRL code 

should be defined. In this context, it must be thought about handling of individual li-

censes that might not be standardised.  

5.5.14.6 Rights of the metadata and other additional content of digital documents 

In the thesis, the focus is on the licenses of the content of the digital documents. The 

document consists however of additional elements, such as metadata, full texts, TEI-

Encoding, etc. It should be considered to describe the rights for these elements, too.  

Especially the rights information of the metadata is important, as for example EURO-

PEANA demands metadata of digital documents under the terms of the CREATIVE COM-

MONS Zero Public Domain Dedication (CC0), because all submitted metadata is pub-

lished under this license (Europeana, 2015b).  

There are several questions that need to be answered like: Is it possible to include sever-

al licenses in a metadata file? Do metadata schemas offer the needed fields? Should the 
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rights information also be included in the metadata of each image of digitised docu-

ments?  

5.5.14.7 Presentation - Enforcement of restrictions 

The issue of the presentation of the documents and thus the enforcement of restrictions 

is not part of the thesis, but several questions arose while modelling the licenses. It must 

be known or ensured that the used presentation software is capable of enforcing the re-

strictions. This is an obvious fact, but a very important one, as some licenses are sense-

less if they cannot be enforced.  

One challenge is the use of licenses by several institutions, which demands that each 

institution should be able to use a suitable presentation software, that presents free con-

tent as free as possible, but can also restrict the access and usage of documents in the 

institution for certain users, or certain devices. This must be implied for the visual 

presentation, but also regarding interfaces. It should be possible, that restricted content 

is automatically not available via OAI (Open Archive Initiative) or other interfaces to 

avoid much manual work which is currently necessary.  

In brief, a combination of presentation software and Digital Rights Management System 

has to be developed.  

5.5.14.8 Presentation - Prohibition or permission (ODRL) 

This is only relevant for the ODRL licenses, which offers the opportunity to declare 

permissions and prohibitions on actions. Usually in ODRL, everything that is not 

allowed is forbidden, which leads to the conclusion to use the permission element, even 

if the permitted action is limited by duties or constraints.  

For the presentation software it might be better, if licenses that are restrictive in nature 

(like only display) are clearly indicated by prohibition element to support the machines 

in the interpretation of the license. Of course, it will be difficult to define, when a li-

cense is restrictive in nature, but if there are opportunities to adjust the application pro-

file to the presentation software, it should be thought about it.  

5.5.14.9 Presentation - Combination of main restrictions and additional restrictions 

Licenses like One workstation in the SLUB, All workstation in the SLUB, Only library 

users or Restrictions by age may not only contain the main restriction, which can be 

derived by their names, but also additional restrictions regarding the permitted actions, 

like display, download, distribution … It is not possible to mention all possible com-

binations, but it might occur that several restrictions have to expressed.  

This may make the implementation in the presentation difficult. Therefore, the com-

plexity of the licenses must be carefully considered, especially, if they are represented 

by URIs.  

5.5.14.10 URIs in dataType (ODRL) 

Compared with the other aspects, this is rather a simple one. To define the dataType in 

ODRL, URIs, that are standardised and human-interpretable should be used. In some 

cases, new ones have to be created.  
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5.5.14.11 Use of external information (ODRL) 

In ODRL, it is easy to refer to external information like MAC addresses, IP ranges or 

the age of users in the licenses. It is not possible within this thesis to give instructions 

how this can be realised practically, but it is important to be aware of this issue, when 

licenses are defined. If this external information cannot be used, the licenses are useless.  

5.5.14.12 Editor for the input of the license  

The method for developing the licenses in the thesis is of course no option for a practi-

cal application. An editor that supports the input of the licenses must be developed and 

offered or existing editors must be customised to this demand.  

Here the question arises, if the currently used editors or software are capable of includ-

ing especially complex ODRL code in a METS (or other metadata) file. If the oppor-

tunity is offered to create own ODRL licenses within a defined vocabulary, the editor 

also has to support the modelling of the license. Of course, this exceeds the aim of cre-

ating the application profile, but the more it is kept in mind, the better the application 

profile can be defined in a way that helps to create such an editor (or the extension of 

existing editors or software).  

5.5.14.13 Use of stylesheets  

In the case that institutions can model their own licenses, it is necessary to verify the 

licenses according to the rules of the RELs, the metadata schema, the standardised li-

censes, etc. A stylesheet can be used to examine the validity of the license and especial-

ly its modelling.  
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 Development of the Application Profile 5.6

The application profile is developed in two steps. First, a prototype is developed which 

is evaluated to identify flaws or unclear content. Based on the evaluation’s findings, the 

prototype is modified to the exemplary application profile. As both the prototype and 

the application profile are based on the same development steps and the same basic in-

formation from the thesis, the description of the development of the application profile 

is valid for the prototype, too. In the following section 5.7 Evaluation of the Prototype 

Application Profile, the evaluation of the prototype and its modification to the exempla-

ry application profile are explained.  

As stated in section 5.2.1 What is an Application Profile? an application profile consists 

of specific elements and guidelines to enable and facilitate their use in a standardised 

way. In this case these are elements of the RELs, namespaces and other elements to 

describe the selected licenses in section 5.5 Implementation of Licenses.  

The application profile for the licenses of the SLUB has the form of an own document 

to illustrate how such a profile looks practically. To reach this aim, the application pro-

file RightsML (International Press Telecommunications Council, 2013b) by IPTC was 

used as guideline. As the application profile repeats much information given in the the-

sis it is presented as Appendix 18: Exemplary Application Profile. Additionally, Appen-

dix 6 to Appendix 16 are part of the application profile, because they contain examples.  

The application profile is supposed to be used without further explanation of the cir-

cumstances of its development. Due to the research design of the thesis, the decisions 

are documented in various sections of the thesis. The required examinations are too ex-

tensive for an inclusion in the application profile. Furthermore, it is easier for the reader 

to comprehend the examinations, if they are structured according to their content. For 

example, the decision for the RELs can be only made after their examination and the 

application in the METS file can only be made after the introduction of the metadata 

schema. The following paragraph contains references to all sections of the thesis, which 

contain decisions that have led to the application profile:  

One of the first decisions is about the institution, which licenses are used and the 

metadata schema which is applied. Information can be found in section 1.2 The SLUB 

and its Digital Documents and 1.5 Goal and Research Questions. Then, appropriate 

RELs are examined which is documented in section 3 Introduction and Examination of 

RELs. In section 4 Licenses of the Digital Documents of the SLUB it is explained which 

licenses are “translated” into RELs. In section 5.3 Implementation of METS it is de-

scribed where the license information can be embedded in a METS metadata file. Sec-

tion 5.4 Implementation of RELs contains information about the application of the 

RELs. In section 5.5 Implementation of Licenses each license is discussed and translated 

into the specific REL.  

In brief, it was decided to use licenses from the SLUB and to embed the license infor-

mation in the METS metadata schema. The examinations of four RELs resulted in the 

decision to use three of them in the application profile: ODRL, METSRights and 

ccREL. The licenses from the SLUB were chosen in consideration to their variety and 

the probability of their application. These licenses are translated in the most appropriate 

REL according to the results of the examinations. The REL’s elements used in the trans-

lations are described in the application profile.  
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In addition, other elements are described in the application profile. The aforementioned 

application profile by IPTC is used as template, adapted according to the findings of the 

examinations. Thus, the following elements are used in the application profile:  

 Resources of the RELs:  

It is necessary to facilitate finding further information about the RELs.  

 Namespaces and prefixes used in the application profile:  

These elements are explained, because it is necessary for valid XML files.  

 Licenses that are described in the application profile:  

The licenses are listed to illustrate the extent of the application profile.  

 Description of the elements (ODRL, METSRights SLUBRights):  

These elements are described in detail to facilitate the application of the RELs.  

 Used rights operands (ODRL):  

It is necessary to provide exact operands to enable a standardised use. In addi-

tion, the rights operands in the ODRL licenses are given to provide easily exam-

ples. The reader does not need to search all used rights operands in the code 

block.  

 Used data types (ODRL):  

It is necessary to provide exact data types to enable a standardised use. In addi-

tion, the data types in the ODRL licenses are given to provide easily examples. 

The reader does not need to search all used data types in the code block.  

 URIs for <mdRef> element:  

These are the URIs that can be used instead of modelling the licenses with REL 

elements. 

 

 Evaluation of the Prototype Application Profile  5.7

5.7.1 Introduction  

The aim of this evaluation is to assess if the prototype application profile (see Appendix 

17: Application Profile – Prototype) meets the practical demands by identifying com-

ponents which are unclear or not sufficiently described. Additionally, issues which 

should be regarded for other application profiles with similar aims, derived from this 

one, are scrutinised. The aim of the evaluation is to gather precise data of improvable 

components of the application profile.  

As mentioned in section 1.7 Methodology the evaluation is based on heuristic evalua-

tion, an engineering research method to identify usability problems (Nielsen, 1994, 

p.25). This method is usually applied to evaluate the usability at different stages of a 

product’s development. It is for example carried out by evaluators’ examination of an 

interface. The collected data of the evaluation is analysed and the results are used to 

improve the interface even more. A second evaluation is then conducted and its results 

are used to improve the interface further still. The number of evaluations or iteration 

steps is not determined and depends on the aim of the evaluation and the stage of devel-

opment of the examined object.  
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Although it is not strictly the usability but the applicability which is evaluated in this 

case, this method is chosen, because it allows a transparent evaluation process. Summa-

rised, the evaluation is conducted to assess if  

 The aim, target group and structure of the application profile are easily perceiv-

able.  

 The necessary basic technical elements are sufficiently described, which are 

needed to understand the example code blocks.  

 The given information about METS is sufficient to understand how license in-

formation can be embedded in METS framework.  

 The licenses in the application profile used for illustrative purposes are repre-

sentative for the major needs of the SLUB.  

 Enough information about the RELs is given to enable their application.  

 The examples are correct and can be understood.  

 The application profile can be considered as a guideline for the development of 

more specific application profiles.  

 

In addition, general conceptual questions are posed, to find out how the evaluators re-

gard:  

 The implementation of license information in the metadata of digital documents.  

 The use of URIs in the <mdRef> element or detailed code of RELs in the 

<mdWrap> element.  

 The use of METS as metadata schema to include license information.  

 

Due to the scope of the thesis, only one iteration step is conducted. The result of the 

evaluation forms the basis for the revision of the application. The revised application 

profile is the exemplary application profile given in Appendix 18: Exemplary Applica-

tion Profile, and the outcome of the second part of the thesis (see section 1.5 Goal and 

Research Questions). Findings that cannot be regarded in the revision are summarised 

for completeness.  

5.7.2 Choice of Evaluators  

As it is difficult for a single individual to find all problems, Nielsen (1994, pp.26, 32) 

recommends three to five evaluators for an heuristic evaluation. In Palavitsinis et al.’s 

overview of application profiles evaluations (2009, p.272), the number of participants 

varies from around twenty to 100. It must be stated that these evaluations are carried out 

for application profiles designed for end users. These are more elaborated and can thus 

be evaluated without additional guidance – a prerequisite for an extensive survey. It is 

also apparent that questionnaires and interviews are used to collect the data. With regard 

to the thesis, only evaluations with interviews are considered relevant. The evaluation 

conducted by Chang for example, carried out three expert interviews (Chang, 2001, 

p.152).  

Considering the target group and the status of the application profile, it has been decid-

ed to carry out the evaluation with three evaluators. It should be sufficient to identify 
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the main flaws of the prototype and estimate its practical relevance. The chosen evalua-

tors are located in the IT department of the SLUB and are concerned with either long 

term preservation, developing and programming of digitisation and repository software, 

or the strategic planning of the digital services of the SLUB. The three evaluators are 

capable to assess both technical and conceptual issues of the application profile.  

5.7.3 Interview Procedures  

The data of the evaluation is collected by structured interviews. The questionnaire can 

be found in Appendix 19: Questionnaire of the Structured Interview. This method is 

chosen because it guides the evaluator and allows interaction with the experimenter in 

case of uncertainties. Closed questions are posed to gather unambiguous answers. Con-

sidering the complexity of the topic, for each question comments are allowed, in case 

that no unambiguous answer is possible. Open-end-questions are posed to elicit addi-

tional information the author is not aware of.  

The evaluation is conducted with each evaluator separately in order to avoid external 

influence of the evaluators. It is considered important to record the distinctive profes-

sional’s point of view of each evaluator free from external influence.  

Each evaluator is provided with the following documents: the prototype application 

profile (see Appendix 17: Application Profile – Prototype), the examples (see Appendix 

6 until Appendix 16), the questionnaire (see Appendix 19: Questionnaire of the Struc-

tured Interview).  

After the provision of the documents and a preparation time for the evaluators, an ap-

pointment was settled to conduct the interview. Due to the questionnaire, the interview 

was conducted in a structured way, but it was also possible to explain and discuss un-

clear issues. The latter is important, because some questions needed clarification. Dur-

ing the whole interview notes are taken to enable the analysis.  

It turned out, that the closed questions without comments are not used frequently, be-

cause the evaluators made use of the opportunity to indicate issues which are important 

from their point of view. With regard to the findings, this is considered positive, be-

cause it gave new insights.  

5.7.4 Interview Analysis  

5.7.4.1 Introduction 

The answers of the interviews are analysed to enable on the one hand the revision of the 

application profile and on the other hand the identification of issues which should be 

regarded for other application profiles. Thus, each answer is allocated to one of the fol-

lowing categories. This is a similar process to coding in social research (Bryman, 2012, 

p.247) in order to create clusters of answers which can be analysed in a similar way.  

Category 1 is allocated to answers that clearly indicate “yes”. These answers are not 

commented on by the author in the data analysis, because no new findings can be de-

rived.  

Category 2 is allocated to answers that can be used to revise the prototype. These are 

recommendations regarding minor flaws or unclear issues which can be corrected with-

out extensive effort or further studies. Each answer allocated to that category is com-

mented on by the author and the changes of the application profile are explained.  

http://de.pons.com/%C3%BCbersetzung/englisch-deutsch/free
http://de.pons.com/%C3%BCbersetzung/englisch-deutsch/from
http://de.pons.com/%C3%BCbersetzung/englisch-deutsch/external
http://de.pons.com/%C3%BCbersetzung/englisch-deutsch/influence
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Category 3 is allocated to answers which cannot be used to revise the prototype, be-

cause of their complexity or because additional studies are needed to apply them cor-

rectly. The findings are summarised in this section, with the aim that further research 

will benefit from them.  

5.7.4.2 Category 1 – Approval 

In this section the questions are listed, which are answered completely or mainly with 

“yes”. As mentioned before, these answers are not commented. It is supposed to illus-

trate the proportion of the answers to the three categories.  

Four questions are answered by all three evaluators with “yes”:  

 Question 2  

 Question 3  

 Question 5  

 Question 15  

Six questions are answered by two evaluators with “yes”:  

 Question 1  

 Question 4  

 Question 10  

 Question 11  

 Question 13  

 Question 14  

More interesting are the comments given by the evaluators to improve the application 

profile.  

5.7.4.3 Category 2 – Revision of the Prototype  

In this section, the revisions of the prototype (see Appendix 17: Application Profile – 

Prototype) based on the evaluator’s comments are summarised. The changes are struc-

tured according to the question and are applied in Appendix 18: Exemplary Application 

Profile.  

Question 1 

Regarding the comprehensibility of the application profile’s aim the first evaluator rec-

ommends to state that representative licenses are the basis for the used RELs and their 

elements. Therefore, in the description of the application profile’s aim in section 1 In-

troduction, the representative licenses are mentioned, because one aim is to “translate” 

these licenses into a REL.  

Question 4  

Regarding the description of the sources and the basic elements, the first evaluator indi-

cates that the namespace of METSRights is missing. Therefore, in section 2 Resources, 

Namespaces and Prefixes the namespace of METSRights is added and the namespaces 

are better explained to avoid misunderstandings.  
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Question 6  

Regarding the major needs of licenses in the SLUB, the first evaluator recommends 

explaining why the specific licenses are described because it might be difficult to grasp 

after the general sections before. Therefore, in section 4 License Information it is ex-

plained in more detail, why specific representative licenses are used in the application 

profile.  

Question 7  

Regarding the sufficiency of the given information about RELs the first evaluator asks 

if the uid of the policy element has to be resolvable, because the ones in the examples 

are not resolvable. To avoid any misinterpretation, in section 3.3 Introduction of the 

examined RELs it is explained that the uid needs to be a resolvable URI, Qname or 

Qcode according to ODRL (2015f). Due to the exemplary nature of the application pro-

file, no resolvable URIs for the uid of policy elements can be created in the document.  

Question 8  

Regarding the information about external vocabulary, the first evaluator indicates that 

that in section 5.2.1, data type is used in the example, but explained only in section 

5.2.2. Therefore, in section 5.2.1 External Vocabulary / Right Operand it is referred to 

section 5.2.2 External Vocabulary / Data Type, where data type is explained to avoid 

misunderstandings.  

In addition, the first evaluator indicates that the self-defined vocabulary term 

http://www.slub-dresden.de/download is not specified. Therefore, in section 5.2.3 

SLUBRights Vocabulary the allowed download options are explained according to prac-

tical utilisation in the SLUB.  

The third evaluator indicates to specify the MAC address by a standard to allow an un-

ambiguous application. Therefore, in section 5.2.1 External Vocabulary / Right Oper-

and it is stated that the MAC addresses have to be used according to ISO/IEC standard 

(ISO, 1995).  

Question 9  

Regarding the use of URIs in the <mdRef> element, the first evaluator suggests only to 

name the ones that are recommended to be used. This is only the CREATIVE COMMONS 

license, because it is standardised and resolvable. It is not considered as practical to in-

vent new ones. Therefore, in section 5.4 <mdRef> URI only the URI which is supposed 

to be used is mentioned. The other ones which only illustrate other possible options are 

removed from the application profile. As the other evaluators do also recommend using 

only persistent URIs, this major change is applied.  

Question 10  

Regarding the examples given with the application profile, the first evaluator recom-

mended to distinct the <mdRef>-solution and the <mdWrap>-solution to avoid misunder-

standings that both should be included in one metadata file. Therefore in the examples, 

the <mdRef> and <mdWrap> solutions are separated.  
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Question 12 

Regarding the question which information is necessary to reach the aim of the applica-

tion profile, the first evaluator indicates to state that more than the representative licens-

es of the application profile can be the object of other application profiles. Therefore, in 

section 7 Conclusion it is emphasised that other application profiles must contain other 

licenses if they are based on different demands.  

5.7.4.4 Category 3 – Recommendations for further Research 

In this section statements and comments regarding conceptual issues or issues which are 

too extensive for a revision are summarised. 

Question 6  

Regarding the major needs of licenses in the SLUB, the first evaluator indicates that 

restrictions depending on the age of a user should not be depicted by the age in specific 

numbers but by the concept which is expressed. For example, in Germany the age of 

majority is reached on the 18
th

 birthday of a person. In other countries, it could be an-

other age. If a person is allowed to use a document only in the age of majority, it is in-

ternationally better interpretable if the concept is named. That concept can be then re-

solved according to national legislation. In addition, changes in the age of majority 

could be better implied. This solution demands of course some additional technical so-

lutions, because the concept has to be resolved, before it can be compared to the age of 

a person.  

The second evaluator mentions three licenses, which could be considered in the applica-

tion profile. A complete examination is not possible within the evaluation, thus the help-

ful hints are presented in this section. It is however possible to outline the probability of 

the applicability.  

 The first license “inversed embargo” means that a document is available for ex-

ample for one year. Then it must not publicly be available anymore. It should be 

expressible with ODRL. For example, the operator lteq (less than) can be used 

in combination with a date or time interval to permit an action for a certain time.  

 The second license is about changing the given age. It is expressible with ODRL 

by using different values for the age. Taken into consideration the aforemen-

tioned advice, the concepts behind the specific age could be applied.  

 The third license is about documents which publication must be withdrawn as 

for example indexed documents. The easiest solution is to belatedly assign the 

license total restriction (see section 5.5.6 Total restriction). If the reason of the 

withdrawal has to be named in the license, it cannot be discussed in the thesis.  

Question 7  

Regarding the sufficiency of the given information about RELs, the second evaluator 

asks which element “wins”, in case there are contradictions between permissions and 

prohibitions. Considering conflicts of permission and prohibition elements in a li-

cense, ODRL (ODRL Community Group, 2015d) offers the possibility to include a con-

flict attribute in the policy element. That attribute defines the following cases:  

 perm: the Permissions will always takes precedence 

 prohibit: the Prohibitions will always takes precedence 
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 invalid: the policy is not valid 

As none of the examples used in the thesis includes permissions and prohibitions, this 

attribute is not implemented. Thus an example is given here:  

<odrl:Policy xmlns:odrl="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/" 

type="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/Offer" uid="http://www.slub-

dresden.de/policy:0100" conflict="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/perm"> 

 

Question 8  

Regarding external vocabulary, the second evaluator suggests not using specific MAC 

addresses, because they are not valid for a long term. For the presentation this is a rea-

sonable approach, but considering digital long term preservation, this causes problems. 

It has to be considered that the workstation and thus the MAC address changes. In that 

case, the information in the license has to be changed, too. Especially from the point of 

view of the digital long term preservation this is an important issue. As this issue needs 

a broad discussion, a solution is only outlined here and not implemented in the applica-

tion profile. According to ODRL (ODRL Community Group, 2015f) the attribute 

rightOperand of the element constraint can be a “string, space separated list for set 

values”. Thus, it is possible to use the string MAC_address or a unique identifier as used 

in the example. It is then necessary to ensure that the string can be resolved by other 

systems with a current applicable value, which is in this case the MAC address of the 

used workstation. It may look as the example: 

<odrl:constraint name="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/systemDevice" opera-

tor="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/eq" rightOperand=" 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MAC_address"> 

 

This solution is similar to the license 5.5.8 Only library users because no detailed user 

information, as for example a user id, is given in the license. The information has to be 

provided by another system.  

In addition it is considered as very positive that METSRights allows the storage of li-

cence text and contact information of the rights holder. Thus, with regard to a wider 

application profile it is recommended to evaluate this advantage towards the advantages 

of ODRL.  

Question 9  

Regarding the use of URIs the second evaluator recommends using only persistent 

URIs, if they are used.  

The third evaluator indicates examining the use of Uniform Resource Names (URN) or 

Universally Unique Identifiers (UUID) instead of URIs. According to METS, it is pos-

sible to use URN in the <mdRef> element. The examination of the advantages and disad-

vantages of the use of URI, URN or UUID is out of the scope of this thesis and can only 

be mentioned.  

Question 11 

Regarding the question as to whether the application profile can be used as a guideline 

for the development of other application profiles the third evaluator again indicates to 

examine the use of URN and UUID.  

 

http://www.slub-dresden.de/policy:0100
http://www.slub-dresden.de/policy:0100
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Question 12  

Regarding the question which information is necessary to reach the aim of the applica-

tion profile, the second evaluator suggests taking into consideration that the subele-

ments of the <amdSec> elements can be applied to each file of a digital document (Li-

brary of Congress, 2011b). It is therefore possible to assign different rights to a docu-

ment which consists of several files, as for example a PDF can be assigned the CREA-

TIVE COMMONS license (Creative Commons, 2016), and software the GNU GPL license 

(Free Software Foundation, 2007).  

This is an option which should be regarded in further research. As this case does not 

occur in the representative licenses, it is not applied within the application profile.  

Question 13 

Regarding the question of implementing license information in the metadata of digital 

documents, the second evaluator agrees. Additionally, it is also advised to consider in-

cluding the scenarios of triggering “re-archiving” and handling of documents with sen-

sitive personal information in the conclusion.  

It must be carefully examined if these scenarios are licenses, as for example the re-

strictions on certain workstations. It should be taken into consideration to evaluate if 

this administrative information should be stored separately from the information about 

the license.  

Question 14  

Regarding the use of URIs or detailed code, the first evaluator recommends using URIs 

as license information only, if they are persisted, standardised and resolvable. If a URI 

is not available, RELs should be applied. Furthermore, it is strongly emphasised not to 

use both for one document.  

Question 16 

With regard to the development of a future application profile, several proposals are 

submitted.  

The first evaluator recommends a better defined vocabulary, which precisely defines the 

actions that are allowed or prohibited. It is also indicated not only to take actions into 

consideration which are technical realisable. For example, if the download of a digital 

document is not allowed, but cannot technically be realised because it is possible to ob-

tain a screen dump, it should be preferred to display that a download is not allowed. The 

responsibility is thus handed over to the user. In brief, it should be seriously taken into 

consideration, if a strong DRM system (see section 2.3 Digital Rights Management) has 

to be used, or if other “soft” solutions can be applied.  

This is very important advice with regard to the discussion in section 5.5.14.7 Presenta-

tion - Enforcement of restrictions. It will not solve the problem, but it is a reasonable 

approach to create an authentic application profile. Based on it, the technical implemen-

tation can be developed.  

The second evaluator recommends for the application profile following the same rule as 

for any standard: “keep it clear”. That means the application profile should be usable for 

example 99% of the digital documents. The processing of the minority of specific cases 

should be defined in an “exit clause”. Furthermore it is emphasised that archives should 

be taken into consideration, too.  
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A clear application profile would facilitate a broad application.  

The third evaluator recommends a “black list” containing examples which must not be 

realised by RELs. It is additionally recommended to think about combined licenses, if 

for example both administrative rights and rights of use are to be included.  

A “black list” is possible and should be taken into consideration. The handling of ad-

ministrative rights and rights of use is an important suggestion which should be regard-

ed. With regard to the answer of question 13 about information of “re-archiving”, the 

importance is emphasised. With regard to “keep the application profile clear”, this ad-

vice is important, too, because several application profiles for several user groups are 

less extensive and complicated.  

5.7.5 Results and Discussion 

It can be stated that all evaluators favour the implementation of license information in 

the metadata files of digital documents. METS is unanimously the metadata schema that 

should be used to embed license information. In addition, the following results can be 

presented.  

A rough statistical outline reveals that 16 questions are answered by three evaluators. 

Thus 48 answers are conducted. As it is possible that an evaluator mentions several is-

sues in an answer, the number of categorised answers is higher. Overall, 54 answers are 

categorised. Based on this data, the following statements can be formulated:  

 To Category 1, 27 answers are allocated. These are 50 per cent.  

 To Category 2, 10 answers are allocated. These are 19 per cent.  

 To Category 3, 17 answers are allocated. These are 31 per cent.  

These numbers do not indicate if the application profile is evaluated as positive or nega-

tive, but it illustrates the ratio of the categorised answers. To reach the aim of the evalu-

ation, it is necessary to explain the outcome of the category 2 and category 3 answers.  

In section 5.7.4.3 Category 2 – Revision of the Prototype the outcome of category 2 

answers is documented, which concerns 19 per cent of the categorised answers. The 

results are implemented in the revised application profile, which can be found in Ap-

pendix 18: Exemplary Application Profile. It can be stated that the identified flaws are 

corrected.  

Nevertheless, 30 per cent of the categorised answers indicate a need for clarification 

which cannot be realised within the thesis. These are documented in section 5.7.4.4 

Category 3 – Recommendations for further Research. The most important ones are 

summarised to emphasise issues that must be taken into consideration in other applica-

tion profiles. If it is possible, a recommendation is given.  

The first issue is the decision to use in METS either the <mdRef> element to refer to a 

standardised license via URI or to use the <mdWrap> element to apply a license according 

to the rules of a suitable REL (see also section 5.5.14.4). The basic statement is to use 

only URIs of persistent and widely acknowledged licenses such as the CREATIVE COM-

MONS licenses. There are additional licenses, which should be examined regarding their 

use in the <mdRef> element as for example the ones by RIGHTSSTATEMENTS.ORG (2016).  

Licences such as No Copyright – Contractual Restrictions which demand that “the data 

provider must provide a link to a page detailing the contractual restrictions that apply to 

the use of the Item” (RightsStatements.org, 2016) must be carefully considered. Espe-
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cially with regard to digital long term preservation a long link chain between license 

information should be avoided. 

The author recommends that licenses which are described by persistent and 

acknowledged URIs should be applied within the <mdRef> element. If there are no 

such URIs, a suitable REL should be applied within the <mdWrap> element.  

After the evaluation the following recommendations for the licenses of the appli-

cation profile are stated:  

 Creative Commons CC-BY-SA 4.0  

It is recommended to use the CREATIVE COMMONS URI in the <mdRef> element.  

 Rights reserved - free access  

It is recommended to use METSRights in the <mdWrap> element.  

 One workstation in the SLUB  

It is recommended to use ODRL in the <mdWrap> element. 

 All workstations in the SLUB  

It is recommended to use ODRL in the <mdWrap> element.  

 Total restriction  

It is recommended to use ODRL in the <mdWrap> element.  

 Only display  

It is recommended to use ODRL in the <mdWrap> element.  

 Only library users  

It is recommended to use ODRL in the <mdWrap> element. 

 Specific collections  

It is recommended to use METSRights in the <mdWrap> element. 

 Embargo  

It is recommended to use ODRL in the <mdWrap> element. 

 Access restrictions by age  

It is recommended to use ODRL in the <mdWrap> element. 

 Duration of archiving  

It is recommended to use ODRL in the <mdWrap> element. It should be consid-

ered, if this should be implied in an application profile for administrative rights.  

The second issue is the formulation of ODRL values such as MAC address or age.  

With regard to both, it is recommended to use the underlying concept instead of 

specific values to enable flexibility in the application. For example the term “age 

of majority” should be used instead of a certain age. Although a resolving system 

is needed, the use of the concept is more persistent, especially considering digital 

long term preservation. 

The third issue is the recommendation to examine the use of URNs or UUIDs instead of 

URIs.  

It is not possible within the scope of the thesis to give a recommendation with re-

gard to this issue, but as URNs are independent from protocols, it is considered as 

worth to be examined.  
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The fourth issue is the indication that METS enables <amdSec> elements for each file of 

a digital document, which can be applied, if a document consists for example of a PDF 

file and software code. This is important if several licenses have to be applied in a doc-

ument, because otherwise the license is incorrect or the document has to be divided.  

The author recommends making use of this opportunity, also with regard to other 

additional content of a file as OCR or TEI encoded text (see also section 5.5.14.6).  

The fifth issue is the recommendation to take into consideration that triggering “re-

archiving” or specific annotations to documents with sensitive personal information 

must also be applied.  

The author acknowledges the importance of this information, but it must be taken 

into consideration if this really belongs to the topic rights statements. It should be 

examined if another approach is more suitable as for example 5.5.13 Reason for 

archiving. The author recommends examining if other more suitable schemas or 

models do exist. If not, an own application profile based on ODRL with specific 

vocabulary for archiving information should be developed.  

The sixth issue is about the distinction of administrative rights and rights of use. This is 

good advice, given the fifth issue.  

It is recommended to examine the possibility to develop application profiles for 

specific areas. This could meet also the demand of the eighth issue, as each 

“standard” is kept clear and easily understandable for the specific target group. If 

it is taken seriously, the license Duration of archiving has to be allocated to an 

application profile for administrative rights.  

The seventh issue is about the influence of the technical implementation of the licenses 

on the application profile. It is recommended not to focus too much on the possibility of 

the technical implementation (see section also 5.5.14.7), but on “soft” implementations 

such as clear statements on the documents. This depends of course heavily on the doc-

uments, which have to be managed, and on the demands of the owner.  

The author recommends developing application profiles without considering too 

much the technical implementation. Based on the application profile, presentation 

systems should be developed.  

The eighth issue is the recommendation to keep the application profile as clear as possi-

ble. It should not be the aim to include every single possible license.  

It is absolutely recommended to develop an application profile as clear as possi-

ble.  

The ninth issue is the recommendation to also include negative examples.  

With regard to the sixth issue, this should be taken into consideration to assist the 

categorisation of licenses.  

 

Based on the results of the evaluation, it can be concluded that the revised application 

profile meets most of the practical demands and can be considered as appropriate 

framework for following practical application. Besides, the evaluation revealed several 

issues which should be discussed before an application profile for a wider target group 

is developed.  
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6 Conclusion, Recommendations and Outlook 

Conclusion  

At the beginning of the thesis, two research questions are posed. In this section, it is 

examined if the questions can be answered.  

1. How can appropriate RELs be identified to embed license information in the 

metadata files of digital documents of CHIs?  

2. How can an application profile be used to demonstrate the practical applicability 

of the RELs?  

To answer the first research question, RELs were located within the area of copyright, 

DRM and licenses to clarify their purpose (see section 2 The Rights in Rights Expres-

sion Languages). A literature review was then used to identify existing RELs and to 

choose four candidate ones: ccREL, METSRights, MPEG-21and ODRL. These were 

examined with regard to their qualities and granularity (see sections 3.4 Examination of 

the RELs Qualities and 3.5 Examination of the RELs Granularity).  

The examinations led to the decision not to apply MPEG-21, because it is very exten-

sive and does not provide free and open documentation. Thus, ccREL, METSRights and 

ODRL are chosen to be used in the application profile. These three RELs differ regard-

ing purpose, granularity and technical implementation. Due to the resulting advantages 

and disadvantages it was not possible to choose a favourite candidate. To allow state-

ments with regard to practical application of the RELs, representative licenses from the 

SLUB (see section 4 Licenses of the Digital Documents of the SLUB) were chosen, 

which should be expressed by the appropriate REL. This was conducted within the de-

velopment of the application profile.  

The second research question was answered in section 5 Application Profile. It was ex-

amined and described how licenses can be implemented in METS and how the chosen 

RELs can be used. Then, the representative licenses were “translated” into the most 

appropriate REL (see section 5.5 Implementation of Licenses). That process is discussed 

for each license to show different approaches and to justify the chosen solution. Exam-

ples in form of code blocks can be found in Appendix 6 to Appendix 16.  

Based on these findings, a prototype application profile (see Appendix 17) was devel-

oped in which all elements are described that are needed to depict the representative 

licenses. This includes components such as namespaces, METS elements and of course 

the used RELs’ elements. Furthermore, the licenses and the possible URIs for a <mdREF> 

solution are named. The aim is the provision of a framework that can be adapted easily 

to other demands, for example, by choosing different vocabulary definitions, operators 

or operands.  

The prototype was evaluated by heuristic evaluation in one iteration step. The evalua-

tor’s comments and suggestions were captured by structured interviews. The analysis of 

the interview resulted in the following observation (see section 5.7.5 Results and Dis-

cussion).  

Half of the comments did not request any changes on the application profile. Ten sug-

gestions or recommendations could be resolved by a revision (see section 5.7.4.3 Cate-

gory 2 – Revision of the Prototype) of the prototype to the exemplary application profile 

(see Appendix 18). The main revision was to use only the CREATIVE COMMONS license 

by the <mdREF> element (see section 5.4 <mdRef> URI) as all evaluators recommended 
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using only existing persistent URIs. The other URIs which were created for discussion 

are discarded in the exemplary application profile. In section 5.7.5 Results and Discus-

sion a final overview of the licenses and their implementation in a METS file is given. 

ccREL is not included, because of the decision to use CREATIVE COMMONS licenses in 

the <mdREF> element.  

Seventeen suggestions or recommendations could not be resolved by a revision (see 

section 5.7.4.4 Category 3 – Recommendations for further Research), because of three 

reasons. First, they refer to conceptual issues that should have been taken into consider-

ation in the beginning of the applications profiles’ development. Second, they refer to 

issues the application profile does not include. Third, they refer to issues that must be 

discussed in more detail before they can be applied.  

It can be stated that both research questions were answered within the thesis; despite the 

evaluator’s recommendations which could not be implemented. Besides the answering 

of the research questions, it is possible to give recommendations for further application 

profiles.  

Recommendations  

The main findings from the thesis are in this section formulated as recommendations for 

further elaborated application profiles. The first recommendations concern basic deci-

sions such as the correct implementation in METS and the use of RELs.  

It is recommended to use METS if license information should be embedded in the 

metadata file of a digital document, because METS can be combined with other descrip-

tive metadata schemas such as DC, EAD, METSRights or TEIHDR, and offers in the 

administrative section <amdSec> the element <rightsMD> to embed rights metadata in two 

ways. The <mdRef> element is used to refer to licenses via URI and the <mdWrap> element 

is used to embed complete licenses in several schemas. Thus, it is very flexible in appli-

cation and for extension. 

It is recommended to use persistent URIs in the <mdRef> element. The URIs should refer 

to CREATIVE COMMONS licenses or other widely acknowledged and used licenses as for 

example from RIGHTSSTATEMENTS.ORG (2016), DEUTSCHE DIGITALE BIBLIOTHEK 

(2015a) or EUROPEANA (2015a). This decision has to be taken by the stakeholders of the 

application profile. If no persistent URIs are available, RELs can be applied and em-

bedded in the <mdWrap> element to describe the licenses. For licenses of informative 

character, METSRights is appropriate. For licenses which aim at usage restrictions, 

ODRL should be used, because it allows highly granular licenses with own or external 

elements. ccREL does not need to be applied, because CREATIVE COMMONS licenses are 

used as URIs in the <mdREF> element.  

The additional recommendations are based on the evaluators’ suggestions. These need 

discussion in the community to find a sustainable solution.  

For application profiles, it is recommended to define license terms such as download, 

print or display more precisely. Probably, the definition of the ODRL vocabulary does 

not meet the demand of the application profiles’ stakeholders. It should also be taken 

into consideration to include generally the conflict attribute to resolve conflicts be-

tween permissions and prohibitions.  

It should also be taken into consideration that it is possible to use several <rightsMD> 

elements in one metadata file to describe each file of a digital document. It must be de-
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fined beforehand which files of the digital document have to be licensed separately as 

for example software code or additional metadata such as TEI encoded text.  

Furthermore it is recommended to examine which information should be expressed by 

RELs and to decide if separate application profiles for administrative rights and rights 

of use have to be developed. This will keep each application profile clear and facilitates 

their application by end users.  

With regard to ODRL right operands, it should be taken into consideration to use only 

persistent ones. This refers to recommendations regarding the use of specific age or 

MAC addresses. In both cases, it is suggested to use a description of the underlying 

concept, as for example “age of majority” or “MAC address”. In case that the value 

changes, only the resolving system, and not the values in the metadata files, have to be 

changed.  

Two major issues are not part of the thesis aim, but have to be considered if the license 

information is embedded in metadata files by URIs or RELs.  

Firstly, even if a standardised use of RELs is defined, a main challenge will be the pro-

cessing and displaying of the digital documents. Especially, ODRL licenses will need a 

presentation that enforces the restrictions. One evaluator recommends that the applica-

tion profile should not be influenced by the technical opportunities. That means, even if 

some restrictions cannot be enforced, the license should be defined in the application 

profile as demanded. A solution for the presentation can be found later. It is further sug-

gested to make use of textual instructions instead of technical restrictions.  

Secondly, the license information, both URI and REL, have to be embedded in the 

metadata file technically. It cannot be expected that end users add this information in 

the xml-file. This demands the enhancement of all software that is currently used to 

create metadata files for digital documents.  

Outlook  

As stated in section 1.3 Problem Description, an application profile is only practical if it 

is developed for a greater target group. Thus it is highly recommended for the whole 

CHI community to make use of the possibilities regarding the inclusion of license in-

formation in the metadata files of digital documents with RELs or licenses with persis-

tent identifiers.  

The thesis shows that it is possible to include license information in the METS metadata 

files of digital documents by developing an exemplary application profile. Furthermore, 

several topics have been identified, which need to be taken into consideration at the 

beginning of the application profile’s development. The findings of the thesis should not 

be considered as a final result. They are supposed to enable a broad discussion about 

embedding license information in the metadata files of digital documents according to 

the various demands.  
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Appendix 1: License Information in Libraries  

Institution Example Place of rights information Rights information 

    

National Library of Sweden Codex Gigas Website
3
 CC-BY 

National Library of Sweden Flickr
4
  Flickr-Database All Rights Reserved 

British Library  Flickr
5
 EXIF-Metadata; Flickr-Database Public Domain 

Library of Congress Legal / About Copyright and the Collections Website
6
 Own license 

Library of Congress Federal Theatre Project Collection
7
 Website

8
 Own license 

Library of Congress American Colony in Jerusalem, 1870-2006
9
 Website

10
 Own license 

National Library of Australia Copyright in Library items Website
11

 + links to further info  Own license 

National Library of Australia Catalogue entry Metadata or catalogue database
12

 Copyright restrictions may apply 

Bayrische Staatsbibliothek  Digital collection  Website
13

 (link Nutzungsbedingungen) CC BY-NC-SA 4.0 

Universitäts- und Landesbibliothek Sachsen-
Anhalt 

Digital collection
14

 No rights statement can be found  - 

Bibliothèque nationale de France Gallica Website
15

  Own license 

Staats- und Universitätsbibliothek Hamburg 
Carl von Ossietzky  

Digital collection Website
16

 CC-BY-NC-ND 3.0 

Göttinger Digitalisierungszentrum Digital collection
17

  Website / only in PDF-download
18

 Own license 

 

                                                 
3 http://www.kb.se/codex-gigas/eng/  
4 https://www.flickr.com/photos/25300312@N08/with/4997565129/ 
5 https://www.flickr.com/photos/britishlibrary/12458867945/in/album-72157640537276514/  
6 http://www.loc.gov/legal  
7 http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/fedtp/  
8 http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/fedtp/ftres.html  
9 http://www.loc.gov/collections/american-colony-in-jerusalem/about-this-collection/  
10 http://www.loc.gov/collections/american-colony-in-jerusalem/about-this-collection/rights-and-access/  
11 http://www.nla.gov.au/copyright-in-library-items  
12 http://catalogue.nla.gov.au/Record/3000374  
13 http://nbn-resolving.de/urn:nbn:de:bvb:12-bsb00083162-6  
14 http://digitale.bibliothek.uni-halle.de/  
15 http://gallica.bnf.fr/html/conditions-use-gallicas-contents  
16 http://www.sub.uni-hamburg.de/recherche/elektronische-angebote/digitalisierte-bestaende/nutzungsbedingungen.html  
17 http://gdz.sub.uni-goettingen.de/gdz/  
18 http://gdz.sub.uni-goettingen.de/dms/load/pdf/?PPN=PPN618019251  

http://www.kb.se/codex-gigas/eng/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/25300312@N08/with/4997565129/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/britishlibrary/12458867945/in/album-72157640537276514/
http://www.loc.gov/legal
http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/fedtp/
http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/fedtp/ftres.html
http://www.loc.gov/collections/american-colony-in-jerusalem/about-this-collection/
http://www.loc.gov/collections/american-colony-in-jerusalem/about-this-collection/rights-and-access/
http://www.nla.gov.au/copyright-in-library-items
http://catalogue.nla.gov.au/Record/3000374
http://nbn-resolving.de/urn:nbn:de:bvb:12-bsb00083162-6
http://digitale.bibliothek.uni-halle.de/
http://gallica.bnf.fr/html/conditions-use-gallicas-contents
http://www.sub.uni-hamburg.de/recherche/elektronische-angebote/digitalisierte-bestaende/nutzungsbedingungen.html
http://gdz.sub.uni-goettingen.de/gdz/
http://gdz.sub.uni-goettingen.de/dms/load/pdf/?PPN=PPN618019251


 

II 

Appendix 2: METSRights Elements 

Four elements of METSRights can be used to describe licenses. Other elements like 

xs:restriction are used to structure the file and do not offer any values to describe 

licenses.  

 xs:complexType  

 xs:element  

 xs:attribute  

 xs:enumeration 

These elements are taken from METSRights XML schema (Hoebelheinrich, 2004). For 

a better overview, the elements are shown in a table. The first column contains the val-

ues of the main element. The second column contains the element and its values of the 

next level and so on. The numbers in the headings represent the number of values of 

each element.  

 

xs:complexType xs:element xs:attribute xs:enumeration 

7 14 22 29 

RightsDeclareMDTYPE RightsDeclaration 
  

 RightsHolder 
  

 Context   

 
 

RIGHTSDECID 
 

  RIGHTSCATEGORY COPYRIGHTED 

   LICENSED 

   PUBLIC DOMAIN 

   CONTRACTUAL 

   OTHER 

  OTHERCATEGORYTYPE  

    

RightsHolderTYPE RightsHolderName   

 RightsHolderComments   

 RightsHolderContact 
 

 

  RIGHTSHOLDERID  

   CONTEXTIDS  

    

RightsHolderCon-
tactTYPE 

RightsHolderContactDesigna-
tion 

  

 
RightsHolderContactAddress   

 
RightsHolderContactPhone PHONETYPE FAX 

 
  BUSINESS 

 
  MOBILE 

 
RightsHolderContactEmail    

    

ContextTYPE UserName 
  

 Permissions 
  

 Constraints   
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xs:complexType xs:element xs:attribute xs:enumeration 

 
 

CONTEXTID  

  RIGHTSHOLDERIDS  

  CONTEXTCLASS ACADEMIC USER 

   GENERAL PUBLIC 

   REPOSITORY MGR 

   MANAGED GRP 

   
INSTITUTIONAL  
AFFILIATE 

   OTHER 

  OTHERCONTEXTTYPE  

  
  

UserNameTYPE  USERTYPE INDIVIDUAL 

   GROUP 

   BOTH 

   UNDEFINED 

    

PermissionsTYPE  DISCOVER 
 

  DISPLAY  

  COPY  

  DUPLICATE  

  MODIFY  

  DELETE  

  PRINT  

  OTHER  

  OTHERPERMITTYPE  

    

ConstraintsTYPE ConstraintDescription 
  

  CONSTRAINTTYPE QUALITY 

   FORMAT 

   UNIT 

   WATERMARK 

   PAYMENT 

   COUNT 

   RE-USE 

   ATTRIBUTION 

   TIME 

   
TRANSFERPERMIS-
SIONS 

   OTHER 

  
OTHERCON-
STRAINTTYPE 
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Appendix 3: ccREL Elements 

ccREL offers three elements with several values that can be used to describe licenses. 

The structure was derived by the following sources:  

 classes of properties (Abelson et al., 2008, p.6) 

 work properties (Abelson et al., 2008, p.7) 

 license properties (Abelson et al., 2008, p.9) 

 values for Permissions, Requirements, Prohibitions (Abelson et al., 2008, p.9)  

These elements can be found on the website http://creativecommons.org/ns#, but with-

out the Abelson’s et al. (2008) description of the CREATIVE COMMONS Rights Expres-

sion Language, it is difficult to grasp the connections between the elements. The specif-

ic naming of some elements is also missing on the website.  

It can be argued whether cc:license is a value, as it rather refer to the License proper-

ties, and its elements. It is however necessary to describe the relation of the elements.  

 

Classes of properties Specific properties Values 

2 11 12 

License Properties cc:permits Reproduction 

  Distribution 

  Derivative Works 

  Sharing 

 cc:requires Notice 

  Attribution 

  Share Alike 

  Source Code 

  Copyleft 

  Lesser Copyleft 

 cc:prohibits Commercial Use 

  High Income Nation Use  

 cc:jurisdiction  

 cc:legalcode  

 cc:deprecatedOn  

Work Properties cc:license  

 cc:morePermissions  

 cc:attributionName  

 cc:attributionURL  

 cc:useGuidelines  

 

  

http://creativecommons.org/ns
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Appendix 4: ODRL Elements 

The elements are taken from the 2.1 Core Model (ODRL Community Group, 2015d). 

The elements Attributes, Values and Relations specify the entity element.  

 

Entity Attributes Values Relations Vocabulary 

12 21 12 13 
 

2.1 Policy uid     VOCABULARY 

  type       

  conflict permissions     

    prohibitions     

    Invalid     

  undefined support     

    prohibit     

    invalid     

2.1.1 Inheritance inheritAllowed true      

    false     

  inherit Form       

  inherit Relation        

2.1.2 Profile profile       

2.2 Asset uid     VOCABULARY 

2.2.1 Relation relation     VOCABULARY 

2.3 Party uid     VOCABULARY 

2.3.1 Role  scope individual     

    group     

 
function assigner   VOCABULARY 

    assignee     

2.4 Permission     Asset   

      Action   

      Party   

      Constraint   

      Duty   

2.5 Duty uid   Action   

      Party   

      Asset   

      Constraint   

2.6 Prohibition     Asset   

      Action   

      Party   

      Constraint   

2.7 Action name     VOCABULARY 

2.8 Constraint name     VOCABULARY 

  operator       

  rightOperand       

  dataType       

  unit       

  status 
 

    



 

VI 

VOCABULARY in the fifth column indicates, that here the elements of the ODRL vo-

cabulary can be used to describe the entities.  

 

The vocabulary taken from ODRL vocabulary 2.1 (ODRL Community Group, 2015c) is 

presented in the next table.  

 

Entity Identifier 

 98 

2.1 Policy Types Agreement 

 
Offer 

 
Privacy 

 
Request 

 
Set 

 
Ticket 

2.2 Actions 
 

2.2.1 Actions for Permission or Prohibition aggregate 

 
annotate 

 
anonymize 

 
archive 

 
concurrentUse 

 
derive 

 
digitize 

 display 

 
distribute 

 
execute 

 
extract 

 
give 

 
grantUse 

 
index 

 
install 

 
modify 

 
move 

 play  

 present 

 
print 

 
read 

 
reproduce 

 
sell 

 
textToSpeech 

 
transfer 

 
transform 

 
translate 

 
use 

2.2.2 Actions for Duty acceptTracking 



 

VII 

Entity Identifier 

 
attribute 

 
compensate 

 
delete 

 
ensureExclusivity 

 
include 

 
inform 

 
nextPolicy 

 
obtainConsent 

 
reviewPolicy 

 
uninstall 

 
watermark 

2.3 Constraints 
 

2.3.1 Names for Constraint absolutePosition 

 
absoluteSize 

 
count 

 
dateTime 

 
fileFormat 

 
industry 

 
language 

 
deliveryChannel 

 
elapsedTime 

 
event 

 
media 

 
meteredTime 

 
payAmount 

 
percentage 

 
product 

 
purpose 

 
recipient 

 
relativePosition 

 
relativeSize 

 
resolution 

 
spatial 

 
timeInterval 

 
systemDevice 

 
version 

 
virtualLocation 

2.3.2 Operators for Constraints eq 

 
gt 

 
gteq 

 
hasPart 

 
isA 

 
isAllOf 

 
isAnyOf 



 

VIII 

Entity Identifier 

 
isNoneOf 

 
isPartOf 

 
lt 

 
lteq 

 
neq 

2.4 Role of a Party 
 

2.4.1 Functions of the Role of a Party assigner 

 
assignee 

 
attributedParty 

 
consentingParty 

 
informedParty 

 
compensatedParty 

 
trackingParty 

2.4.2 Scopes of the Role of a Party Individual 

 
Group 

 
All 

 
AllConnections 

 
All2ndConnections 

 
AllGroups 

2.5 Relation of an Asset target 

 
output 

  



 

IX 

Appendix 5: MPEG-21 Elements 

MPEG-21/5 - Rights Expression Language  

According to MPEG-21 (Moving Picture Experts Group, 2005), the Rights Expression 

Language consists of seven values.  

 

Element 

7 

License 

Issuer 

Grant 

Principal 

Right 

Resource 

Condition 

 

MPEG-21/6 - Rights Data Dictionary  

The Rights Data Dictionary consists of two elements which are shown with their values 

in the following two tables.  

 

Table 1 - Standardized ActType supporting ISO/IEC 21000-5 

These are the ActTypes that provide basic functionality for the REL according to the 

ISO document of the rights data dictionary (ISO, 2004b).  

 

ActType 

14 

Adapt 

Delete 

Diminish 

Embed 

Enhance 

Enlarge 

Execute 

Install 

Modify 

Move 

Play 

Print 

Reduce 

Uninstall 

 

 



 

X 

Table 3 - Standardized Terms  

These are the standardized terms according to the ISO document of the rights data dic-

tionary (ISO, 2004b).  

Due to the extent of the table the fact that MPEG-21 is not used in the application pro-

file, the standardised terms are not included in the thesis.  
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Appendix 6: Code block - Creative Commons CC-BY-SA 4.0  

<mdWrap>  

<mets:amdSec> 

<mets:rightsMD ID="RMD1"> 

<mets:mdWrap MDTYPE="OTHER" OTHERMDTYPE="ODRL"> 

<mets:xmlData> 

<odrl:Policy xmlns:odrl="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/" type="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/Offer" uid="http://www.slub-

dresden.de/policy:0100"> 

<odrl:permission> 

<odrl:asset uid="http://digital.slub-dresden.de/id280742827" relation="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/target"/> 

<odrl:action name="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/distribute"/> 

<odrl:party uid="http://www.slub-dresden.de" function="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/assigner"/> 

<odrl:duty uid="d1"> 

<odrl:action name="http://creativecommons.org/ns#ShareAlike"/> 

</odrl:duty> 

<odrl:duty uid="d2"> 

<odrl:action name="http://creativecommons.org/ns#Attribution"/> 

</odrl:duty> 

</odrl:permission> 

<odrl:permission> 

<odrl:asset uid="http://digital.slub-dresden.de/id280742827" relation="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/target"/> 

<odrl:action name="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/aggregate"/> 

<odrl:party uid="http://www.slub-dresden.de" function="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/assigner"/> 

</odrl:permission> 

<odrl:permission> 

<odrl:asset uid="http://digital.slub-dresden.de/id280742827" relation="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/target"/> 

<odrl:action name="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/display"/> 

<odrl:party uid="http://www.slub-dresden.de" function="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/assigner"/> 

</odrl:permission> 

<odrl:permission> 

<odrl:asset uid="http://digital.slub-dresden.de/id280742827" relation="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/target"/> 

<slub:action name="http://www.slub-dresden.de/download"/> 

<odrl:party uid="http://www.slub-dresden.de" function="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/assigner"/> 

</odrl:permission> 

<odrl:permission> 

<odrl:asset uid="http://digital.slub-dresden.de/id280742827" relation="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/target"/> 

<odrl:action name="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/print"/> 

<odrl:party uid="http://www.slub-dresden.de" function="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/assigner"/> 

</odrl:permission> 

</odrl:Policy> 

</mets:xmlData> 
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</mets:mdWrap> 

</mets:rightsMD> 

</mets:amdSec> 

 

<mdRef>  

<mets:amdSec> 

<mets:rightsMD ID="RMD2"> 

<mets:mdRef LOCTYPE="URL" MDTYPE="OTHER" LABEL="Creative Commons license" xlink:href="http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-

sa/4.0"/> 

</mets:rightsMD> 

</mets:amdSec> 
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Appendix 7: Code block - Rights Reserved : Free Access 

<mdWrap>  

<mets:amdSec> 

<mets:rightsMD ID="RMD1"> 

<mets:mdWrap MDTYPE="OTHER" LABEL="RightsDeclarationMD"> 

<mets:xmlData> 

<metsr:RightsDeclarationMD RIGHTSDECID="Rightsreservedfreeaccess" RIGHTSCATEGORY="OTHER"> 

<metsr:RightsDeclaration>Objects of the stock of the SLUB, whose license is "Rights reserved - free access", may be 

used free of charge for academic and private purposes provided that the source is acknowledged completely. Use of 

individual images in academic publications with an edition of less than 1,000 copies shall also be free of charge. 

The commercial use of these objects may be subject to charge and requires the prior written consent of the rights 

holder; subject to the right to prohibit use in each individual case. 

</metsr:RightsDeclaration> 

<metsr:RightsHolder RIGHTSHOLDERID="SLUB"> 

<metsr:RightsHolderName>SLUB</RightsHolderName> 

<metsr:RightsHolderContact> 

<metsr:RightsHolderContactAddress>Zellescher Weg 18, 01069 Dresden</metsr:RightsHolderContactAddress> 

<metsr:RightsHolderContactEmail>slub@slub-dresden.de</metsr:RightsHolderContactEmail> 

</metsr:RightsHolderContact> 

</metsr:RightsHolder> 

<metsr:Context CONTEXTCLASS="GENERAL PUBLIC"> 

<metsr:Permissions DISCOVER="true" DISPLAY="true" COPY="true" DUPLICATE="true" MODIFY="true" DELETE="false" 

PRINT="true" OTHER="false"/> 

<metsr:Constraints CONSTRAINTTYPE="RE-USE"> 

<metsr:ConstraintDescription>Users are allowed to use objects of the document for publication in the private or 

scientific area in a run of less than 1000 copies. Commercial usage requires a license and might be liable to 

costs.</metsr:ConstraintDescription> 

</metsr:Constraints> 

</metsr:Context> 

<metsr:Context CONTEXTCLASS="REPOSITORY MGR"> 

<metsr:UserName USERTYPE="GROUP">Repository Managers</metsr:UserName>  

<metsr:Permissions DISCOVER="true" DISPLAY="true" COPY="true" DUPLICATE="true" MODIFY="true" DELETE="true" 

PRINT="true" OTHER="true"/> 

</metsr:Context> 

</metsr:RightsDeclarationMD> 

</mets:xmlData> 

</mets:mdWrap> 

</mets:rightsMD> 

</mets:amdSec> 
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<mdRef>  

<mets:amdSec> 

<mets:rightsMD ID="RMD2"> 

<mets:mdRef LOCTYPE="URL" MDTYPE="OTHER" LABEL="SLUBRights" xlink:href="http://www.slub-dresden.de/RR-FA"/> 

</mets:rightsMD> 

</mets:amdSec> 
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Appendix 8: Code block - One Workstation in the SLUB 

<mdWrap>  

<mets:amdSec> 

<mets:rightsMD ID="RMD1"> 

<mets:mdWrap MDTYPE="OTHER" OTHERMDTYPE="ODRL"> 

<mets:xmlData> 

<odrl:Policy xmlns:odrl="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/" type="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/Offer" uid="http://www.slub-

dresden.de/policy:0600"> 

<odrl:permission> 

<odrl:asset uid="http://digital.slub-dresden.de/id280742827" relation="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/target"/> 

<odrl:action name="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/display"/> 

<odrl:constraint name="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/systemDevice" operator="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/eq" 

rightOperand="04-21-7E-FD-83-27" dataType="https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MAC_address"/> 

<odrl:party uid="http://www.slub-dresden.de" function="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/assigner"/> 

</odrl:permission> 

</odrl:Policy> 

</mets:xmlData> 

</mets:mdWrap> 

</mets:rightsMD> 

</mets:amdSec> 

 

<mdRef>  

<mets:amdSec> 

<mets:rightsMD ID="RMD2"> 

<mets:mdRef LOCTYPE="URL" MDTYPE="OTHER" LABEL="SLUBRights" xlink:href="http://www.slub-

dresden.de/LibraryInternalOneWorkstation/04-21-7E-FD-83-27"/> 

</mets:rightsMD> 

</mets:amdSec> 
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Appendix 9: Code block - All Workstations in the SLUB 

<mdWrap>  

<mets:amdSec> 

<mets:rightsMD ID="RMD1"> 

<mets:mdWrap MDTYPE="OTHER" OTHERMDTYPE="ODRL"> 

<mets:xmlData> 

<odrl:Policy xmlns:odrl="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/" type="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/Offer" uid="http://www.slub-

dresden.de/policy:0500"> 

<odrl:permission> 

<odrl:asset uid="http://digital.slub-dresden.de/id280742827" relation="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/target"/> 

<odrl:action name="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/display"/> 

<odrl:constraint name="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/virtualLocation" opera-

tor="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/isPartOf" rightOperand="http://www.slub-dresden.de/iprangeslub" 

dataType="https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IP_address"/> 

<odrl:party uid="http://digital.slub-dresden.de" function="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/assigner"/> 

</odrl:permission> 

<odrl:permission> 

<odrl:asset uid="http://digital.slub-dresden.de/id280742827" relation="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/target"/>  

<odrl:action name="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/print"/> 

<odrl:constraint name="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/virtualLocation" opera-

tor="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/isPartOf" rightOperand="http://www.slub-dresden.de/iprangeslub" 

dataType="https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IP_address"/> 

<odrl:party uid="http://www.slub-dresden.de" function="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/assigner"/> 

</odrl:permission> 

<odrl:permission> 

<odrl:asset uid="http://digital.slub-dresden.de/id280742827" relation="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/target"/> 

<slub:action name="http://www.slub-dresden.de/download"/> 

<odrl:constraint name="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/virtualLocation" opera-

tor="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/isPartOf" rightOperand="http://www.slub-dresden.de/iprangeslub" 

dataType="https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IP_address"/> 

<odrl:party uid="http://www.slub-dresden.de" function="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/assigner"/> 

</odrl:permission> 

</odrl:Policy> 

</mets:xmlData> 

</mets:mdWrap> 

</mets:rightsMD> 

</mets:amdSec>  
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<mdRef>  

<mets:amdSec> 

<mets:rightsMD ID="RMD2"> 

<mets:mdRef LOCTYPE="URL" MDTYPE="OTHER" LABEL="SLUBRights" xlink:href="http://www.slub-

dresden.de/LibraryInternalUseAllWorkstations"/> 

</mets:rightsMD> 

</mets:amdSec> 
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Appendix 10: Code block - Total Restriction  

<mdWrap>  

<mets:amdSec> 

<mets:rightsMD ID="RMD1"> 

<mets:mdWrap MDTYPE="OTHER" OTHERMDTYPE="ODRL"> 

<mets:xmlData> 

<odrl:Policy xmlns:odrl="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/" type="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/Offer" uid="http://www.slub-

dresden.de/policy:0800"> 

<odrl:prohibition> 

<odrl:asset uid="http://digital.slub-dresden.de/id280742827" relation="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/target"/> 

<odrl:action name="http://www.slub-dresden.de/nouse"/> 

<odrl:party uid="http://www.slub-dresden.de" function="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/assigner"/>  

</odrl:prohibition> 

</odrl:Policy> 

</mets:xmlData> 

</mets:mdWrap> 

</mets:rightsMD> 

</mets:amdSec> 

 

<mdRef>  

<mets:amdSec> 

<mets:rightsMD ID="RMD2"> 

<mets:mdRef LOCTYPE="URL" MDTYPE="OTHER" LABEL="SLUBRights" xlink:href="http://www.slub-dresden.de/UsageTotalRestriction"/> 

</mets:rightsMD> 

</mets:amdSec> 
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Appendix 11: Code block - Only Display  

<mdWrap>  

<mets:amdSec> 

<mets:rightsMD ID="RMD1"> 

<mets:mdWrap MDTYPE="OTHER" OTHERMDTYPE="ODRL"> 

<mets:xmlData> 

<odrl:Policy xmlns:odrl="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/" type="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/Offer" uid="http://www.slub-

dresden.de/policy:0700"> 

<odrl:permission> 

<odrl:asset uid="http://digital.slub-dresden.de/id280742827" relation="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/target"/> 

<odrl:action name="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/display"/> 

<odrl:party uid="http://www.slub-dresden.de" function="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/assigner"/> 

</odrl:permission> 

</odrl:Policy> 

</mets:xmlData> 

</mets:mdWrap> 

</mets:rightsMD> 

</mets:amdSec> 

 

<mdRef>  

<mets:amdSec> 

<mets:rightsMD ID="RMD2"> 

<mets:mdRef LOCTYPE="URL" MDTYPE="OTHER" LABEL="SLUBRights" xlink:href="http://www.slub-

dresden.de/UsageRestrictionOnlyDisplay"/> 

</mets:rightsMD> 

</mets:amdSec> 
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Appendix 12: Code block - Only Library Users  

<mdWrap>  

<mets:amdSec> 

<mets:rightsMD ID="RMD1"> 

<mets:mdWrap MDTYPE="OTHER" OTHERMDTYPE="ODRL"> 

<mets:xmlData> 

<odrl:Policy xmlns:odrl="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/" type="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/Offer" uid="http://www.slub-

dresden.de/policy:0400"> 

<odrl:permission> 

<odrl:asset uid="http://digital.slub-dresden.de/id280742827" relation="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/target"/> 

<odrl:action name="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/display"/> 

<odrl:party uid="http://www.slub-dresden.de" function="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/assigner"/> 

<odrl:party uid="http://www.slub-dresden.de/class:usersslub" function="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/assignee" 

scope="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/Group"/> 

</odrl:permission> 

<odrl:permission> 

<odrl:asset uid="http://digital.slub-dresden.de/id280742827" relation="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/target"/> 

<odrl:action name="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/print"/> 

<odrl:party uid="http://www.slub-dresden.de" function="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/assigner"/> 

<odrl:party uid="http://www.slub-dresden.de/class:usersslub" function="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/assignee" 

scope="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/Group"/> 

</odrl:permission> 

<odrl:permission> 

<odrl:asset uid="http://digital.slub-dresden.de/id280742827" relation="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/target"/> 

<slub:action name="http://www.slub-dresden.de/download"/> 

<odrl:party uid="http://www.slub-dresden.de" function="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/assigner"/> 

<odrl:party uid="http://www.slub-dresden.de/class:usersslub" function="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/assignee" 

scope="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/Group"/> 

</odrl:permission> 

</odrl:Policy> 

</mets:xmlData> 

</mets:mdWrap> 

</mets:rightsMD> 

</mets:amdSec> 
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<mdRef>  

<mets:amdSec> 

<mets:rightsMD ID="RMD2"> 

<mets:mdRef LOCTYPE="URL" MDTYPE="OTHER" LABEL="SLUBRights" xlink:href="http://www.slub-

dresden.de/UsageRestrictionLibraryUsersDisplayPrintDownload"/> 

</mets:rightsMD> 

</mets:amdSec> 
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Appendix 13: Code block - Specific Collections / Presentations 

<mdWrap>  

<mets:amdSec> 

<mets:rightsMD ID="RMD1"> 

<mets:mdWrap MDTYPE="OTHER" LABEL="RightsDeclarationMD"> 

<mets:xmlData> 

<metsr:RightsDeclarationMD RIGHTSDECID="Rightsreservedfreeaccess" RIGHTSCATEGORY="OTHER"> 

<metsr:RightsDeclaration>The content of this website are protected by copyright. They may be printed out or down-

loaded for purposes of private research and forwarded to others, person to person, for research purposes. However, 

this website cannot, as a matter of principle, grant approval to publish the content for commercial or institutional 

use, nor to forward the content in printed or electronic form to third parties. 

</metsr:RightsDeclaration> 

<metsr:RightsHolder RIGHTSHOLDERID="SLUB"> 

<metsr:RightsHolderName>SLUB</metsr:RightsHolderName> 

<metsr:RightsHolderContact> 

<metsr:RightsHolderContactAddress>Zellescher Weg 18, 01069 Dresden</metsr:RightsHolderContactAddress> 

<metsr:RightsHolderContactEmail>slub@slub-dresden.de</metsr:RightsHolderContactEmail> 

</metsr:RightsHolderContact> 

</metsr:RightsHolder> 

<metsr:Context CONTEXTCLASS="GENERAL PUBLIC"> 

<metsr:Permissions DISCOVER="true" DISPLAY="true" COPY="true" DUPLICATE="true" MODIFY="true" DELETE="false" 

PRINT="true" OTHER="false"/> 

<metsr:Constraints CONSTRAINTTYPE="RE-USE"> 

<metsr:ConstraintDescription>Users are allowed to use objects of the document only for private or research pur-

poses.</metsr:ConstraintDescription> 

</metsr:Constraints> 

</metsr:Context> 

<metsr:Context CONTEXTCLASS="REPOSITORY MGR"> 

<metsr:Permissions DISCOVER="true" DISPLAY="true" COPY="true" DUPLICATE="true" MODIFY="true" DELETE="true" 

PRINT="true" OTHER="false"/> 

</metsr:Context> 

</metsr:RightsDeclarationMD> 

</mets:xmlData> 

</mets:mdWrap> 

</mets:rightsMD> 

</mets:amdSec> 
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<mdRef>  

<mets:amdSec> 

<mets:rightsMD ID="RMD2"> 

<mets:mdRef LOCTYPE="URL" MDTYPE="OTHER" LABEL="SLUBRights" xlink:href="http://www.slub-dresden.de/RR-FA-SP"/> 

</mets:rightsMD> 

</mets:amdSec> 
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Appendix 14: Code block - Embargo 

<mdWrap>  

<mets:amdSec> 

<mets:rightsMD ID="RMD1"> 

<mets:mdWrap MDTYPE="OTHER" OTHERMDTYPE="ODRL"> 

<mets:xmlData> 

<odrl:Policy xmlns:odrl="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/" type="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/Offer" 

uid="http://www.digital.slub-dresden.de/policy:0900"> 

<odrl:permission> 

<odrl:asset uid="http://digital.slub-dresden.de/id280742827" relation="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/target"/> 

<odrl:action name="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/distribute"/> 

<odrl:constraint name="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/dateTime" operator="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/gteq" 

rightOperand="2025-01-01"/> 

<odrl:party uid="http://www.slub-dresden.de" function="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/assigner"/>  

<odrl:duty uid="d1"> 

<odrl:action name="http://creativecommons.org/ns#ShareAlike"/> 

</odrl:duty> 

<odrl:duty uid="d2"> 

<odrl:action name="http://creativecommons.org/ns#Attribution"/> 

</odrl:duty> 

</odrl:permission> 

<odrl:permission> 

<odrl:asset uid="http://digital.slub-dresden.de/id280742827" relation="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/target"/> 

<odrl:action name="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/display"/> 

<odrl:constraint name="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/dateTime" operator="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/gteq" 

rightOperand="2020-01-01"/> 

<odrl:party uid="http://www.slub-dresden.de" function="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/assigner"/> 

</odrl:permission> 

</odrl:Policy> 

</mets:xmlData> 

</mets:mdWrap> 

</mets:rightsMD> 

</mets:amdSec> 
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Appendix 15: Code block - Restrictions by Age  

<mdWrap>  

<mets:amdSec> 

<mets:rightsMD ID="RMD1"> 

<mets:mdWrap MDTYPE="OTHER" OTHERMDTYPE="ODRL"> 

<mets:xmlData> 

<odrl:Policy xmlns:odrl="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/" type="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/Offer" uid="http://www.slub-

dresden.de/policy:1000"> 

<odrl:permission> 

<odrl:asset uid="http://digital.slub-dresden.de/id280742827" relation="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/target"/> 

<odrl:action name="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/use"/> 

<odrl:constraint name="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/recipient" operator="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/gteq" 

rightOperand="18" dataType="http://xmlns.com/foaf/spec/#term_age"/> 

<odrl:party uid="http://www.slub-dresden.de" function="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/assigner"/> 

</odrl:permission> 

</odrl:Policy> 

</mets:xmlData> 

</mets:mdWrap> 

</mets:rightsMD> 

</mets:amdSec> 

 

<mdRef> 

<mets:amdSec> 

<mets:rightsMD ID="RMD2"> 

<mets:mdRef LOCTYPE="URL" MDTYPE="OTHER" LABEL="SLUBRights" xlink:href="http://www.slub-dresden.de/UsageRestrictionAge18"/> 

</mets:rightsMD> 

</mets:amdSec> 
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Appendix 16: Code block - Duration of Archiving 

<mdWrap>  

<mets:amdSec> 

<mets:rightsMD ID="RMD1"> 

<mets:mdWrap MDTYPE="OTHER" OTHERMDTYPE="ODRL"> 

<mets:xmlData> 

<odrl:Policy xmlns:odrl="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/" type="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/Offer" uid="http://slub-

dresden.de/policy:1100"> 

<odrl:permission> 

<odrl:asset uid="http://digital.slub-dresden.de/id280742827" relation="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/target"/> 

<slub:action name="http://www.slub-dresden.de/longtermpreservation"/> 

<odrl:constraint name="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/timeInterval" operator="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/lteq" 

rightOperand="2015-07-01T08:12:52/P10Y"/> 

<odrl:party uid="http://slub-dresden.de" function="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/assigner"/> 

</odrl:permission>  

</odrl:Policy> 

</mets:xmlData> 

</mets:mdWrap> 

</mets:rightsMD> 

</mets:amdSec> 

 

<mdRef>  

<mets:amdSec> 

<mets:rightsMD ID="RMD2"> 

<mets:mdRef LOCTYPE="URL" MDTYPE="OTHER" LABEL="SLUBRights" xlink:href="http://www.slub-dresden.de/ArchivingDuration/P10Y"/> 

</mets:rightsMD> 

</mets:amdSec> 
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Appendix 17: Application Profile – Prototype 
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1 Introduction 

Aim of the application profile 

The aim of this application profile is the development of a framework containing the 

basic elements which are necessary to use Rights Expression Languages (REL) to store 

license information in the METS metadata file of digital documents. Basic necessary 

elements are the used elements of the RELs as well as namespaces and prefixes that are 

needed to create a valid XML code. In addition, the METS schema is explained as far as 

it is necessary to store the information correctly in a METS file.  

It is supposed to demonstrate which elements are needed and how they are technically 

implemented in a holistic way. It is not the aim of the application profile to define each 

element as for example the specific terms of download (high resolution files, PDF-

download …). Thus, this framework has to be seen as a blueprint to develop standard-

ised application profiles for specific and/or wide user groups. According to the digital 

library manifesto (Candela et al., 2007), the application profile is located at the DL de-

veloper level. The licenses of the SLUB are used to create a scenario for the examples 

and to facilitate the understanding of the technical aspects.  

Target group of the application profile  

Due to the aim of the application profile, the target groups are conceptual or technical 

developers. They can use this application profile in two ways. On the one hand to de-

velop it according to the needs of institutions, as for example to choose and define other 

elements to describe licenses, or, on the other hand, it can be used as a basis regarding 

the development of software or editors, which is necessary to facilitate the input of the 

license information in the metadata by end users.  

Summary  

This document specifies the elements of the Rights Expression Languages ODRL Ver-

sion 2.1, ccREL and METSRights as well as some additional elements that are needed 

to implement a selected set of licenses of digital documents of the SLUB in their METS 

metadata file. Additional vocabulary terms that are not available in the RELs will be 

created, defined and described. The whole profile is named SLUBRights Profile.  

The application profile documents only the elements that are used to describe the repre-

sentative licenses. The aim is the clear depiction and description of the used elements 

from several sources according to the rules of METS, ODRL, ccREL and METSRights.  

The document provides first basic information about resources and technical implemen-

tation as well as a short introduction of the used METS elements. Then, the representa-

tive licenses which are translated into RELs are introduced. It follows a detailed de-

scription of the RELs’ elements. The structure follows this scheme: the model elements 

are introduced by name, subelements, the assigned vocabulary elements and an exem-

plary code block. External, or self-defined elements, are introduced in an own section.  

Additional to the REL code, solutions with URIs are given in the document, too. The 

use of URIs is not an application of a REL, but the reader should be informed about 

other possible solutions. To facilitate the comprehension of the elements’ application, 

the code block of each “translated” license is provided as an example in Appendix 6 to 

Appendix 16.  
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2 Resources, Namespaces and Prefixes  

The main resources are the two RELs that are used in this application profile. Here, the 

sources of the main information are given:  

 ODRL Version 2.1 Core Model 

https://www.w3.org/community/odrl/model/2-1/  

 ODRL Version 2.1 Common Vocabulary 

https://www.w3.org/community/odrl/vocab/2-1/  

 METSRights – RightsDeclarationMD  

http://www.loc.gov/standards/rights/METSRights.xsd  

 ccREL  

http://creativecommons.org/ns# 

 

Namespaces are the part of the URI that indicate from which metadata schema an ele-

ment is taken. It is supplemented by the respective elements name:  

 ODRL Version 2.1 http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/  

 ccREL Vocabulary http://creativecommons.org/ns#  

 SLUBRights Vocabulary  http://www.slub-dresden.de/SLUBRights/#  

 

The ccREL vocabulary can be used within ODRL, so this namespace is listed here, alt-

hough the REL itself is not used. As METSRights does not use URIs no namespace has 

to be named.  

Prefixes are used in the XML code to indicate in a short form the source of the schema 

to which the element belongs to. Here, the following three are used:  

 odrl:  ODRL elements (the ccREL vocabulary uses this prefix, too)  

 slub:  SLUB vocabulary 

 metsr:  METSRights vocabulary 

  

https://www.w3.org/community/odrl/model/2-1/
https://www.w3.org/community/odrl/vocab/2-1/
http://www.loc.gov/standards/rights/METSRights.xsd
http://creativecommons.org/ns
http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/
http://creativecommons.org/ns
http://www.slub-dresden.de/SLUBRights/
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3 Application in METS file 

The license description translated in the preferred REL has to be stored in a METS 

metadata file. In this section, it is outlined how the information can be stored correctly.  

3.1 METS – Administrative Metadata 

All rights information must be stored according to the METS schema in the section of 

Administrative Metadata (Library of Congress, 2011b). In the XML file, this section is 

named <amdSec>. Besides technical and source metadata, there is a subsection called 

Intellectual Property Rights Metadata for the copyright and license information. In 

the XML file, this section is named <rightsMD>.  

Basically the data from the application profile should be placed between the bold sec-

tions:  

<mets:mets [...]> 

<mets:metsHdr [...]> 

</mets:metsHdr> 

<mets:amdSec> 

<mets:rightsMD ID="RMD1"> 

<!--Here, the license can be embedded.--> 

</mets:rightsMD>  

</mets:amdSec> 

</mets:mets> 

 

[...] indicates that information is not presented here in order to prevent distraction from 

the relevant information. There are two ways to embed the information in this metadata 

field: the <mdWrap> and the <mdRef> element.  

3.2 METS – <mdWrap> or <mdRef> 

The <mdWrap> element is used if the license is embedded completely in the metadata. 

The <mdRef> element is used, if a URI is used that directs to the source describing the 

license.  

The <mdRef> element looks for example:  

<mets:amdSec> 

<mets:rightsMD ID="RMD1"> 

<mets:mdRef LOCTYPE="URL" MDTYPE="OTHER" LABEL="Creative Commons license" 

xlink:href="http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0"/> 

</mets:rightsMD> 

</mets:amdSec> 
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The <mdWrap> element looks for example:  

<mets:amdSec> 

<mets:rightsMD ID="RMD1"> 

<mets:mdWrap MDTYPE="OTHER" OTHERMDTYPE="ODRL"> 

<mets:xmlData> 

odrl:Policy xmlns:odrl="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/" 

type="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/Offer" uid="http://digital.slub-

dresden.de/policy:0231">  

<odrl:permission> 

<odrl:asset uid="http://digital.slub-

dresden.de/id280742827" rela-

tion="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/target"/> 

<odrl:action 

name="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/distribute"/> 

<odrl:party uid="http://digital.slub-dresden.de" func-

tion="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/assigner"/> 

<odrl:duty uid="d1"> 

<odrl:action 

name="http://creativecommons.org/ns#ShareAlike"/>Share 

Alike 

</odrl:duty> 

<odrl:duty uid="d1"> 

<odrl:action 

name="http://creativecommons.org/ns#Attribution"/>Attr

ibution 

</odrl:duty> 

</odrl:permission> 

</odrl:Policy> 

</mets:xmlData> 

</mets:mdWrap> 

</mets:rightsMD> 

</mets:amdSec>  

 

In both cases the content depends on the license which is included in the metadata file.  
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4 License Information  

The SLUBRights use case is based upon the requirements to integrate the following li-

cense information in the METS metadata file:  

 Creative Commons CC-BY-SA 4.0  

This license indicates that the document can be published according to the CC-

BY-SA 4.0 license.  

 Rights reserved - free access  

This license indicates that the document can be freely accessed for private or ac-

ademic use.  

 One workstation in the SLUB  

This license indicates that the document can only be displayed by the work-

station with the MAC address 04-21-7E-FD-83-27. 

 All workstations in the SLUB  

This license indicates that the document can be displayed, printed and down-

loaded only with workstations that are part of the IP range of the SLUB.  

 Total restriction  

This license indicates that the document cannot be used publicly at all.  

 Only display  

This license indicates that the document can only be displayed.  

 Only library users  

This license indicates that the document can be displayed, printed and down-

loaded only by library users. A second party, the assignee, is used as group that 

represents all users of the library.  

 Specific collections  

This license indicates may be printed out or downloaded for purposes of private 

research and forwarded to others, person to person, for research purposes.  

 Embargo  

This license indicates that the document can be distributed according to the CC-

BY-SA license only from the first of January 2025 onwards, but can already be 

displayed from the first of January 2020 onwards. 

 Access restrictions by age  

This license indicates that the document can be used by recipients that are 18 or 

older.  

 Duration of archiving  

This license indicates that the document must be archived according to the digi-

tal long term preservation rules for ten years.  

The decision, which REL is appropriate to depict the license has to be taken by the us-

ers. In this case, reasons for the decision are given in the first part of the thesis.  

In the next section, the elements that are needed for these licenses are introduced, de-

scribed and enriched with examples.  
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5 SLUBRights Use Case and Vocabulary  

5.1 ODRL  

ODRL consists of several model elements - the entities - which can be connected to 

describe a license logically. Vocabulary elements are used to define entities.  

The ODRL vocabulary elements are allocated to the ODRL entities. Thus, for each enti-

ty, the used vocabulary terms and additional information like uids are named and ex-

plained. In addition, an example is given that shows the elements in XML code. Please 

refer to the 2.1 core model of the ODRL Community Group (2015d) for further infor-

mation about each of the following entities. As the descriptions of the entities used here 

are widely adopted from this source, but not copied, it offers additional information that 

may help understanding the respective entity.  

Policy entity  

As policy entity, offer is used for each license, because an assigner has to be named, 

which seems to be appropriate for the identification of the institution that defines the 

license. In addition, this policy offers the opportunity to use an assignee optionally.  

 http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/Offer  

The uid of each offer is a virtual one, assembled by the SLUB namespace and a fic-

tional id-number, like:  

 http://www.slub-dresden.de/policy:0400  

Example:  

<odrl:Policy xmlns:odrl="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/" 

type="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/Offer" uid="http://digital.slub-

dresden.de/policy:0400">  

 

Asset entity  

As asset, a digitised document of the SLUB is used of which the PURL (it could be any 

other persistent identifier like URN or DOI) is used as uid:  

 http://digital.slub-dresden.de/id280742827 

As relation, target is applied indicating that the asset is the primary object to which 

the elements of the license apply:  

 http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/target  

Example:  

<odrl:asset uid="http://digital.slub-dresden.de/id280742827" rela-

tion="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/target"/>  

 

Party entity 

As party the two following entities are used:  

 http://www.slub-dresden.de  

 http://www.slub-dresden.de/class:usersslub  

Functions and scopes of the role of a party  

http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/Offer
http://www.slub-dresden.de/policy:0400
http://digital.slub-dresden.de/id414906306-19380000
http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/target
http://www.slub-dresden.de/
http://www.slub-dresden.de/class:usersslub
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The first party is the SLUB, which is the assigner of all licenses. As uid, the URL of 

the SLUB’s website is used. In many cases the assets can be used without identifica-

tion of the assignees. If there is no need for identification, the role assignee is ignored. 

The second party is the exception, as regarding the assets that can be only used by 

SLUB users, the assignees have to be defined and identified as users of the SLUB. So, 

the following two functions for the parties are used:  

 http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/assigner  

 http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/assignee  

As it is not possible to identify all users of the SLUB in the metadata file, a group of the 

assignees was defined. This needs, of course, a practical enforcement by other systems, 

where the user’s information is stored. The uid is again the URL of the SLUBs website, 

but extended by class:usersslub indicating that only SLUB users can be the assignee. 

The following scope is used:  

 http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/Group  

Example:  

<odrl:party uid="http://slub-dresden.de" func-

tion="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/assigner"/> 

 

<odrl:party uid="http://slub-dresden.de/class:usersslub" func-

tion="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/assignee" 

scope="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/Group"/> 

 

Permission entity 

This indicates which actions regarding an asset are permitted. This element is defined 

by its sub-elements, which may be asset, action, party, duty, constraint. These ele-

ments and their values are described below.  

Example:  

<odrl:permission> 

<odrl:asset uid="http://digital.slub-dresden.de/id280742827" rela-

tion="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/target"/> 

<odrl:action name="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/distribute"/> 

<odrl:party uid="http://www.slub-dresden.de" func-

tion="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/assigner"/> 

<odrl:duty uid="d1"> 

<odrl:action name="http://creativecommons.org/ns#ShareAlike"/> 

</odrl:duty> 

<odrl:duty uid="d2"> 

<odrl:action name="http://creativecommons.org/ns#Attribution"/> 

</odrl:duty> 

</odrl:permission> 

 

Prohibition entity 

It is similar to permission, but it indicates which actions regarding an asset are prohib-

ited. This element is also defined by its sub-elements, which may be asset, action, par-

ty, duty, constraint. These elements, respectively their values, are described below. 

  

http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/assigner
http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/assignee
http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/Group
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Example:  

<odrl:prohibition> 

<odrl:asset uid="http://digital.slub-dresden.de/id280742827" rela-

tion="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/target"/> 

<odrl:action name="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/use"/> 

<odrl:party uid="http://www.slub-dresden.de" func-

tion="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/assigner"/>  

</odrl:prohibition> 

 

Duty entity 

The duty entity indicates that the assigner has to meet some demands to perform an 

action on the asset. This could be a payment or a registration. In this profile, only the 

two duties share alike and attribution, according to the CREATIVE COMMONS license, 

are used:  

 http://creativecommons.org/ns#ShareAlike  

 http://creativecommons.org/ns#Attribution  

According to the ODRL 2.1 recommendation, the ccREL vocabulary is used here. Alt-

hough the URI is not http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/, it can be used with the prefix of 

ODRL.  

Example:  

<odrl:duty uid="d2"> 

<odrl:action name="http://creativecommons.org/ns#Attribution"/> 

 

Action entity 

The action entity indicates the operations that are permitted or prohibited by the as-

signer regarding the asset. In this profile, five actions of the ODRL vocabulary are 

used:  

 http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/aggregate  

 http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/display  

 http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/print  

 http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/distribute 

 http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/use  

Example:  

<odrl:action name="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/display"/> 

 

Constraint entity 

The constraint entity indicates limitations and restrictions to the permission, the pro-

hibition and duty entities. In this profile, five constraints of the ODRL vocabulary are 

used:  

 http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/timeInterval  

 http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/virtualLocation  

 http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/systemDevice  

http://creativecommons.org/ns#ShareAlike
http://creativecommons.org/ns#Attribution
http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/
http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/aggregate
http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/display
http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/print
http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/distribute
http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/use
http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/timeInterval
http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/virtualLocation
http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/systemDevice
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 http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/recipient  

 http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/dateTime  

For each constraint, an operator and a right operand are required. A data type is op-

tional. These elements are described below.  

Example:  

<odrl:action name="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/display"/> 

<odrl:constraint name="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/systemDevice" opera-

tor="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/eq" rightOperand="04-21-7E-FD-83-27" 

dataType="https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MAC_address"/> 

 

Operators for constraints  

Operators are used to define the ratio of a constraint to a given right operand that has 

to be defined. For example, the age of a user has to be greater than or equal (gteq) to 18 

years. In this profile, four operators of the ODRL vocabulary are used: 

 http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/lteq  

 http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/isPartOf  

 http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/eq  

 http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/gteq  

These are the operators applied in the examined licenses. It is possible to use any other 

operator which is necessary to describe other licenses.  

Example:  

<odrl:action name="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/display"/> 

<odrl:constraint name="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/systemDevice" opera-

tor="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/eq" rightOperand="04-21-7E-FD-83-27" 

dataType="https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MAC_address"/> 

 

Right operand  

Right operands are not defined by the ODRL vocabulary. Therefore, the used values of 

the rights operands are listed in 2.2 ODRL External vocabulary.  

Data type  

Data types are not defined by the ODRL vocabulary. Therefore, the used values of the 

data types are listed in 2.2 ODRL External vocabulary.  

 

5.2 ODRL External Vocabulary  

Although ODRL offers a variety of vocabulary elements, it is not enough to depict all 

licenses. Thus, additional elements have to be used. This external vocabulary is present-

ed in this section.  

5.2.1 External Vocabulary / Right Operand  

Right operands are values that must be compared to and met by the demand (defined by 

the operator) of a constraint. For example, the MAC address of a workstation must 

http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/recipient
http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/dateTime
http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/lteq
http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/isPartOf
http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/eq
http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/gteq
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meet the demanded value in the license. This can also be the age of a user, a specific 

date … In this profile, six right operands are used: 

 2015-07-01T08:12:52/P10Y  

date and time interval according to ISO 8601  

 04-21-7E-FD-83-27 

MAC-address  

 18 

age 

 2025-01-01 

date according to ISO 8601 

 2020-01-01 

date according to ISO 8601 

 All working stations of the SLUB  

http://www.slub-dresden.de/iprangeslub  

This is a fictional right operand to demonstrate that it is possible to define own 

ones. Of course, existing standards like ISO, FOAF should be used, if available.  

These are the values applied in the examined licenses. It is possible to use any other 

value which is necessary to describe other licenses.  

Example:  

<odrl:action name="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/display"/> 

<odrl:constraint name="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/systemDevice" opera-

tor="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/eq" rightOperand="04-21-7E-FD-83-27" 

dataType="https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MAC_address"/> 

 

5.2.2 External Vocabulary / Data Type 

Data type is the element that defines the right operand. Time or date values can easily 

be recognised, but other values like user age or the MAC address cannot easily be rec-

ognized and interpreted. Therefore, it should be specified by the data type. In this pro-

file, three data types are used:  

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MAC_address  

this data type indicates that the right operand is a MAC address  

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IP_address  

this data type indicates that the right operand is an IP address  

 http://xmlns.com/foaf/spec/#term_age  

this data type indicates that the right operand is the age of a person  

Dates and time intervals are not specified by data type as it is clear by the name of the 

constraint, like timeinterval and of course by the value itself.  

Example:  

<odrl:action name="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/use"/>  

<odrl:constraint name="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/recipient" opera-

tor="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/gteq" rightOperand="18" 

dataType="http://xmlns.com/foaf/spec/#term_age"/> 

 

http://www.slub-dresden.de/iprangeslub
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MAC_address
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IP_address
http://xmlns.com/foaf/spec/#term_age
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5.2.3 SLUBRights Vocabulary  

As the ODRL vocabulary does not meet all the demands of the licenses of the SLUB, 

two vocabulary terms have been created that can be used in the ODRL entity action:  

 http://www.slub-dresden.de/longtermpreservation  

this action indicates that the asset is allowed for or must be preserved for a pe-

riod that is defined in a rightOperand  

 http://www.slub-dresden.de/download  

this action indicates that the asset can be downloaded. It must be specified in 

which format and resolution (PDF, TIFF …) the asset can be downloaded.  

 http://www.slub-dresden.de/nouse  

this action indicates that the asset cannot be used. This means that no public 

presentation or distribution is permitted. This action can be used for digital doc-

uments being digitised due to reasons of preservation.  

One vocabulary term has been created that can be used in ODRL as rightOperand: 

 http://www.slub-dresden.de/iprangeslub  

this right operand defines the constraint named virtual location by permit-

ting an action only on workstations in the IP range of the SLUB 

5.3 METSRights  

Unlike ODRL, METSRights does not provide elements defined by URIs. Thus, only the 

used metadata fields of the XML schema are presented here for the two licenses:  

 Rights reserved - free access  

 Specific collections / presentations  

In these, three model elements are used which are specified by the textual license or 

other elements:  

 <RightsDeclaration>  

This element contains the textual license that can be displayed to inform the user 

about the terms of use.  

 <RightsHolder>  

This element contains information about the RightsHolder. 

 <RightsHolderName>  

 <RightsHolderContact> 

 <RightsHolderContactAddress> 

 <RightsHolderContactEmail> 

 <Context>  

This element offers basic opportunities to describe permitted or prohibited ac-

tions. 

 <Permissions>  

 <Constraints>  

 <ConstraintDescription>  

http://www.slub-dresden.de/longtermpreservation
http://www.slub-dresden.de/download
http://www.slub-dresden.de/nouse
http://www.slub-dresden.de/iprangeslub
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Examples:  

<metsr:RightsDeclaration> 

Objects of the stock of the SLUB, whose license is "Rights reserved - free access", 

may be used free of charge for academic and private purposes provided that the 

source is acknowledged completely. Use of individual images in academic publica-

tions with an edition of less than 1,000 copies shall also be free of charge. The 

commercial use of these objects may be subject to charge and requires the prior 

written consent of the rights holder; subject to the right to prohibit use in each 

individual case. 

</metsr:RightsDeclaration> 

 

<metsr:RightsHolder RIGHTSHOLDERID="SLUB"> 

<metsr:RightsHolderName>SLUB</RightsHolderName> 

<metsr:RightsHolderContact> 

<metsr:RightsHolderContactAddress> 

Zellescher Weg 18, 01069 Dresden 

</metsr:RightsHolderContactAddress> 

<metsr:RightsHolderContactEmail> 

slub@slub-dresden.de 

</RightsHolderContactEmail> 

</metsr:RightsHolderContact> 

</metsr:RightsHolder> 

 

<metsr:Context CONTEXTCLASS="GENERAL PUBLIC"> 

<metsr:Permissions DISCOVER="true" DISPLAY="true" COPY="true" DUPLICATE="true" 

MODIFY="true" DELETE="false" PRINT="true" OTHER="false"/> 

<metsr:Constraints CONSTRAINTTYPE="RE-USE"> 

<metsr:ConstraintDescription>Users are allowed to use objects of the docu-

ment for publication in the private or scientific area in a run of less 

than 1000 copies. Commercial usage requires a license and might be liable 

to costs.</metsr:ConstraintDescription> 

</metsr:Constraints> 

</metsr:Context> 

5.4 <mdRef> URI 

It is possible in METS to use URIs as rights information. This demands that detailed 

information is given at the place to which the URI refers to. To facilitate the assessment 

of the differences between the <mdRef> and <mdWrap> elements in METS, both are of-

fered in the code block, when it is possible. It must be stated that the use of URIs is a 

“simple” completion of metadata fields and does not apply any REL. Nevertheless, both 

options could be applied. As <mdRef> URIs, the following are used:  

 http://www.slub-dresden.de/ArchivingDuration/P10Y  

it indicates that the asset must be archived for at least ten years  

 http://www.slub-dresden.de/RR-FA 

it indicates that the asset can be used according to the license rights reserved – 

free access  

 http://www.slub-dresden.de/RR-FA-SP  

it indicates that the asset can be used according to the license rights reserved – 

free access – special presentation  

 http://www.slub-dresden.de/LibraryInternalUseAllWorkstations  

it indicates that the asset can be used at all workstations inside the library  

 http://www.slub-dresden.de/LibraryInternalOneWorkstation/04-21-7E-FD-83-27  

it indicates that the asset can only be used at one workstation inside the library 

with the MAC address 04-21-7E-FD-83-27  

http://www.slub-dresden.de/ArchivingDuration/P10Y
http://www.slub-dresden.de/RR-FA
http://www.slub-dresden.de/RR-FA-SP
http://www.slub-dresden.de/LibraryInternalUseAllWorkstations
http://www.slub-dresden.de/LibraryInternalOneWorkstation/04-21-7E-FD-83-27
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 http://www.slub-dresden.de/UsageRestrictionAge18  

it indicates that the asset can only be used by users that are at least 18 years old  

 http://www.slub-

dresden.de/UsageRestrictionLibraryUsersDisplayPrintDownload  

it indicates that library users can display, print and download the asset  

 http://www.slub-dresden.de/UsageRestrictionOnlyDisplay  

it indicates that the asset can only be displayed  

 http://www.slub-dresden.de/UsageTotalRestriction  

it indicates that the asset cannot be used publicly at all  

 http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0  

it indicates that the asset can be used according to the license CC-BY-SA  

  

http://www.slub-dresden.de/UsageRestrictionAge18
http://www.slub-dresden.de/UsageRestrictionLibraryUsersDisplayPrintDownload
http://www.slub-dresden.de/UsageRestrictionLibraryUsersDisplayPrintDownload
http://www.slub-dresden.de/UsageRestrictionOnlyDisplay
http://www.slub-dresden.de/UsageTotalRestriction
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0
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6 Examples 

Taken into consideration the difficulties in grasping the complex theoretic explanation, 

examples for the examined licenses are given in this section. Due to the extent of the 

examples and its effect on the layout of the document, they are included as appendices.  

The examples contain both the <mdWrap> element and the <mdRef> element, if the latter 

can be applied reasonably.  

 Creative Commons CC-BY-SA 4.0  

Appendix 6: Code block - Creative Commons CC-BY-SA 4.0 

 rights reserved - free access 

Appendix 7: Code block - Rights Reserved : Free Access 

 one workstation in the SLUB 

Appendix 8: Code block - One Workstation in the SLUB 

 all workstations in the SLUB 

Appendix 9: Code block - All Workstations in the SLUB 

 total restriction  

Appendix 10: Code block - Total Restriction 

 only display  

Appendix 11: Code block - Only Display 

 only library users 

Appendix 12: Code block - Only Library Users 

 specific collections 

Appendix 13: Code block - Specific Collections / Presentations 

 embargo 

Appendix 14: Code block - Embargo 

 access restrictions by age 

Appendix 15: Code block - Restrictions by Age 

 duration of archiving  

Appendix 16: Code block - Duration of Archiving 
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7 Conclusion  

This application profile is created to define and explain the elements that are used to 

express a set of representative licenses of digital documents of the SLUB. Some ele-

ments included do not enable a real practical application because they are theoretical 

ones. This includes the definition of own vocabulary terms, the Wikipedia-URLs or the 

definition of own URIs to describe licenses. Thus, despite the attempt to design this 

profile as an official document, it must be regarded as a summary of the theoretical find-

ings of the thesis.  

The information given is supposed to initiate a discussion about the technical and con-

ceptual implementation of the RELs to include license information in the metadata of 

digital documents.  
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Appendix 18: Exemplary Application Profile  

 

 

 

 

SLUBRights Profile  

 

(Version 2 – Exemplary Application Profile) 

 

 

 

Version information: The following changes to version 1 were carried out:  

 

In section 1 Introduction, the representative licenses are mentioned, because one aim is 

to “translate” these licenses into a REL.  

In section 2 Resources, Namespaces and Prefixes the namespace of METSRights is 

added and the namespaces are better explained to avoid misunderstandings.  

In section 3.3 Introduction of the examined RELs it is explained that the uid needs to be 

a resolvable URI, Qname or Qcode.  

In section 4 License Information it is explained in more detail, why specific representa-

tive licenses are used in the application profile.  

In section 5.2.1 External Vocabulary / Right Operand it is referred to section 5.2.2 Ex-

ternal Vocabulary / Data Type, where data type is explained to avoid misunderstand-

ings.  

In section 5.2.1 External Vocabulary / Right Operand it is stated that the MAC address-

es have to be used according to ISO/IEC standard. 

In section 5.2.3 SLUBRights Vocabulary the allowed download options are explained 

according to practical utilisation in the SLUB.  

In section 5.4 <mdRef> URI only the URI which is supposed to be used is mentioned. 

The other ones which only illustrate other possible options are removed from the appli-

cation profile.  

In section 7 Conclusion it is emphasised that other application profiles must contain 

other licenses if they are based on different demands.  

In the examples in Appendix 6: Code block - Creative Commons CC-BY-SA 4.0 until 

Appendix 16: Code block - Duration of Archiving the <mdRef> and <mdWrap> solutions 

are separated. 
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1 Introduction 

Aim of the application profile 

The aim of this application profile is the development of a framework containing the 

basic elements which are necessary to use Rights Expression Languages (REL) to store 

license information in the METS metadata file of digital documents. Basic necessary 

elements are the used elements of the RELs as well as namespaces and prefixes that are 

needed to create a valid XML code. In addition, the METS schema is explained as far as 

it is necessary to store the information correctly in a METS file. Based on this infor-

mation, representative licenses from one institution are translated into specific RELs 

and are implemented in METS.  

It is supposed to demonstrate which elements are needed and how they are technically 

implemented in a holistic way. It is not the aim of the application profile to define each 

element as for example the specific terms of download (high resolution files, PDF-

download …). Thus, this framework has to be seen as a blueprint to develop standard-

ised application profiles for specific and/or wide user groups. According to the digital 

library manifesto (Candela et al., 2007), the application profile is located at the DL de-

veloper level. The licenses of the SLUB are used to create a scenario for the examples 

and to facilitate the understanding of the technical aspects.  

Target group of the application profile  

Due to the aim of the application profile, the target groups are conceptual or technical 

developers. They can use this application profile in two ways. On the one hand to de-

velop it according to the needs of institutions, as for example to choose and define other 

elements to describe licenses, or, on the other hand, it can be used as a basis regarding 

the development of software or editors, which is necessary to facilitate the input of the 

license information in the metadata by end users.  

Summary  

This document specifies the elements of the Rights Expression Languages ODRL Ver-

sion 2.1, ccREL and METSRights as well as some additional elements that are needed 

to implement a selected set of licenses of digital documents of the SLUB in their METS 

metadata file. Additional vocabulary terms that are not available in the RELs will be 

created, defined and described. The whole profile is named SLUBRights Profile.  

The application profile documents only the elements that are used to describe the repre-

sentative licenses. The aim is the clear depiction and description of the used elements 

from several sources according to the rules of METS, ODRL, ccREL and METSRights.  

The document provides first basic information about resources and technical implemen-

tation as well as a short introduction of the used METS elements. Then, the representa-

tive licenses which are translated into RELs are introduced. It follows a detailed de-

scription of the RELs’ elements. The structure follows this scheme: the model elements 

are introduced by name, subelements, the assigned vocabulary elements and an exem-

plary code block. External, or self-defined elements, are introduced in an own section.  

Additional to the REL code, solutions with URIs are given in the document, too. The 

use of URIs is not an application of a REL, but the reader should be informed about 

other possible solutions.  
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To facilitate the comprehension of the elements’ application, the code block of each 

“translated” license is provided as an example in Appendix 6 to Appendix 16.  

2 Resources, Namespaces and Prefixes  

The main resources are the two RELs that are used in this application profile. Here, the 

sources of the main information are given:  

 ODRL Version 2.1 Core Model 

https://www.w3.org/community/odrl/model/2-1/  

 ODRL Version 2.1 Common Vocabulary 

https://www.w3.org/community/odrl/vocab/2-1/  

 METSRights – RightsDeclarationMD  

http://www.loc.gov/standards/rights/METSRights.xsd  

 ccREL  

http://creativecommons.org/ns# 

 

Namespaces indicate and define the elements and attributes used in an XML file. The 

following ones are used:  

 ODRL Version 2.1 http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/  

 ccREL Vocabulary http://creativecommons.org/ns#  

 SLUBRights Vocabulary  http://www.slub-dresden.de/SLUBRights/#  

 METSRights  http://www.loc.gov/standards/rights/METSRights.xsd 

The namespaces are also the basis for vocabulary URIs for certain RELs. That means, 

the URI of the REL can be extended by defined vocabulary terms.  

The ccREL vocabulary can be used within ODRL, so this namespace is listed here, alt-

hough the REL itself is not used.  

Prefixes are used in the XML code to indicate in a short form the source of the schema 

to which the element belongs to. Here, the following three are used:  

 metsr:  METSRights vocabulary 

 odrl:  ODRL elements (the ccREL vocabulary uses this prefix, too)  

 slub:  SLUB vocabulary 

  

https://www.w3.org/community/odrl/model/2-1/
https://www.w3.org/community/odrl/vocab/2-1/
http://www.loc.gov/standards/rights/METSRights.xsd
http://creativecommons.org/ns
http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/
http://creativecommons.org/ns
http://www.slub-dresden.de/SLUBRights/
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3 Application in METS file 

The license description translated in the preferred REL has to be stored in a METS 

metadata file. In this section, it is outlined how the information can be stored correctly.  

3.1 METS – Administrative Metadata 

All rights information must be stored according to the METS schema in the section of 

Administrative Metadata (Library of Congress, 2011b). In the XML file, this section is 

named <amdSec>. Besides technical and source metadata, there is a subsection called 

Intellectual Property Rights Metadata for the copyright and license information. In 

the XML file, this section is named <rightsMD>.  

Basically the data from the application profile should be placed between the bold sec-

tions:  

<mets:mets [...]> 

<mets:metsHdr [...]> 

</mets:metsHdr> 

<mets:amdSec> 

<mets:rightsMD ID="RMD1"> 

<!--Here, the license can be embedded.--> 

</mets:rightsMD>  

</mets:amdSec> 

</mets:mets> 

 

[...] indicates that information is not presented here in order to prevent distraction from 

the relevant information. There are two ways to embed the information in this metadata 

field: the <mdWrap> and the <mdRef> element.  

3.2 METS – <mdWrap> or <mdRef> 

The <mdWrap> element is used if the license is embedded completely in the metadata. 

The <mdRef> element is used, if a URI is used that directs to the source describing the 

license.  

The <mdRef> element looks for example:  

<mets:amdSec> 

<mets:rightsMD ID="RMD1"> 

<mets:mdRef LOCTYPE="URL" MDTYPE="OTHER" LABEL="Creative Commons license" 

xlink:href="http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0"/> 

</mets:rightsMD> 

</mets:amdSec> 
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The <mdWrap> element looks for example:  

<mets:amdSec> 

<mets:rightsMD ID="RMD1"> 

<mets:mdWrap MDTYPE="OTHER" OTHERMDTYPE="ODRL"> 

<mets:xmlData> 

odrl:Policy xmlns:odrl="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/" 

type="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/Offer" uid="http://digital.slub-

dresden.de/policy:0231">  

<odrl:permission> 

<odrl:asset uid="http://digital.slub-

dresden.de/id280742827" rela-

tion="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/target"/> 

<odrl:action 

name="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/distribute"/> 

<odrl:party uid="http://digital.slub-dresden.de" func-

tion="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/assigner"/> 

<odrl:duty uid="d1"> 

<odrl:action 

name="http://creativecommons.org/ns#ShareAlike"/>Share 

Alike 

</odrl:duty> 

<odrl:duty uid="d1"> 

<odrl:action 

name="http://creativecommons.org/ns#Attribution"/>Attr

ibution 

</odrl:duty> 

</odrl:permission> 

</odrl:Policy> 

</mets:xmlData> 

</mets:mdWrap> 

</mets:rightsMD> 

</mets:amdSec>  

 

In both cases the content depends on the license that needs to be included in the metada-

ta file. 
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4 License Information  

The SLUBRights use case is based upon the requirements to integrate the following li-

cense information in the METS metadata file, which have been examined in the thesis. 

Specific licenses are chosen to identify the necessary REL elements which need to be 

defined. Specific values or elements can then be replaced by the current demands.
 
 

 Creative Commons CC-BY-SA 4.0  

This license indicates that the document can be published according to the CC-

BY-SA 4.0 license.  

 Rights reserved - free access  

This license indicates that the document can be freely accessed for private or ac-

ademic use.  

 One workstation in the SLUB  

This license indicates that the document can only be displayed by the work-

station with the MAC address 04-21-7E-FD-83-27. 

 All workstations in the SLUB  

This license indicates that the document can be displayed, printed and down-

loaded only with workstations that are part of the IP range of the SLUB.  

 Total restriction  

This license indicates that the document cannot be used publicly at all.  

 Only display  

This license indicates that the document can only be displayed.  

 Only library users  

This license indicates that the document can be displayed, printed and down-

loaded only by library users. A second party, the assignee, is used as group that 

represents all users of the library.  

 Specific collections  

This license indicates may be printed out or downloaded for purposes of private 

research and forwarded to others, person to person, for research purposes.  

 Embargo  

This license indicates that the document can be distributed according to the CC-

BY-SA license only from the first of January 2025 onwards, but can already be 

displayed from the first of January 2020 onwards. 

 Access restrictions by age  

This license indicates that the document can be used by recipients that are 18 or 

older.  

 Duration of archiving  

This license indicates that the document must be archived according to the digi-

tal long term preservation rules for ten years.  

The decision, which REL is appropriate to depict the license has to be taken by the us-

ers. In this case, reasons for the decision are given in the first part of the thesis.  

In the next section, the elements that are needed for these licenses are introduced, de-

scribed and enriched with examples.  
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5 SLUBRights Use Case and Vocabulary  

5.1 ODRL  

ODRL consists of several model elements - the entities - which can be connected to 

describe a license logically. Vocabulary elements are used to define entities.  

The ODRL vocabulary elements are allocated to the ODRL entities. Thus, for each enti-

ty, the used vocabulary terms and additional information like uids are named and ex-

plained. In addition, an example is given that shows the elements in XML code. Please 

refer to the 2.1 core model of the ODRL Community Group (2015d) for further infor-

mation about each of the following entities. As the descriptions of the entities used here 

are widely adopted from this source, but not copied, it offers additional information that 

may help understanding the respective entity.  

Policy entity  

As policy entity, offer is used for each license, because an assigner has to be named, 

which seems to be appropriate for the identification of the institution that defines the 

license. In addition, this policy offers the opportunity to use an assignee optionally.  

 http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/Offer  

The uid of each offer is a virtual one, assembled by the SLUB namespace and a fic-

tional id-number, like:  

 http://www.slub-dresden.de/policy:0400  

In a real application profile, the URI must be a resolvable one or a Qcode or a Qname 

according to the ODRL Version 2.1 XML Encoding (2015f). For the exemplary appli-

cation profile, no resolvable URIs could be created.  

Example:  

<odrl:Policy xmlns:odrl="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/" 

type="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/Offer" uid="http://digital.slub-

dresden.de/policy:0400">  

 

Asset entity  

As asset, a digitised document of the SLUB is used of which the PURL (it could be any 

other persistent identifier like URN or DOI) is used as uid:  

 http://digital.slub-dresden.de/id280742827 

As relation, target is applied indicating that the asset is the primary object to which 

the elements of the license apply:  

 http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/target  

Example:  

<odrl:asset uid="http://digital.slub-dresden.de/id280742827" rela-

tion="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/target"/>  

 

  

http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/Offer
http://www.slub-dresden.de/policy:0400
http://digital.slub-dresden.de/id414906306-19380000
http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/target
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Party entity 

As party the two following entities are used:  

 http://www.slub-dresden.de  

 http://www.slub-dresden.de/class:usersslub  

Functions and scopes of the role of a party  

The first party is the SLUB, which is the assigner of all licenses. As uid, the URL of 

the SLUB’s website is used. In many cases the assets can be used without identifica-

tion of the assignees. If there is no need for identification, the role assignee is ignored. 

The second party is the exception, as regarding the assets that can be only used by 

SLUB users, the assignees have to be defined and identified as users of the SLUB. So, 

the following two functions for the parties are used:  

 http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/assigner  

 http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/assignee  

As it is not possible to identify all users of the SLUB in the metadata file, a group of the 

assignees was defined. This needs, of course, a practical enforcement by other systems, 

where the user’s information is stored. The uid is again the URL of the SLUBs website, 

but extended by class:usersslub indicating that only SLUB users can be the assignee. 

The following scope is used:  

 http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/Group  

Example:  

<odrl:party uid="http://slub-dresden.de" func-

tion="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/assigner"/> 

 

<odrl:party uid="http://slub-dresden.de/class:usersslub" func-

tion="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/assignee" 

scope="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/Group"/> 

 

Permission entity 

This indicates which actions regarding an asset are permitted. This element is defined 

by its sub-elements, which may be asset, action, party, duty, constraint. These ele-

ments and their values are described below.  

Example:  

<odrl:permission> 

<odrl:asset uid="http://digital.slub-dresden.de/id280742827" rela-

tion="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/target"/> 

<odrl:action name="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/distribute"/> 

<odrl:party uid="http://www.slub-dresden.de" func-

tion="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/assigner"/> 

<odrl:duty uid="d1"> 

<odrl:action name="http://creativecommons.org/ns#ShareAlike"/> 

</odrl:duty> 

<odrl:duty uid="d2"> 

<odrl:action name="http://creativecommons.org/ns#Attribution"/> 

</odrl:duty> 

</odrl:permission> 

 

  

http://www.slub-dresden.de/
http://www.slub-dresden.de/class:usersslub
http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/assigner
http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/assignee
http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/Group
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Prohibition entity 

It is similar to permission, but it indicates which actions regarding an asset are prohib-

ited. This element is also defined by its sub-elements, which may be asset, action, par-

ty, duty, constraint. These elements, respectively their values, are described below. 

Example:  

<odrl:prohibition> 

<odrl:asset uid="http://digital.slub-dresden.de/id280742827" rela-

tion="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/target"/> 

<odrl:action name="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/use"/> 

<odrl:party uid="http://www.slub-dresden.de" func-

tion="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/assigner"/>  

</odrl:prohibition> 

 

Duty entity 

The duty entity indicates that the assigner has to meet some demands to perform an 

action on the asset. This could be a payment or a registration. In this profile, only the 

two duties share alike and attribution, according to the CREATIVE COMMONS license, 

are used:  

 http://creativecommons.org/ns#ShareAlike  

 http://creativecommons.org/ns#Attribution  

According to the ODRL 2.1 recommendation, the ccREL vocabulary is used here. Alt-

hough the URI is not http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/, it can be used with the prefix of 

ODRL.  

Example:  

<odrl:duty uid="d2"> 

<odrl:action name="http://creativecommons.org/ns#Attribution"/> 

 

Action entity 

The action entity indicates the operations that are permitted or prohibited by the as-

signer regarding the asset. In this profile, five actions of the ODRL vocabulary are 

used:  

 http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/aggregate  

 http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/display  

 http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/print  

 http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/distribute 

 http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/use  

Example:  

<odrl:action name="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/display"/> 

 

  

http://creativecommons.org/ns#ShareAlike
http://creativecommons.org/ns#Attribution
http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/
http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/aggregate
http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/display
http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/print
http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/distribute
http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/use
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Constraint entity 

The constraint entity indicates limitations and restrictions to the permission, the pro-

hibition and duty entities. In this profile, five constraints of the ODRL vocabulary are 

used:  

 http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/timeInterval  

 http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/virtualLocation  

 http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/systemDevice  

 http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/recipient  

 http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/dateTime  

For each constraint, an operator and a right operand are required. A data type is op-

tional. These elements are described below.  

Example:  

<odrl:action name="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/display"/> 

<odrl:constraint name="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/systemDevice" opera-

tor="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/eq" rightOperand="04-21-7E-FD-83-27" 

dataType="https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MAC_address"/> 

 

Operators for constraints  

Operators are used to define the ratio of a constraint to a given right operand that has 

to be defined. For example, the age of a user has to be greater than or equal (gteq) to 18 

years. In this profile, four operators of the ODRL vocabulary are used: 

 http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/lteq  

 http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/isPartOf  

 http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/eq  

 http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/gteq  

For each constraint, an operator and a right operand are required. A data type is op-

tional. These elements are described below.  

Example:  

<odrl:action name="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/display"/> 

<odrl:constraint name="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/systemDevice" opera-

tor="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/eq" rightOperand="04-21-7E-FD-83-27" 

dataType="https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MAC_address"/> 

 

Right operand  

Right operands are not defined by the ODRL vocabulary. Therefore, the used values of 

the rights operands are listed in 2.2 ODRL External vocabulary.  

Data type  

Data types are not defined by the ODRL vocabulary. Therefore, the used values of the 

data types are listed in 2.2 ODRL External vocabulary.  

 

http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/timeInterval
http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/virtualLocation
http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/systemDevice
http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/recipient
http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/dateTime
http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/lteq
http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/isPartOf
http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/eq
http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/gteq
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5.2 ODRL External Vocabulary  

Although ODRL offers a variety of vocabulary elements, it is not enough to depict all 

licenses. Thus, additional elements have to be used. This external vocabulary is present-

ed in this section.  

5.2.1 External Vocabulary / Right Operand  

Right operands are values that must be compared to and met by the demand (defined by 

the operator) of a constraint. For example, the MAC address of a workstation must 

meet the demanded value in the license. This can also be the age of a user, a specific 

date … In this profile, six right operands are used: 

 2015-07-01T08:12:52/P10Y  

date and time interval according to ISO 8601  

 04-21-7E-FD-83-27 

MAC-address according to ISO/IEC 15802-1:1995 

 18 

age 

 2025-01-01 

date according to ISO 8601 

 2020-01-01 

date according to ISO 8601 

 All working stations of the SLUB  

http://www.slub-dresden.de/iprangeslub  

This is a fictional right operand to demonstrate that it is possible to define own 

ones. Of course, existing standards like ISO, FOAF should be used, if available.  

These values can be adapted to the specific demand as long as it complies with the 

standard.  

For each constraint, a data type is optional. This element is used in the next example 

and described in the following section.  

Example:  

<odrl:action name="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/display"/> 

<odrl:constraint name="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/systemDevice" opera-

tor="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/eq" rightOperand="04-21-7E-FD-83-27" 

dataType="https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MAC_address"/> 

5.2.2 External Vocabulary / Data Type 

Data type is the element that defines the right operand. Time or date values can easily 

be recognised, but other values like user age or the MAC address cannot easily be rec-

ognized and interpreted. Therefore, it should be specified by the data type. In this pro-

file, three data types are used:  

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MAC_address  

this data type indicates that the right operand is a MAC address  

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IP_address  

this data type indicates that the right operand is an IP address  

http://www.slub-dresden.de/iprangeslub
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MAC_address
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IP_address
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 http://xmlns.com/foaf/spec/#term_age  

this data type indicates that the right operand is the age of a person  

Dates and time intervals are not specified by data type as it is clear by the name of the 

constraint, like timeinterval and of course by the value itself.  

Example:  

<odrl:action name="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/use"/>  

<odrl:constraint name="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/recipient" opera-

tor="http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/gteq" rightOperand="18" 

dataType="http://xmlns.com/foaf/spec/#term_age"/> 

 

5.2.3 SLUBRights Vocabulary  

As the ODRL vocabulary does not meet all the demands of the licenses of the SLUB, 

two vocabulary terms have been created that can be used in the ODRL entity action:  

 http://www.slub-dresden.de/longtermpreservation  

this action indicates that the asset is allowed for or must be preserved for a pe-

riod that is defined in a rightOperand  

 http://www.slub-dresden.de/download  

this action indicates that the asset can be downloaded. In this case it is possible 

to download all images as one PDF, file or single images as JPG or PDF files.  

 http://www.slub-dresden.de/nouse  

this action indicates that the asset cannot be used. This means that no public 

presentation or distribution is permitted. This action can be used for digital doc-

uments being digitised due to reasons of preservation.  

One vocabulary term has been created that can be used in ODRL as rightOperand: 

 http://www.slub-dresden.de/iprangeslub  

this right operand defines the constraint named virtual location by permit-

ting an action only on workstations in the IP range of the SLUB 

5.3 METSRights  

Unlike ODRL, METSRights does not provide elements defined by URIs. Thus, only the 

used metadata fields of the XML schema are presented here for the two licenses:  

 Rights reserved - free access  

 Specific collections / presentations  

In these, three model elements are used which are specified by the textual license or 

other elements:  

 <RightsDeclaration>  

This element contains the textual license that can be displayed to inform the user 

about the terms of use.  

 <RightsHolder>  

This element contains information about the RightsHolder. 

 <RightsHolderName>  

 <RightsHolderContact> 

http://xmlns.com/foaf/spec/#term_age
http://www.slub-dresden.de/longtermpreservation
http://www.slub-dresden.de/download
http://www.slub-dresden.de/nouse
http://www.slub-dresden.de/iprangeslub
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 <RightsHolderContactAddress> 

 <RightsHolderContactEmail> 

 <Context>  

This element offers basic opportunities to describe permitted or prohibited ac-

tions. 

 <Permissions>  

 <Constraints>  

 <ConstraintDescription>  

Examples:  

<metsr:RightsDeclaration> 

Objects of the stock of the SLUB, whose license is "Rights reserved - free access", 

may be used free of charge for academic and private purposes provided that the 

source is acknowledged completely. Use of individual images in academic publica-

tions with an edition of less than 1,000 copies shall also be free of charge. The 

commercial use of these objects may be subject to charge and requires the prior 

written consent of the rights holder; subject to the right to prohibit use in each 

individual case. 

</metsr:RightsDeclaration> 

 

<metsr:RightsHolder RIGHTSHOLDERID="SLUB"> 

<metsr:RightsHolderName>SLUB</RightsHolderName> 

<metsr:RightsHolderContact> 

<metsr:RightsHolderContactAddress> 

Zellescher Weg 18, 01069 Dresden 

</metsr:RightsHolderContactAddress> 

<metsr:RightsHolderContactEmail> 

slub@slub-dresden.de 

</RightsHolderContactEmail> 

</metsr:RightsHolderContact> 

</metsr:RightsHolder> 

 

<metsr:Context CONTEXTCLASS="GENERAL PUBLIC"> 

<metsr:Permissions DISCOVER="true" DISPLAY="true" COPY="true" DUPLICATE="true" 

MODIFY="true" DELETE="false" PRINT="true" OTHER="false"/> 

<metsr:Constraints CONSTRAINTTYPE="RE-USE"> 

<metsr:ConstraintDescription>Users are allowed to use objects of the docu-

ment for publication in the private or scientific area in a run of less 

than 1000 copies. Commercial usage requires a license and might be liable 

to costs.</metsr:ConstraintDescription> 

</metsr:Constraints> 

</metsr:Context> 

5.4 <mdRef> URI 

It is possible in METS to use URIs as rights information. This demands that detailed 

information is given at the place to which the URI refers to. The advantages and disad-

vantages of this option are discussed in section 5.3.3 METS – <mdWrap> or <mdRef>, 

in the subsections of 5.5 Implementation of Licenses and in section 5.5.14 Questions for 

Further Research.  

For the application profile only one license is realised by this solution. The reason is 

that the CREATIVE COMMONS license does exist and is widely adopted. It has been de-

cided not to create own URIs for other licenses. Thus, as <mdRef> URI, only the follow-

ing is used:  

 http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0  

it indicates that the asset can be used according to the license CC-BY-SA   

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0
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6 Examples 

Taken into consideration the difficulties in grasping the complex theoretic explanation, 

examples for the examined licenses are given in this section with recommendations of 

the licenses’ implementation. As the examples are created for the first part of the thesis, 

it is referred to those appendices instead of creating new ones. Therefore, many exam-

ples contain both the <mdWrap> element and the <mdRef> element, although it is recom-

mended only for the CREATIVE COMMONS license to use the <mdRef> option.  

The following recommendations for the embedding of the licenses in the METS file can 

be given:  

 Creative Commons CC-BY-SA 4.0  

Appendix 6: Code block - Creative Commons CC-BY-SA 4.0 

It is recommended to use the Creative Commons URI in the <mdRef> element. 

 Rights reserved - free access 

Appendix 7: Code block - Rights Reserved : Free Access 

It is recommended to use METSRights in the <mdWrap> element. 

 One workstation in the SLUB 

Appendix 8: Code block - One Workstation in the SLUB 

It is recommended to use ODRL in the <mdWrap> element.  

 All workstations in the SLUB 

Appendix 9: Code block - All Workstations in the SLUB 

It is recommended to use ODRL in the <mdWrap> element. 

 Total restriction  

Appendix 10: Code block - Total Restriction 

It is recommended to use ODRL in the <mdWrap> element.  

 Only display  

Appendix 11: Code block - Only Display 

It is recommended to use ODRL in the <mdWrap> element. 

 Only library users 

Appendix 12: Code block - Only Library Users 

It is recommended to use ODRL in the <mdWrap> element. 

 Specific collections 

Appendix 13: Code block - Specific Collections / Presentations 

It is recommended to use METSRights in the <mdWrap> element. 

 Embargo 

Appendix 14: Code block - Embargo 

It is recommended to use ODRL in the <mdWrap> element. 

 Access restrictions by age 

Appendix 15: Code block - Restrictions by Age 

It is recommended to use ODRL in the <mdWrap> element. 

 Duration of archiving  

Appendix 16: Code block - Duration of Archiving  

It is recommended to use ODRL in the <mdWrap> element.  
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7 Conclusion  

This application profile is created to define and explain the elements that are used to 

express a set of representative licenses of digital documents of the SLUB, to show how 

RELs can be applied to depict them. It is necessary to consider other licenses if a broad 

application profile is strived for. In addition, the application profile should be extensible 

to be adaptable to current influences.  

It is necessary to state that some elements included do not enable a real practical appli-

cation because they are theoretical ones. This includes the definition of own vocabulary 

terms or the Wikipedia-URLs. Thus, despite the attempt to design this profile as an offi-

cial document, it must be regarded as a summary of the theoretical findings of the the-

sis.  

The information given is supposed to initiate a discussion about the technical and con-

ceptual implementation of the RELs to include license information in the metadata file 

of digital documents. This document proves that it is technically possible to use RELs to 

describe licenses and to include the information in METS files. For a practical applica-

tion, other licenses should be taken into consideration. It is highly recommended to do 

this with regard to a widely adoptable standard. This is only possible with an extensive 

study as explained in 6 Conclusion, Recommendations.  

This application profile aims at the technical implementation of RELs and was created 

for developers. As the evaluation confirms its applicability, further application profiles 

can focus on end users. That means the focus should then be a detailed description of 

the applied vocabulary and rules to use them.  
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Appendix 19: Questionnaire of the Structured Interview 

1  Questions about the Prototype  

These questions are posed to find out how the evaluators assess the prototype applica-

tion profile (AP).  

1. Is the aim of the AP comprehensible?  

 Yes  

 No  

 I do not know  

 

If not, why?  

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________ 

 

2. Is the target group of the AP comprehensible?  

 Yes  

 No 

 I do not know  

 

If not, why?  

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________ 

 

3. Is the structure of AP comprehensible?  

 Yes  

 No  

 I do not know  

 

If not, why?  

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________ 
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4. Are all necessary sources and basic elements explained that are needed to understand the 

AP?  

This refers to basic technical elements as for example namespaces or prefixes which facili-

tate the comprehension and applicability of the profile.  

 Yes  

 No  

 I do not know  

 

If not, which sources or basic elements are missing?  

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________ 

 

5. Is the information about METS sufficient to understand how the license information has to 

be implemented?  

 Yes  

 No  

 I do not know  

 

If not, which information should be given additionally?  

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________ 

 

6. Does the AP comprise the major needs of licenses in the SLUB?  

 Yes  

 No  

 I do not know  

 

If not, which licenses should be added?  

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________ 
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7. Is the Information about the RELs (ODRL, METSRights) sufficient?  

This refers to the description of the elements and to the general information about the RELs.  

 Yes  

 No  

 I do not know  

 

If not, which additional information should be given?  

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________ 

 

8. Is the Information about the external vocabulary (rights operand, data type, SLUBRights 

vocabulary) sufficient?  

This refers to the better description of the elements or to general information about the ex-

ternal vocabulary.  

 Yes  

 No  

 I do not know  

 

If not, which additional information should be given?  

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________ 

 

9. Is it clear why the URIs are listed in the AP?  

 Yes  

 No  

 I do not know  

 

If not, which additional information should be given?  

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________ 
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10. Are the examples helpful to understand the AP?  

 Yes  

 No  

 I do not know  

 

If not, which additional information should be given?  

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________ 

 

11. Do you think the AP can be used as guideline for the development of other APs? 

 Yes  

 No  

 I do not know  

 

If not, please give reasons for it.  

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________ 

 

12. Do you miss any other information, which is necessary to reach the aim of the AP?  

 

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________ 
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2  Conceptual Questions  

These questions are posed to find out the evaluators’ opinion on basic conceptual issues. 

The results may not be implemented in the correction of the application profile, but the 

information is important and helpful for further investigation in this topic.  

13. Do you favour the implementation of license information in the metadata of digital docu-

ments?  

 Yes  

 No  

 

Which are the reasons for your opinion? 

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________ 

 

14. Is it better to use URIs or the detailed code?  

 URIs  

 Detailed code  

 Both  

 I do not know  

 

Which are the reasons for your decision? 

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________ 

 

15. Is METS an appropriate metadata schema for the inclusion of license information?  

 Yes  

 No  

 I do not know  

 

If not, which one is preferred? Why is it preferred? 

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________ 
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16. From your point of view, what should be added or explained more detailed in future appli-

cation profiles to enable its use?  

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________ 
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